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ABSTRACT 
The goal of the investigation was the development of a class of 
-
control systems which efficiently results in high-accuracy ( 10 radiana) 
earth-pointing attitude motions of satellites of different configurations 
in elliptic orbits. The earth-pointing orientation, i e , the orientation 
such that one body-fixed axis is parallel to the local vertical and another
 
is normal to the orbit plane, is required for the lifetimes of the satel­
lites Gas jets provide the control torque
 
Linear differential equations with time-varying coefficientsj which 
include terms for the gravity torque due to an oblate earth and terms 
for the aerodynamic torque, are used to describe the attitude motion when 
a satellite is practically earth-pointing Nonlinear equations with time­
varying coefficients are used to describe the attitude motion when acquisi­
tion of the earth-pointing motion from large deviation angles (--80 ° ) Is 
considered. 
Pontryagin's Maximum Principle the necessary conditions for exact
 
solutions of optimal bounded-phase-coordinate problems and guidelines
 
obtained from the minimum-fuel station-keeping controls devised for
 
single-axis systems are used in the development of the station-keeping 
part of the control system The acquisition part of the control system,
 
developed here, results in acquisition of the earth-pointing motion from
 
large angles in the time of one-quarter orbit with comparatively little
 
fuel expenditures
 
The motions of the satellites with the developed station-keeping
 
control systems are simulated on an analog computer, and the performances
 
of the systems are evaluated The nonlinear differential equations which
 
include the developed acquisition control systems with time delays are 
integrated by using a digital computer The fuel expenditures and the 
times of acquisition obtained from these digital computer runs are com­
pared with those for the satellite motions described approximately by
 
linear differential equations with the optimal controls obtained from the
 
maximum principle
 
The simulation studies together with the performance evaluations 
showed that the control systems are quite efficient as well as reliable 
(The acquisition system is a back-up system to the station-keeping 
system ) The overall control system which is very simple to realize, 
is given in diagram form 
IV
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I INTRODUCTION
 
A. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
At this time there are many planned artifical earth satellites which
 
must perform tasks which reqaire a given satellite-fixed line to be
 
(nearly) parallel to the local vertical while the angles between every 
satellite-fixed line and tne orbit plane are (nearly) constant. This 
required orientation is called (near) earth-pointing Earth-pointing is 
not a natural satellite orientation so that control effort must be spent 
to keep the orientation (celled station-keeping) once it has been 
acquired. The time interval of station-keeping for rractical satellites 
ranges from minutes to years. In any case the controller, which causes 
the satellite to acquire the earth pointing at-itude and keep it, must 
be efficient as well as reliable
 
The problem considered in this investigation is how to efficiently
 
and reliably control a satellite's attitude motion so that it is very
 
accurately earth-pointing for a given interval of time
 
B SATELLITE CONFIGURATIONS
 
Since attitade motion characteristics vary widely with satellite
 
configuration and since the efficiency of a given control varies with
 
the characteristics of attitude motion, it, at first, seems necessary
 
to consider an almost irfnite variety of satellite configurations
 
However, upon f -ther investig tion ac is found that a few satellite
 
configurations exhibit a wide variety of attitude motions whose charac­
tezistics are basic cha acter:stics of a whole range of satellite configuratons.
 
soar configurations of satellites and tneir orbits are considered
 
here TLese four configurations were chosen since they exhibit a wide
 
vaiety of natural attitude motions and since they are similar to some
 
futtre as well as some recent earth satellites
 
Satellites (1) and (4) ere simiai to some of today's "stable"
 
scientific satellites e g , satellites of the O:biting Geophysical 
Obsenvatory and the Tiros series Satellite (4) is such that aerodynamic
 
forces smgnificantly affect its attitude motion Satellite (2) is
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C 
similar to "unstable" manned end unmanned spacecraft which will be
 
inserted inzo (nearly) circular earth parking orbits for transfer to
 
orbits about other celestial bodies. Examples of such spacecraft are
 
Apollo and Unmanned Mars Excursion Vehicle Satellite (3) is similar to
 
future "unstable" military applications samellites
 
The orbits of the satellites are elliptic, although for satellites
 
(2) and (3) the eccentricity is assumed to be only 0 01. The orbits 
are not considered circular since suon an assumption is generally a 
gross oversimplification and since the number of orbits a satellite will 
complete before the aerodynamic forces cause it to move on a trajectory 
back to earth increases with eccentricity (Breakwell and Koehler [4] 
have derived an expression for the number of oroits before decay This 
expression, which gives a lifetime of about 10,000 orbits (about 1 7 years) 
for an inatial perigee neight of 200 miles and an initial eccentricity 
of 0.03, has been experimentally verified ) 
CONTRO0 S AND PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 
In recent years many devices which showed promise of controlling the 
attitude motion of satellites have been constructed, analyzed and to
 
some extent applied with success These controllers are categorized
 
according to tneir subsystems which supply the control torques Control 
torques are obtained by devices such as gas jets, ion propulsion anits,
 
three-axes-gyroscopes, v-gyroscopes reaction wheels, reaction spheres,
 
extendable ooms and magnetic devices
 
Several investigators nave considered such devices in solving various
 
acquisition and sration-keepang problems For example, Horwitz [19] has
 
considered pulse width modulation for fairly high accuracy control of
 
highly idealized attitude motion. Tuston [20] considered the feasibility
 
of employing twin-gyroscopes for conzrol, and, Schwartz [32] considered
 
minimum energy acquisition using reaction wheel control Asymptotic
 
stabilization of the span axis of a satellite in a carcular orbit by
 
magnetic control was considered by Wheeler [34] Haefner [15] and
 
Nachol [28] each considered some of the general aspects of attitude
 
control Although these solutions contribute to the solution of the
 
problem at hand, none result in sufficient guidelines for the construction
 
2
 
of a device which will efficiently and reliably control the attitude
 
motion for high accuracy earth-pointing 
Because of their simplicity and reliability, gas jets are considered
 
in this investigation as the suppliers of control torque
 
The error in orientation for the high accuracy earth-pointing 
orientation is considered* to have priority over all other performances 
measures. However for efficiency, the weight of the fuel spent for 
control must be as near minimal as is practicable (See Section B, 
Chapter III ) Another criterion used in the present investigation is the 
time limit for acquisition of the high accuracy earth-pointing orientation 
Since some satellites require rapid acquisition (e g , the acquisition of
 
the Gemnni-Agena to earth-pointing before firing the agena rocket for 
changing orbit) the time of acquisition is limited to the time of one­
fourth of an orbit
 
D PREVIOUS COfIRIBUTIONS 
The present investigation is a continuation of the work at Stanford
 
on the attitude control of satellites Busch** [6] has developed a sub­
optimal minimum-fuel acquisition control law for a "stable" satellite in
 
an elliptic orbit The use of this control law does not consistently
 
result in acquisition to high accuracy earth-pointing unless the eccen­
tricity of the orbit is very small However, Busch has included a
 
reaction wheel for improving the accuracy when the eccentricity is not
 
small Although the reaction wheel must be slowed periodically by apply­
ing gas jet torque, Busch's controller performs quite well in station­
keeping. The controller gives fairly high accuracy in earth-pointing,
 
but the controller is not efficient while station-keeping
 
*After completing this work it came to our attention that A E Pearson 
in his presentation on "Performance Maintainability in Precision Attitude 
Control Systems"in J A C C preprints (Philadelphia 1967) discussed
 
generalized performance measures for practical attitude control systems
 
**Also see SUDAAR No 261 or R E Busch and I. Fldgge-Lotz, "Attitude 
Control of a Satellite in an Elliptic Orbit", Journal of Spacecraft and
 
Rockets, Vol 4, No 4, 1967.
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Others who have investigated certain aspects of minimum-fuel
 
attitude control are Flugge-Lotz and Marbach [1], Foy [14], Meditch [271,
 
Athans [1), Craig and Flugge-Lotz [10] and Hales [16]
 
E . COTI BUTI0NS
 
In Chapter II the equations of motions of rigid satellites in
 
elliptic orbits about an oblate body with atmosphere are derived in terms
 
of the "three-axes Euler angles" which for small angles are nearly the
 
yaw, roll and pitch angles The effects of disturbances such as those
 
due to solar radiation pressure meteoroids, etc. are discussed A means
 
of determining an upper bounds on the error due to simplifying the full
 
nonlinear equations of controlled motion is given
 
In Chapter III the theory of the control of satellite attitude motion
 
is discussed and its application justified
 
In Chapter IV a high-accuracy station-keeping feedback control law 
is developed The application of this control law to "unstable" as well 
as "stable" satellites results in very little fuel expenditure The 
reliability and efficiency of the station-keeping controller under adverse 
circumstances is investigated in Chapter VI where the overall system is 
discussed 
Suboptimal acquisition control laws for the four satellites are 
developed in Chapter V by extending Busch's results with the aid of phase­
plane methods and Pontryagin's Maximum Principle. 
It is assumed that sensors of attitude angles and their rates for 
such high accuracy will be available in the very near future 
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II. THE EQUATIONS OF CONTROLLED SATELLITE ATTITUDE MOTION 
Satellite attitude motion is suitably described by a system of
 
differential equations in which the dependent variables are the gener­
alized coordinates of the satellite. Three of the generalized coordinates
 
completely determine the attitude of a rigid satellite in some reference
 
frame. The time-history of these three coordinates and their rates for
 
some interval of time is called the attitude motion in that time interval
 
or more simply the motion
 
A THE INERTIA TORQUE 
For a rigid* satellite, B, the inertia torque for the mass center 
of B, B*, is well known. (See, for example, Kane [22].) If n 
i = 1,2, , are elements of a right-handed set of mutually perpendicular 
unit vectors which are parallel to principal axes of inertia of B for B*, 
say LI i = 1,2,3, (see Figure 2 1) and if II i = 1,2,3, are the 
associated principal moments of inertia, then the inertia torque of B
 
for B* is given by
 
T1 - [ m 3 (1 2 - 13) - n1,11 ,]n 
+ [cngn(1 3 - Il) - 62I 2 (2 1) 
+ [0l32(Il - 12) - En 
where wI, i = 1,2,3, are the measure numbers of the angular velocity 
of B in an inertial reference frame for the basis, n i = 1,2,3, and 
where the symbol ( ) -- d( )/dt 
One orbit of the satellites considered very nearly lies in a plane
 
in an inertial space.(See King-Nele [23].). This plane, which contains
 
the mass center, E*, of the earth, E, (together with the plane's
 
normal) determines a suitable inertial reference frame
 
Causes of non-rigidity of the satellite and their effects on the con­
trolled motion of the Satellite and on the fuel cost are discussed in
 
Section C of Chapter VI.
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ORBIT
 
SEGMENT
 
Figure 2 1 	 Principal Axes of Inertia, L, i = 1.2,3, the Unit 
Vectors n a = 12 3, the Satellite B and the 
Earth E 
6
 
0, i = 123,* (seeIn terms of the "three-axes Euler angles", 

Busch [6]) the measure numbers of T, (2 1), for the basis n
 
i = 1,2,3, are 
TI -Oes -eec +Oelec2S={-lC 5 S +Geles2c 

T1 1 =f-Eq10c20c -e2 s3 1e2s2c3 e2e3 3 +1o3 c2s3
3 

- [l(c1s3 + Sls2) - ec, 2c3 + e6(slc3 + clS23)] 
_ s - c1s2c3 ) - x (2.2a) 
0le2 s1 -21a2s2s3 +0 A2ass+ 91a3C2C3T12 =(-92c3 + 
- 9[9 1 (c1c3 - SlS2s,) + 02ic2s' + % (Cs2C - sS3 
(2 2b) 
- 0(sl53 + c1 2s3 ) - k? l) x 12 

T13 =t-63 - 03 e1 aC2 + 2 + a2CL 2 )
1 c(Ise
 
(2.2c)
-clc2 -keL ) X 13 
s = sin 0 I = 1,2,3, and wherewhere c os 

W = (esI + 02)s53 (0c1s2 - e1 c2 )c3 
(23)

w2 = (0s + 02)c3 + (8cIs2 - eic 2 )s3 

C3 = cC2 + 01s2 + 5 
The angle 0 is defined in Appendix A (see Figure A 1) and the inertia 
parameters klk 2,k3 are defined by 
1 ' z2 1IT- 3 ' 12 -119
1 13 1 1 (2.4)
k 3 2 k2= , k3 
*When 0, 1 1,2,3, axe small, they can be considered as the yaw, roll 
and pitch angles, respectively 
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B THE (ACTIVE) TORQUE 
The torque for B* is due to all contact and body forces acting on 
B The body forces are due primarily to the gravitational attraction of 
the earth and other celestial bodies and the interaction of the satellite 
with the earth's magnetic field The contact forces are due primarily to 
the interaction of the satellite with the earth's atmosphere and emissions 
from the sum, to collisions of the satellite with meteoroids and to the 
controls, for example gas jets 
All of these forces were considered in the derivation of the torque
 
for B* (see Section F of this chapter.) However, the torque expression
 
used in the derivation of the equations of motion is a result of consid­
ering only aerodynamic, control and earth gravitational forces This
 
torque expression can be written as
 
3 3 
T Tn = (TgI + Ta + C!)n (2.5) 
i=l i=l 
where for the basis n, i = 1,2,) the measure numbers CI i = 1 2,3, 
are for the control torque vector, the measure numbers Tg9 i = 1,2,3, 
are for the gravitational torque vector and the measure numbers Tais 
i = 1,2,3, are for the aerodynamic torque vector. 
C. THE FULL NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF CONTROLLED MOTION 
If for each n , i = 1,2,3, the corresponding measure numbers of 
T and T are divided by I i = 1,2,3, respectively, and summed to 
zeroj then from (2.2a)-(2 2c) and (2 5) the result is represented by 
three equations in 6 , i = 1,2p3 If these three equations are solved 
for 6, i = 1,2,3, they give 
e1 1a2S2 20 3 - 061s1s,2 + e2C 2
 
-Gs1 + cs +Skc w -C 5w2 
+ - s3T2/12)/c2 (2 6 a) 
8 
02 e3C2 - 001c, - es2 dSl1 

3 3 W D1 s~k1 2e 
+ c3T2/12 - (2.6b) 
b3 12 
 2C2 + e'1'1'2 "2'1'21 

-G 1 - kn 2 + T3/I (2 6c) 
Equations (2.6a)-(2 6c) are the desired differential equations of 
motion in the dependent variables 9 i = 1,2,3, and the independent 
variable t if 6 and e are known functions of t and TI, i = 1,2p3, 
are known function of I = 1,2,3, and Except C )e,) b ! t. for 
i = 1,2,3, which are to be determined in the following chapters as 
functions of 0 0 i= 1,2,3, and t, the measure numbers T 
i = 1,2,5, are known functions of 0,1 61, i = 1,2,5, and t Equations 
(B.11) with (B.) and (B.10) give the desired relationships for Tai
 
i = 1,2,3, and Equations (A.8) with (A 9) and (A 10) give the desired
 
- 2 P 3relationships for i = 1 2,3, if r, r /r , ce and s are 
known functions of time Equations (C 23)-(C 29) give r, p/r3, 0, r-2) 
6P s8 and c " as functions of time. 
The measure numbers of the torque as given by (2 5) can be written 
with the aid of Equations (A.8)-(A.10), (B.3), (B 10) and (B 11) as 
T= l + [/r3(33 - 12)" 3c2s2s3 
22 2 
+ J(rE/r)25(7s s - l)c2 s2s3 - 2s cc c 2c 
- 2s 2 cs c
F8.c.12'3 + 2s
2 sc clSlCCb801 12 3 
22 
- 2c2c sec c -Sc sc cc2s 
6 123 e1 2 I 
+ 10sc~ceIc2s2 + (TERMS IN s . . s4)] 
(continued) 
If, of course, 0 as replaced with 0 . 
o p 
9 
- (CD/2)SPVUf:C2s2 + 93c2s3 )
 
- r(e - eEC[E2'102 + 13(C1C3 - s1S2S3A
 
+ r6Esce[.P2C1c3 - y3(slC3 + cS23)]D (2 7a)
 
T2 =C2 + w/r3(zi1 -1)f3o2s203 - J(r/)2 1[5(1 - 72e)o2s2c0 
2 2 2 2 2
-2s cos + 2CCLCS2C +Bsscocc -8ssoslcc
5 

18s0~2203+ (TEEMS IN S jj - vrjyP5 i 2
+ ±8~2~'s32, ) - (C0/2)SP Vfr(2g3o2o3-21 s2) 
+ reEcs[(sIs3 - 0s2c3) - yC1C21) (2 7b) 
T=0 + /rN(I 2 - iM- 30~c3s3 + J(rE/r)2 [5(7ss e - 1)c2cs3 2 2 2 a222
 
Ssscclc c2 + 8s soo 

- 8Se2scs
 
80 123 2 80 2 3 3 
- 2s2C2Cl2Cs + 2scc c2 s 2 + (TERMS IN s2, 5 
- (CD/2)SpV-r(ls3 + "2'ce0) 
+ r(e - - - 22('1S203SElcSS)E1() + e1s3)]
 
+ r0Eces5.s±I0C3 + cl12Is) - 22(S53 - cIs2c3 )]) (2 7c) 
where 
p = pp exp[K(r - rp (2 8) 
V =(h/a)(1 + 2ecO)1 /2 (2 9) 
Equations (2.6 a)-(2 6c) with Equations (2.3), (2.4), (2 7a)-(2 9) 
and with Equations (C.23)-(C.29) are the desired nonlinear differential 
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equations of controlled motion This model of the controlled motion can
 
be simplified without introducing significant error The simplifications
 
strongly depend on the parameters of the satellite and on the mode
 
(steady-state or acquisition) of motion
 
D PARAMETERS OF THE SATELLITES AND THE SIMPLICATION OF THE MOTION
 
EQUATIONS
 
In the Introduction, Chapter I the general configurations and the 
altitudes of the four satellites to be considered were discussed Here 
eajb)this discussion is translated into numbers for 11,12,13,klk 2,k3, 

These
ep pp, the height of perigee (ph) and the height of apogee (ah) 

numbers for the four satellites are given in Table (2 1) together with
 
the air density at apogee, pa
 
TABLE 2 1 PARAMETERS OF THE SATELLITES AND OF THEIR ORBITS
 
(4)
Satellite No (1) (2) (s) 

7 0X0lO S 1 4sxO4
 
1 2 30x10
5 1 15X105 
1 44x1041 21xlO5 
7 OOxl0
2 33x105
12 

1 45X1O4
1 15x105 

I 2 36x10
5 1 21X105 

(slug-ft2 )
 
-086 001
kI1 001 0 99 

*k -0 03 -o 86 -O 89 -0 01 2 

*k 001 -0 89 0.99 001 3 

e 0 05 001 001 0.03 
a(miles) 4480 4500 4500 4260
 
200
ph(miles) 300 500 500 

460
ah(miles) 745 585 585 

SP(radians) variable from 0 to 2t
 
6 2xlO-15  1 6xlO-16  "
 1 6x10 6 4 OxlO-14
 
Pa 
18 4 7x1O 17 4 7x10 17 3 7xlO
-16
 
3 4xlO­
Sslugs/ft) 
The orbits of the satellites are fixed by the values given for
 
a~e,eP and § The shapes and compositions of the satellites are not 
completely faxed by the values given for lI42 and 13 and are even 
less fixed if values are only given for kII i = 1,2,3, (since common 
multiples of II = 1,2,3, result an the same values of k1,I = 1,2,3) 
Typical configurations of the four satellites are as follows 
(1) Nearly spherical with a weight of 60,000 lbs I a maximum
 
dimension of 14 ft and a specific weight of 40 lbs/ft
3
 
(2) Nearly circular cylindrical with a weight of 50,000 lbs
 
a height of 30 ft., a mean diameter of 6 ft. and a specific
 
weight of 60 lbs/ft3 The axis of minimum moment of inertia
 
is nearly tangent to the orbital path when in the earth­
pointing mode, 
(3) Similar to (2) except that its axis of minimum moment of 
inertia is nearly coincident with the local vertical when in
 
the earth-pointing mode
 
(4) Nearly spherical with a weight of 10,000 lbs I a maximum
 
dimension of 9 ft. and a specific weight of 30 lbs./ft
3
 
The simplifications of the equations of motion are naturally divided 
by the regimes of tel, 3. = 1,2,3, and the magnitudes of their com­
patible rates In the acquisition mode let, 1 = 1,2,3, vary from 
about one radian down to l0-5 radians or less with most of the time of 
acquisition spent with let, i = 12j3I assuming the larger values 
In the steady-state mode the motion will be controlled in a manner such 
-that lI, i = 1,2,3, will be less than 10 3 radians In the following 
two parts of this section, Parts 1 and 2, the equations of controlled 
motion are simplified for the two modes of motion. The reasons for the 
simplifications are the solution of the full nonlinear equations of 
controlled motion with the aid of a digital computer is extremely costly, 
the analog simulation of these equations (even after they have been 
linearized in 0 , 6 1 = 1,2j3) requires a greater number of operational 
amplifiers than is available on the analog computer used (two pace TR-48 
computers slaved together), andj finally, the error due to the simplifica­
tions is insignificant in the final results (see Chapter VI)
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1 
 The Simplified Acquisition Equations of Motion
 
For some satellites certain terms in the nonlinear equations of
 
controlled motion are insignificantly small when the controlled satellite
 
is in the acquisition mode. These terms are less than one-one hundredth 
of the other terms in magnitude for all but about the last one-tenth of 
the time of acquisition, which is assumed to be the time of one-quarter 
of an orbit or less During the last one-tenth of the acquisition time
 
all of the terms are of the order of 10-9 or less
 
For satellites (1),(2) and (3) the insignificant terms are
 
those in equations (2 7a)-(2 7c) with CD and J as coefficients and
 
some of those in equations (2 6a)-(2 6c) and (2.7a)-(2 7c) which are
 
products of two or three of sI , = 1,2,3, and b The cost of the
 
digital computer solution of the equations with the latter of the above
 
insignificant terms included is not significantly greater than the cost
 
of the solution without these terms If only those terms with CD and
 
J as coefficients are omitted then the simplified acquisition equations
 
of motion for satellites (1),(2) and (3) are
 
eI = (0102s2 - e2e3 - eelS1S 2 + 0e 2 c1 c2 - e 3ssI + dcls2
-1 2
 
+k sdo) - k1cmww + cC1/I - 3k G /r) c scs 
2 33 1 1 3 23 3 11 1 2 2 33
 
- s3C2/12 - 3k2 (k/r3)c2s2 c3s3)/c2 (2 10a) 
92 1 3 11-- l2 s 1 k23 31 - k133 
+ cC 2 /I 2 + 3k2 (/r 3 )c2 s2 c 
s3/Il + 2 (2 lOb) 
- s +Sk 1 Qi/r3 )c s (1bC/I 2
 
3 12 1 22 12 21 12 31
e83 = -01S2 - el1e02 a2 + 061lIC2 + 0eo2ClS6 - Oc 1le - kpalw2
2 2 

+ C/I - 3k3 (bL/r)c 2 c s (2 10c) 
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wherecI, 3 = 1,2,3, are given by (2.3) and jt/r , e and e are given 
by (C24),(C 25) and (C 27) with 0o, the angle from perigee at t = 0, 
added to nt
 
For satellite (4) the terms which are insignificant and will be 
omitted in the acquisition equations of motion are those which contain
 
one of JOf i'CDrOE and r02s s .I , k = 1,2)3, as factors In this 
case, if Vre is replaced by (h2/a2 )(1 + 2ec) (h2/a2 )[1 + 2e cos
 
(nt + eo)] (see equations (B.10) and (C.29)), the simplified equations 
of motion are the same as (2 10a)-(2 10c) except that the terms
 
rs I (CD/2)Sp(h2/a2)[1 + 2e cos(nt +
 
1 2 c+
X (c3 /11 c2)(2SlC 2 Y l) (2 la)
 
rhs = 0 , (2 llb) 
rhs3 (CD/2I3 )Sp(h2/aA1 + 2e cos(nt + eo)]
 
x ( 2c1s3 - 81cIc ) (2.11c)
 
are added to the right-hand sides of equations (2 bOa), (2.l0b) and (2 lOc), 
respectively 
If (C 23) is substituted into (B 2) and e is assumed to be 00
 
at t 0, then
 
p = Pp exp(Ke[cos(nt + Go)]) (2 12) 
A more convenient form of the simplified acquisition equations
 
of motion is obtained by letting T = nt, ( )'= dQ/dt
 
Xx-1 =0 X =00 for i = 1,2,3 (2 13)
 
With these substitutions and the substitution of (C 24),(C 25) and (C 27)
 
into (2 10a)-(2 10c) the equations of motion for satellites (1),(2) and
 
(3) becomes
 
X X2
 
(continued)
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(x2x4 s2 - + k(x 4 cic 2 - x2ss 2 - x6 s) + 2 1s2
 
-t +k 2s3W3W1 - klc3W2W3 + cgvI - s3v2
 
- 3A3(k1 + k2)c2s2c3s3)/c2 
= x, 

3 x4
 
= x2x6c2 - §(x 2c1 + x6c5 2) - A2 s1 - ]2cWW -k sW 2W3 
+cV -y +5A(kC 2 - k s2 )c s 3'2 3'1 3 23 1 32 2
 
x = x
 
+ A1(x2sl 2 + x4ls2)
X2"x4C - x2
2 
31W + v3 3kAsc2css (2.14) 
where vi = C /n2 I ,. = 1,2j3; 
p- = /n = [1 + 2e cos(r + 00)]
 
A= /n2 = -2e[sin(- + 0O) + 5e cos(, + eo)sin(,r + eo)]
 
= (/r3 n2 ) = [I + 3e cos(r + e)]
A3 

W1 = 	0'/n = x2 c2c3 + X4 '3 + Al(Sls3 - Cls2C3 )
 
O2 /n = x4C3 - x2c2 S3 + A,(slc3 + els2s5)
=
W2 

(2.15)

W3 = 'D/n = x6 + x2s2 + KlC 2 
areThe acquisition equations of motion for satellite (4) 

obtained by adding
 
RKs1 = rhs./n2 = A4(A2 1c2 + A23c1c)(c3/12) 
(continued) 
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2
R_ S2 = rhs2/n o 
BRS = A4 (P 3 - L I) (2.16)rhs/n 2 2cs 1clc(I 

where A4 = (CDP Sh2 /2a2 )[l + 2e cos(T + e0)]expfKe[cos(T + e0 )-a]3 to 
the right-hand side of the second fourth and sixth of equations (2 is), 
respectively. Equations (2.16) are obtained from equations (2 Ila)­
(2 lie) and (2 12) 
2 The Simplified Steady-State Equation of Motion 
High-accuracy earth-pointing motion or steady-state motion is 
< i0 - 5 defined to be motion such that ix1i radians, 1 = 1, , 6 (see 
equations (2 13)) (In the search for a steady-state control law, i e 
for the functions vI = v (xl_ ..,x6 )r), i = 1)2,3, it is required
 
that lxi s 1 1 x 10 radians ) In the steady-state mode the terms 
in the nonlinear equations of motion which contain products of some of 
xI, n. = 1,. ,6, are insignificantly small and can be omitted The 
terms in the earth oblateness part of the gravitation torque (terms with 
J as a coefficient) cannot in general be neglected as was done in the 
acquisition equations. Howeverj in the equation corresponding to the 
T53 component of the torque the oblateness terms can be neglected 
since for an entire orbit these terms are about one one-hundredth of 
the inertia torque term, e In the two equations corresponding to the 
T n1 and T n2 components of the torque the oblateness terms which 
are signLficant are of the same order of magnitude as the largest of the 
other terms for some orbits, but, these oblateness terms which are 
significant for some orbits are insignificant for other orbits (These 
significant oblateness terms are periodic with zero occurng at the time 
of coincidence of B* with a point of the earth's equitorial plane 
except in the case where the orbit is in the earth's equitorial plane 
and all of the oblateness terms are zero.) It should be remarked that 
for greater earth-pointing accuracy, say an order of magnitude greater, 
some of the oblateness terms are the most significant terms in the 
equations corresponding to T nI and T n 2 for most orbits if the 
aerodynamic torque is insignificant. 
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In the simplified steady-state equations of motion) which are
 
written below, the significant oblateness terms are included;palthough
 
in some of the control law analysis the orbits are chosen so that these
 
terms are zero. Before the equations are written it should be remarked
 
that the "best" functions v v (x ,x6 r), a 1,2.3,
= 1,.. = are such 
that vI are of the same order of magnitude as xc i = 1, . ,6, so 
that terms in the equations which are products of vI and x are 
insignificant. 
If s1 and ci are replaced by xI and 1, respectively, 
then for satellites (1),(2) and (3) the simplified steady-state equations 
of motion are 
XT =X
1 '2
 
X=-kA2, + AxKAx I- 2kA J~r 2 5cc + V
 
2 2 3 -lx- 1Z3rE,/
-k 1 

K2 A~x k(3A3
xT= -A x, -  +2 
+ 8kA J(rE/r)2 s csa +v
 
x t = x6 
= -3k3A3x5 - A2 + v3 (2 17)
 
where K1 = 1 - k1 ,K 2 = I + k2 and A i = 12,3, are given in (2.15).
 
For satellite (4) the simplified steady-state equations of
 
motion are
 
x1 =x 2 
x = KiAlX4 + (A4/I1)23 + v1 
xI = 
3 '
 
(continued)
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+ 8kAJ(r 2 v
-K A - /r)+
2 +r 2 3 rE/ras+%s 2 
xT = x
 
5 x6 
X = A2 - A4 21/1 3 + v3 (2 18) 
where A4 is the same as in (2.16)
 
E. THE ERROR IN THE MOTION DUE TO THE SIMPLIFI CATIONS 
An upper bound on the motion error due to the simplifications made
 
in the equations of motion can be easily obtained for satellites which
 
are stable in the sense of DeBra [11]. Suppose that the full nonlinear
 
equations of motion are written in matrix form as
 
_x' = A(Tx + Bv( ) + g[x,v(,r] + gjax,v(t),v] (2.19) 
t
where the transpose of x is given by x = (x, x2 , .,x6 ), A(r) is a 
six-by-six periodically time-varying matrix, B is a six-by-three 
constant matrix, = [Vl(i), ,-() is the control vector which v,(T)] 
is a known function of T and the steady-state (or acquisition) solutions 
of (2.19), say c(T), for given initial conditions, _j corresponding 
to To, gj1xv( X)r] is a vector function which contains all of the 
forcing function (or nonlinear) terms retained in the simplified steady­
state (or acquisition) equations, and, g2 [xv(T)] is a vector function
 
which contains all of the terms omitted in the simplification Then the
 
solution of (2.19) can be written as
 
T('0 + 
0 
+ 
0 
+ (2 20) 
0 
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where 'D(,to) is the fundamental matrix of x' = A(T)x. 
If the norm is defined by 
6 6 
lxi IXl.ii and 10I = . ICP1, 
i=iJ=l 
where (p are elements of ( and if cp(T) is defined to be the
 
solution of the simplified equations, then
 
T 
cp(T) - W( )I -5 (221)12-E_AA]A 
0 
in the steady-state case since is a function of t only in this 
case 
DeBra has investigated the motion of satellites in elliptic orbits
 
about an oblate earth and has found for certain satellite configurations
 
that the motion is "stable" Satellites which have such "stable" motion
 
maxl¢ ,)l 0fr f I 
have the characteristic that m I0(rf;?) I F 20 for T In 
-
the steady-state case, since v(r) is such that v (t) I ! 1 1 X 10
for all T, the maximum value of jI2 [ ('),v('C),]I is less than 10 
Since the equations are periodic with period 27E, the equations for the 
steady-state case need be integrated only over the interval f- = 2 . 
Thus, in this case I(Qf)- 2(pCf) < 1 26 x 10-6 Since is'(f)l 
10-4 I = 1, ,6, for most solutions obtained (see Chapters IV and VI), 
the error in c is generally less than 2% for satellites which arets(T) 

stable in the sense of DeBra Satellites (1) and (4), the roll and yaw
 
motions of satellite (2) and the roll and pitch motions of satellite (3)
 
are "stable" 
Since the vector function gl is a function of cp(s) as well as
 
of r in the acquisition case no meaningful upper bound on the error
 
due to simplifying the acquisition equations can be found with the above
 
method However, Busch [6] found that there was little detectable error
 
in his acquisition motion obtained from his simplified equations which
 
were completely linearized.
 
'Busch compared the linear acquisition solutions with the nonlinear
 
solutions
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F. DISTURBANCES
 
Those influences of the motion (or those torques) which are not 
taken account of by the equations of motion are called disturbances The 
primary sources of possible disturbances are the sun, the earth's magnetic 
field and meteoroids. (Other disturbances, e g misalignment of gas 
jets, are discussed in Chapter VI ) 
The torque for B* due to the sun's gravitational attraction of the 
satellite is no larger than 10-4 times the torque Tg, due to the 
gravitational attraction of the earth when the satellite is in the high­
accuracy earth-pointing mode of motion This torque is, of course; very 
insignificant when studying the motion for one orbit or less. 
Emissions from the sun exert a pressure on the exposed part of the 
satellite's surface area. A torque for B* due to this pressure (usually 
called solar radiation pressure) can be quite significant Expressions 
for this torque have been derived by McElvain [26] and Wheeler [34]. 
From these expressions it is concluded for the satellites considered here
 
-
that the solar pressure torque is no larger than 10 times IT9 when 
the satellite has large motion and a distance ds between B* and the 
center of solar pressure of I ft For high-accuracy earth-pointing 
motion the solar pressure torque can be as large as IT I if ds is of 
the order of 1 ft This torque can affect the form of the required 
steady-state control law and the cost of the control. However, since 
the solar torque is very similar to the aerodynamic torque in effect and 
since the aerodynamic torque is accounted for, the solar pressure torque 
per se is not considered further
 
The torque for B* due to the interaction of a satellite with the
 
earth's magnetic field can have a significant effect on the motion
 
Bandeen and Manger [2] have considered a model of the Tiros I satellite
 
for correlating data on the precession of the nearly earth-pointing spin
 
axis. The model included the effect of the interaction with the earth's
 
magnetic field To model this satellite Bandeen and Manger assumed that 
a circular conductor with a one meter diameter was on board and carrying 
a current of one ampere. This model correlated well with the data 
received. The magnetic torque of this model was of the same order of 
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magnitude as the earth's gravitational torque for an inaccuracy in 
earth-pointing of 0 1 radians However, since Tiros I was much less 
massive and extensive than the satellites considered here (with about 
the same asymmetry), the same magnetic torque is only about 10-2 times 
IT I1for the same earth-pointing accuracy. If this same current­
carrying coil were placed on the satellites considered here) the magnetic
 
torque would be of the same order of magnitude as T when the satellites
 
-g 
are in the high-accuracy earth-pointing mode of motion. 
For actual satellites in general it is difficult to say what effect 
the torque due to the interaction of a satellite with the earth's 
magnetic field will have on the motion Part of this torque results from 
a residual component due to magnetization of some parts of the satellite 
Since the magnetic torque is considered to be no larger than the other 
torques and since by properly designing the satellite this torque can be 
made quite small it is considered hereafter only as an unknown distur­
bance of a certain maximum amplitude which must be overcome by the 
control 
The forces and their torques due to collisions with meteoroids are
 
considered to be extremely insignificant for nearly the entire lifetime
 
of the satellite Christman and McMillan [8] have concluded from
 
measurements obtained by the Explorer, Mariner and Pegasus satellites
 
that the probability of no impact by a meteoroid with momentum of
 
-
6.67 X 10 lb-ft/sec is 0 99 and that for meteoroids with greater 
momentum impact it is even less. Using experimentally available data, 
Whipple [35] has estimated that meteoroids with speeds of 20,000 ft/sec 
and masses of 2 X 10-1P lb. will impacta satellite with a cross­
sectional area of twenty square feet about every 20 seconds at an 
altitude of 200 miles. Whipple has also concluded that the frequency
 
of impact decreases log arithmetically with altitude and with increase
 
in the mass of the meteoroid
 
Cloutier [9) has found that the torque due to the forces exerted on
 
a satellite by meteoroid impact can be as great or greater than the
 
torque due to the earth's gravitational attraction but that this is
 
generally a rarity A provision must be made for such rare occurances;
 
and, this is done in Chapter IV.
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A summary of the most significant torques, which can be predicted 
with some certainty, is found in Table (2 2) In this table for various 
ranges of I0s)1 i = 1,2,31 the satellite numbers ((i) thru (4)) are 
placed under the torques and beside the component designation if for a 
particular satellite the component of the torque is significant A 
component of a torque is insignificant if it is at least one order of 
magnitude less than corresponding components of other torques For 
satellite (1) some components of the totality of the torques in the 
table are shown as insignificant for some ranges of lefl, 1 = 1,2,3. 
The reason for this is that these components are insignificant compared 
to the corresponding components of the inertia torque which is not 
included in the table. 
The model used for determining the magnetic torque in Table 2.2 was 
the same as Bandeen and Manger used for Tiros I The expression used 
for the solar pressure torque of Table 2 2 was derived by Wheeler.
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TABLE 2 2 THE SIGNIFICANT TORQUE TERMS FOR VARIOUS EARTH-POINTING ACCURACIES 
i=i,2, 3 
RADIAN'S 
GRAVITATIONAL 
SPIHERICALJ EARTH 
TORQUE 
OBLATE EARTH 
AERODYNAIC 
TORQUE 
SOLAR PRESSURE 
TORQUE 
MAGNETIC 
TORQUE 
MP 
E 
to 1 
(1)(2)(5)()
(1)(2)(3)(4) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
- (4) 
-
(4) 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-2 
- R3 
0 01-
0 1 
- (2)(3) -(4)
(1) (2) (3) (4) - - - - - - - -
El 
2 
(1) (2) (3) (4) - (4) - - - - - - - -
0.001-
0.01 
- (2) (s) -
(1)(2)(3)(4) 
(2)(3)-(4) 
- (2) (s) 
-(2)(())-(-(2)-­(2( ) 
- -(4) 
(2) 
- -(s) 
-
- -
-
--
-
i 
2 
0 0001-
0 001 
(2) (3) 
(1) (2) (3) 
- (2) (s) 
-
-
(2) (3) 
(1) (2) (3) 
- (2) (3) 
(4) 
(4) 
-
-
(2) 
-
()­
-
-
(4) 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-2 
- 3 
1 oxIo-5 - (2)(3) - -(2) (3) (4) (1)(2)(3) -(3) - El 
-0 0001 -
-
(2) (3) 
(2) (3) 
-
-
(1) (2) (5) 
- (2) (3) 
-(1) 
(4) -
(2) 
-
-
-
(4) 
-
-(2) 
- -
-
-
(4) 
-
E2 
III THEORY OF THE CONTROL OF THE SATELLITES' ATTITUDES
 
A THE MOTION REQUIREMENTS IN TERMS OF THE STATE OF THE PLANT
 
In Chapter 1, Section A, the attitude motion requirements of the 
satellites were given in geometric terms Here, they will be given in 
an algebraic form 
In Chapter II the differential equations of attitude motion were 
derived in terms of the three-axes Euler angles, e1,e 2 ,e 3, which define 
the orientation of the satellite with respect to the orbiting earth­
pointing reference frame On page 14 of Chapter II the three second-order 
differential equations of attitude motion were replaced with six first­
order differential equations by defining the vector x = (xlx 2, ,x6)t
 
The state of the plant at some time, r, is defined to be the six­
dimensional vector x('r) = [Xl(c)'x2(r)' 'x6(T)]t The state space is 
the six-dimensional euclidian vector space, X, of which x(r) is an 
element
 
High accuracy earth-pointing requires that x, i = 1,2, ,6, be 
kept less than or equal to given small positive numbers for the lifetime 
of the satellite. (See Appendix D ) Let s5 I = 1,2, 6, be these 
given* small positive numbers Then it is required that x1 s 1
 
i = 1 2, ,6 These inequalities define a closed and bounded region S,
 
of the vector space X which contains the origin or zero vector
 
B SATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE AND THE COST 
A satellite attitude controller (see Figure 3 1) will be said to have 
satisfactory performance if acquisition to the region S from x 1 50 
< n/2, 1 = 1,2, ,6, can be accomplished with near minimum cost in less 
than the time of one quarter orbit and if the station-keeping part of the 
controller with near minimum cost for the lifetime of the satellite can 
keep the state space trajectory from departing the region S by a signi­
ficant amount (except when large unaccounted for disturbances overpower
 
the station-keeping part of the controller)
 
See Chapter IV
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Figure 3 1. A Simplified Diagram of the Controlled Attitude System 
The cost of a satisfactorily performing satellite is ultimately a 
combination of the monetary cost and time costs of producing the satellite 
which performs the required mission. In this presentation it is assumed 
that except for the attitude controller the satellite is of a given con­
figuration and cost, so that, reductions in cost are obtainable only by
 
reducing the cost of the controller
 
The cost of the controller is not just the cost of constructing the
 
controller and operating it in orbit but includes the cost of placing
 
the controller in orbit with the satellite. A heavy controller will
 
require more power from the vehicle which orbits the satellite than a
 
light controller
 
When the controller uses gas jets to provide the control torque, the
 
weight of the fuel for the gas jets can increase the cost even if increases
 
in the cost of orbiting the satellite are not considered For example,
 
the increase in cost due to an increase in the weight of the fuel can
 
result from expensive packaging caused by the increase in volume of the
 
fuel container or from the increase in the cost of constructing the fuel
 
container which must withstand higher pressures if the volume is kept
 
small
 
The feedback attitude controller will contain electronic computing
 
elements and gas jet thrusters The number, sizes) weights and complex­
ities of these should be kept at a minimum for minimum overall cost It
 
is true that the use of off-the-shelf hardware components will reduce the
 
cost if the weights and complexities of these components are not pro­
hibitive.
 
Thus, to reduce the cost of the attitude controller the weight of
 
the controller should be reduced as much as possible compatible with
 
inexpensive off-the-shelf components and with the simplicity of the over­
all system
 
The power supply for a year or more of control is the heaviest com­
ponent of the controller so that the weight of the power supply should be
 
at the focus of attention. Other components are nearly fixed in weight
 
by the state of the art except for the thrusters which generally decrease
 
in size and weight with decrease in trust magnitudes It should be
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C 
pointed out, however that for very small thrust requirements hot gas
 
or ion thrusters are used and they require a weightly power supply for
 
supplying heat
 
For a controller which utilizes gas jets for control the power
 
supply consists of the fuel, which is usually an inert gas, the fuel
 
container) tubes for carrying the fuel to the thrusters and pressure
 
regulating devices Except for the fuel, the components of the power
 
supply are nearly standard in weight for all but high gas pressures By
 
reducing the weight of the fuel, the gas pressure and/or volume will be
 
reduced Thus, the weight of the fuel will be at the focus of further
 
attention
 
THE OBJECTIVE
 
In summary, the objective is to determine a controller which will 
acquire the region S of the state space within the one quarter orbit 
time limit from values of x, i = 1,2, ,6, of about 1 5 radians and 
which will keep the state of the system within S for the remaining 
lifetime of the satellite while using as little fuel as possible compatible 
with costs due to the complexity of components and the development of new 
components 
D. MATHEMATICAL TOOLS USED FOR DETERNINI1G A CONTROL LAW
 
Two basic approaches to solving the problem of determining a control
 
law are 
1) The application of mathematical results based on fundamental
 
principles which apply to the minimization problem
 
2) The simulation on an analog or digital computer of the plant
 
with various controllers which are determined by theoretical
 
knowledge of the behavior of the plant under the action of the
 
controllers
 
In the mathematical theory the problem to be solved is one in the
 
field of optimal control with inequality constraints on the state variables
 
(the station-keeping part) and without such constraints (the acquisition 
part)
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Pontryagin's Maximum Principle [29] and extensions of it will be 
used as a mathematical aid in obtaining solutions to both the acquisition 
problem and the station-keeping problem. For future use Pontryagin's 
Maximum Principle is stated below in the form which is applicable to both 
problems. 
1. Pontryagin's Maximum Principle for Nonautonomous Systems 
The maximum principle gives necessary conditions for the solution
 
of the optimal problem
 
Suppose the following are given
 
1) The differential equations of motion
 
where x = (xI, ,xn)t and f - (fl. ,fn)t. (For example, 
equation (3.1) can represent equations (2 14).)
 
2) An initial point in the state space, say x o which describes
 
the motion at an Initial time, 'o, after which the motion is
 
considered to be under the influence of the control, v
 
3) A final point in the state space, say 3f, which describes
 
the motion at the final instant of consmderation f
 
IF) The cost functional
 
f 'f J = fo(fxr), v(-)]dt (3.2) 
Then the optimal problem is to find the control v = v(r), which
 
is at least as smooth as piecewise continuous, that causes the motion to
 
be given by 2f at 'rf and results in the minimization of J
 
It should be pointed out that the maximum principle applies to
 
problems In which the control is much less smooth than piecewise continuous
 
However, there is no need to consider a more general class of control since
 
the control devices considered here are adequately described by piecewise
 
continuous functions
 
The set V is defined as the set of all bounded piecewise
 
continuous vector functions v = v(r) The function H[p(T), x('r), -',
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v(r)], the Hamnltonian is defined by
 
n 
f (33)
H(p,xr,v) = pf(x vyr) 
1=0
 
where p = (p0 Pl *pn)t is defined in detail below Ha x (Pxyr) is
 
given by
 
Hm[p(r), x(T), ] = max H[p(r), x (), -r,v(r)] (s 4) 
max v(t) cv 
where the maximization of H on 7(T) is with respect to p(T)r x(-) 
and -r 
In order that v(r) yield a solution of the given optimal 
problem it is necessary that there exist a nonzero continuous vector 
function p () = [p0 (T); pl(t), .,pn()]t corresponding to the functions 
v(T) and x(,r) through equation (3 1) and 
p ' =i- M/6xI, 1 = l, n (3 5)
 
such that
 
(i) for all r, '0 t !9 the function H[p(,r), x(r), T v] 
of the variable veV attains its maximum value at v = v(T), i e 
H[p(-r), 4'rc), 'r, v(r)J = Hmx[p(,r), x(i), 'r] 
where H is given by equation (3 3) and Hmaxmis given by equation (3 4),
 
(ii) the function po() is a nonpositive constant 
This is a statement of Pontryagin's Maximum Principle (PMP) for 
nonautonomous systems. Pontryagin, et al [29] assume that fo(x, V) 
and f(x, v, r) have continuous first derivatives in x in their proof 
of the maximum principle This restriction in the proof can be weakened 
so that the maximum principle applies to problems in which 6fo(X(T); 
V(-))/) x1 is only continuous almost everywhere. Breakwell [3] gives a 
derivation in this case for autonomous systems in an early paper A slight 
extension of Halkin's work [17] results in a proof Rozorer [30] gives 
a proof for optimal problems in which both f°(xv) and f(xv, ) have 
continuous second derivatives in x This proof can be modified so that 
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it is clear that PMP applies to problems which have f°(xv) smooth 
only almost everywhere along x('r), r T° 
The maximum principle as stated above can be extended to apply 
to the optimal station-keeping problem and to the optimal acquisition 
problem in the case acquisLtLon to the region S is required rather than
 
the case were acquisition to the origin of the state space X, is
 
required The applications of the maximum principle to these problems
 
differ primarily in the boundary conditions
 
Before the maximum principle is applied to an optimal problem
 
there should be some certainty that the results of the application will
 
give correct information about the solution of the problem The maximum 
principle gives conditions which, if they are not satisfied, imply that 
the control is not optimal. 
Suppose that there are many controls vcV which take x to 
Xf and suppose that only one of these satisfies the maximum principle 
Then this one control is the optimal control if an optimal control exists 
An optimal solution does not exist if the functional J for the control 
veV which takes x to xf while satisfying the maximum principle is 
not a minimum. Otherwisep a solution to the optimal problem exists. 
In the present investigation Pontryagin's Maximum Principle
 
gives a complete set of relations for the determination of a control
 
Even so and even if a solution exists, there is no guarantee that the
 
control obtained from the maximum principle does not give a local minimum
 
of J
 
In the linearized acquisition problem an optimal solution exists
 
for veV and the functional J does not have local minima so that for
 
'
 a solution of the optimal linearized acquisition problem, Pontragin s
 
Maximum Principle gives sufficiency conditions. A proof of this can be
 
found in Rozonoer [30] for the case when f(2Evr) and fo(x,v) have
 
continuous first derivatives in x which is true in the acquisition
 
problem
 
In the application of the maximum principle to the approximate 
station-keeping problems; the function fo(x,v) is either nonlinear or 
has derivatives in xI which are only almost everywhere continuous in 
xT). In this case Rozonoer's proof of the sufficiency of the conditions 
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--
of the maximum principle does not hold. However since the conditions
 
of the maximum principle are necessary conditions and since they are
 
sufficient to determine a unique motion, then they are sufficiency con­
ditions for the optimal solution if an optimal solution exists In the
 
case of the approximate station-keeping problems, the existence is
 
concluded by direct reasoning
 
2. Application to the Acquisition Problem
 
Busch [6] has found a nearly optimal feedback control which will
 
cause the motion to proceed from x to near zero for a "stable" satellite

-o 
configuration For simplicity and reliability Busch's control law is a 
function of the state only The method Busch uses for determining a 
control law from the maximum principle is reverse-time integration) i.e 
= 
once v X(p,x,-c) has been found from the maximization of the Hamiltonian 
H (see equation (3 4)), the equations (3 1) and (3.5) are integrated 
backwards from p('rf) and Xf to x and p(To) The solutions x(r) 
and p r), -c0 'r 'tf, are then analyzed in order that characteristics°
 
of the solutions x( ) and p(r) can be found which enable the control
 
to be written as
 
v = v(x, ) (3 6) 
In the reverse time integration procedure T is replaced with T* = Tf - T 
and xo is determined by the choice of pf and the interval of integra­
tion, rf - T (when Xf is given) 
In Chapter V a solution to the problem of the optimal acquisition
 
control of unstable satellites is given This solution is based on
 
Busch's solution, the maximum principle and the imposed time limit of
 
acquisition
 
Application to Approximate Station-Keeping Problems
3 

Approximate solutions of the station-keeping problem can be
 
obtained from P4P by taking the cost functional to be of the form
 
J fTf'fcx) + g(v)JdT (37) 
0 
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where g(v) is scalar function of the control vector and f(x), a
 
"penalty function", is a scalar function of the vector.state 
Since the minimization of the weight of the fuel is required
 
g(v) is chosen as
 
3
 
g(v) = Ivii (3.8) 
i=l 
The optimal control for the problem with the cost functional given by
 
(s 7) with (3 8) and any f(x) corresponds to the use of sample gas jets
 
The "penalty function" Is chosen such that the control keeps x in 
or very near S while using the least possible amount of fuel. If
 
f(x) is chosen so that it is zero when x is in S) the functional 
(3.8) to be minimized becomes the minimum fuel functional while x is in 
S Thus, it seems that the fuel expenditure should be a nnnimum at least 
for those period when x is in S
 
Possible nonnegative functions which are zero when x Is in S 
are 
0 if Ixii s 
6 
(x) -- 0 (xi - s If x >5 (s.9) 
i=l
 
n 
-10( + f x < s 
0 if xi 5 
6 
1 n(x +s )2 
 If x 
<-S 
(continued)
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0 if xl 
6 
£e_) exp[lo i(xs )]-i if x >Si(i) 
i=l 
n 
exp[-10 (xa+s )]-l if x I - sI 
where n, i, = 1, . ,6, are numbers chosen so that x stays in or near 
S. 
Functions similar to 
6 
fS () = alx • sI Ix1l) (3 12)k I/(A 
1=1 
where k 
m 
and £1 (a number slightly greater than one) are chosen to 
keep x near S, are possible choices Since they exhibit singular 
behavior as IxI I L i they result in the state staying very near 
the boundary of S or in S (depending on 9), but, since they are not 
zero for x in S, fuel is wasted 
For an idea of the relative values of the functions given by 
equations (3 9), (3 10), (3.11) and (3 12) for values of x see
 
Figure 3.2. 
Since in the station-keeping problem x and xf are arbitrary 
to within being in S or on the boundary of S, the boundary conditions 
on the variable p(T) are somewhat better known in advance in the station­
keeping problem than in the acquisition problem 
In Pontryagin, et al [29] and in Rozonoer [30] it is shown that 
a necessary condition for an optimal solution is 
P( f) = [p!( f)) . ,pn(f'r)]t = (0 ,0 )t (3 13) 
if x(rf) is (free) in the interior of S or
 
p('f = [pf(Tfd; pn(Ff)It = - p b(xf) (3 14) 
if x(tf) is (free) on the boundary of S The vector b(2f) is the 
outer normal to the boundary of S at x(Tf); . is a nonnegative constant 
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Figure 3 2. The Functions fl'f2'fe and fS for s 10-4 
and n = 6 in the present investigation
 
The relation expressed by equation (3 14) is called the trans­
versality condition Since S is defined by xl sa, =1, A;, 
equation (3 14) can be written as 
Plr f) = - t sgn [xi(f)] i = 1, ,6 (3 14') 
The maximum principle requires that po be a nonpositive 
constant Rozonoer has shown that if po = - A, then a necessary con­
dition is -A > 0 Since H is homogeneous in pl, i = 1, ,6, the 
maximnnization of H is independent of 7 For convenience choose 
7'=l 
The initial value pr_(o) is in general not known If X(%o) is
 
required to be on the boundary of S, then p(ro) must satisfy a con­
dition similar to that given in equation (3 14) Otherwise, p(ro) is 
unknown Since x(vo) is not required to be on the boundary of S, the 
transversality condition for x(,ro ) is not applied 
It should be noted that the boundary conditions given by equation
 
(3 14) do not apply when x is on a "corner" of S, i e , a point on 
the boundary of S at which two of Ix I, a = 1, ,4, or both of Ix51 
and Ix6 I are equal to the corresponding numbers s This follows from 
the fact that the normal to the boundary of S is not defined at a 
"corner" If this should present a problem, the "corner" can be smoothed
 
out by constructing a suitably smoothe "surface" in the "corner" between 
the faces of the polyhedron in the six dimensional space (If these
 
surfaces are small enough, no physically measurable changes in the boundary 
will occur ) 
The above boundary conditions and the cost functionals given by 
(3 7)-(3 11) are used in Chapter IV with the maximum principle to deter­
mine approximate solutions of the steady-state problem 
Similar approximate methods of solution for linear, minimum time 
problems with restricted phase coordinates has been developed by Lee [24]
 
and by Russell [31] Lee applies the method to the minimum time acquisi­
tion problem of a 1/s2 plant with bounded phase coordinates
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4 Necessary Conditions for an Exact Solution (NCES) of the
 
Station-Keeping Problem
 
Several investigators have to some extent developed exact solu­
tions to the bounded phase coordinate optimal control problem Bryson,
 
Denham and Dreyfus [5] have found necessary conditions for solving
 
problems in which the control is a scalar and certain smoothness assump­
tions must hold Chang [7] and Russell [31] are concerned with sufficiency
 
conditions for solving the linear, minimum time acquisition problem with
 
bounded phase coordinates. Pontryagin, et al [29] devote their Chapter
 
VI to obtaining necessary conditions for the solution of the optimal
 
control problem with restricted phase coordinates These necessary
 
conditions, which are discussed in this section will be used in the
 
derivation of the station-keeping control law in Chapter IV
 
Since the control function v(r) is piecewise smooth (discon­
tinuities of the first kind) and since the other terms in the right hand
 
side of the differential equations of motion are smooth, there exists
 
only a finite number of points in time at which the trajectory, x(),
 
is on the boundary and either x(-) or x(Q+) or both are not on the
 
boundary If x(r) is the state at such a point in time T and if both
 
x(f') and x(T+) are in the interior of S or one is on the boundary
 
of S, then the point x(T) is called a junction point of the trajectory
 
Of course, there are only a finite number of junction points
 
In the derivation of the necessary conditions for an optimal
 
trajectory with restricted states it is assumed that. (1) the optimal
 
trajectory has only a finite number of junction points, (2) the optimal
 
trajectory lies either entirely in S or on the boundary of S, and,
 
(3) the parts of the optimal trajectory which lie on the boundary of S
 
for a finite interval of time must be "regular" 
The boundary of the region S must be somewhat "regular" or 
smooth, i e , if s(x) = 0 describes the boundary of S, then grad s(x) 
must be continuous and not vanish for any x in the boundary of 
S In the station-keeping problem with S defined by Ix1I SI 
i = 1)2, 6, this is not the case unless the "corners" of S are 
avoided -when the trajectory coincides with the boundary of S By 
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suitably "smoothing" the "corners" (see p 55 of this section) this 
mathematical difficulty is overcome In Chapter IV the NCES are applied 
to several approximate single-axis satellite motions by replacing the 
"non-regular" boundaries of a phase-plane projection of S with appro­
priate "regular" boundaries These "regular" boundaries are section of 
known optimal trajectories which must exist and deviate from the phase­
plane projection of S (for bounded v) by some small allowable amount 
In Chapter VI of Pontryagin, et al ) the concept of regularity 
is used in the derivation of necessary conditions for optimality of those 
parts of the trajectory (if any) which lie entirely on the boundary of S 
It should be noted that Pontryagin, et al , derived these necessary con­
ditions under the assumption that each of f°(x~v) and f(xv,,r) have
 
continuous first derivatives in both x and v If it is assumed that 
f°(xv) has only continuous first derivatives in x and not in vi then 
a weaker set of necessary conditions are obtained These weaker conditions 
are the same as Theorem 22 of Pontryagin, et al , except that dH/dv 
does not exist everywere along the trajectory which coincides with the 
boundary 
If there exists an optimal trajectory which lies in the region
 
S, it is possible that part of this trajector lies entirely in the
 
interior of S These parts of the optimal trajectory must satisfy the
 
conditions of the maximum principle
 
If the regular optimal trajectory contains only a finite number 
of junction points, then an additional condition on the function p(r) 
at the junction time can be derived Pontryagin, et al , call this 
condition the jump condition The jump condition is satisfied if one of 
the two following conditions is satisfied
 
p(r ) = pQJ) + p.grad sIx(r)] 
r(r ) = p(j) + P grad s[x(r)] = 0, 0 (3 15) 
where p. is a number to be determined
 
(In the station-keeping problem the region S has corners In 
a note in Chapter VI of Pontryagin, et al , (page 310) it is pointed out 
that jump conditions completely analogous to those of equations (3 15) 
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must be satisfied at the transition point from one smooth part of the
 
boundary of S to another ) 
The necessary conditions for an exact solution of the station­
keeping problem can be summarized as follows. The conditions of the
 
maximum principle must be satisfied by each part of the regular optimal 
trajectory which lies in the interior of the region S The conditions
 
of Theorem 22 of Pontryagin, et al , must be satisfied by those parts of 
the optimal trajectory which lie entirely on the boundary of S The
 
jump condition must be satisfied at a junction point
 
The above necessary conditions are, generally, insufficient to
 
determine the optimal control Without any conditions other than those
 
above the search for the optimal control must, usually, be carried out
 
in a large dimension parameter space Parameters of this space include
 
the number of junction points, the number of the parts of the trajectory 
which lie on the boundary, the boundary conditions p(To) and p(rf) 
and the number g 
In the next chapter the above necessary conditions will be used 
in a search for a control law for the station-keeping problem This 
search will also be aided by the optimal solutions to the several approxi­
mate station-keeping problems 
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IV DERIVATION OF STATION-KEEPING CONTROLS LAWS
 
The attitude motion of a satellite in the steady-state mode of
 
controlled motion is to be such that*
 
1) The initial instant of station-keeping, T0 is arbitrary, 
i e , '0r is the time at which the satellite is at an arbitrary 
point in its orbit, 
2) The motion at time T° is arbitrary to within x(To ) being in 
the region S of the state space, 
5) The motion after T° and until some given final time Tf must 
be the result of a control v(T), T 't which keeps 
_x(,U) To < T Tf from departing the region S and which uses 
as little fuel as possible 
In the application of the theory of the previous chapter to the 
search for station-keeping control laws, it is convenient to take To = 0, 
Sf = 2n and (in either (2 17) or (2 18)) e0 0 This can be done with­
out loss of generality since (1) X(To) and x(rf) are arbitrary to 
within their being in S (x(-o) can be the final state of an acquisition
 
trajectory or the final state of a previously considered station-keeping
 
trajectory), (2) The equations of motion are periodic with a period of
 
21t radians, and, (5) In the lifetime of a typical satellite the boundary
 
of S is encountered many thousands of times and the region S is
 
nearly covered by the state-space trajectory (see Part 1 of Section A)
 
The region S was defined to within the numbers s, I = 1, 6, 
in Section A of Chapter III If S, I = 1. ,6, are greater than 
-2about 10 , the simplified steady-state equations of motion do not give a
 
suitable description of the motion The lower limits on s, I = 1, ,6; 
are fixed by the state-of-the-art in the construction of sensors and 
controllers which have very small gas jet thrust and/or tame delays 
Hereafter, the numbers s I = 1, ,6, are assumed to be 10-4 unless 
otherwise specified 
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A THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS - SPECIAL ORBITS
 
In this section several approximate solutions will be presented
 
They axe approximate solutions to the problem of determining a control
 
which will keep the state of a satellite's attitude motion in the region
 
S while minimizing the fuel used
 
The approximate solutions are approximations in the sense that the
 
state space trajectories are allowed to exist the region S by a small
 
distance (compared to the maximum dimension of S) and in the sense that
 
integral constraints on the states are used to limit the motion If the
 
integral constraint is given by
 
Tf
 
0 g f f(T)]dT A
 
T 0
 
where A is a given (perhaps small) positive number and f(x) is given
 
by (3.9) or (3 10) or (3 11), then this optimal problem is equivalent
 
to the optimal problem of Part 3, Section D of Chapter III The problems
 
are equivalent in the sense that their solutions (as obtained from the
 
maximum principle) are the same
 
In this section the equations of motion are assumed to be given by
 
(2.17) with the ahgle 8 either zero or A/2 radians These values 
correspond to satellites in nearly equatorial or nearly polar orbits, 
respectively They are used initially (Part 1) to simplify the analysis 
although the results do not depend on § In Parts 2-4 these orbits, 
i.e , these values of 8 are assumed so that equilibrium points exist 
In Parts 2, 3 and 4 of this section the equations of motion are 
approximated further The "stable" single-axis motions of the satellites
 
2
 
are approximated by x" + a x = v, andj the "unstable" single-axis motions 
2are approximated by x" = v and x" + a2x = v with a < 0 The study 
of these simple motions results in characteristics of a suboptimal 
minimum-fuel station-keeping control as well as a check on the methods 
of Part 1
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1 A Station-Keeping Control Law Obtained From PMP with
 
'U 3 
'U1
 
0
 
The Hamiltonian for the system of equations (2 17) with 8 = 0
 
or 8 g/2 can be written as
 
H = p2 IV1 + p4v2 i p6v3 - IVl - 1v2 1 - Ivs. + (terms which do not 
contain v, i = 1,2,3) (4 i)
 
since as was seen in Chapter III p can be taken as -1 
The control v cannot be optimal unless it maximizes H for 
all values of p, x and T Thus, from (4i) the optimal control for 
bounded v must be the "coast function" of p given by 
i
 
Co , if lPxi<1 
v = OST(p z±.1 0 = 1,2,32 I SrN(p2 i) , if 'p2xilI 1 
where N , i = 1,2,3, are given positive numbers and SGN(g) = (g)/I(g)l 
Since the last two equations of (2 17), the pitch equations,
 
are not coupled to the first four of (2 17), the yaw-roll equations, the
 
controlled pitch motion can be solved for independently of the yaw-roll
 
motion These equations (for the cases when 8b 0 or 8 - n/2) 
with the corresponding equations for the adjoint variables as determined 
from (3 5) can be written in backwards times by letting T* = 2A - T as 
follows 
yaw-roll
 
Ix = X2 -
'x2 = klA x1 +A x -K 1 A 
 -v
 
'x
5 = ­ x4
 
2
1x4 = -A x + K2Ax -k( A)x -v) (4 
2 1 23 3 2(2172 
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'p=- F(xl) -k12 AP 
1- I2 + A2p4
 
P2 = F(x2) + Pi - K2A3p4
 
?=~F(x)+ 2A) 2I{
 
P= - (x3 ) - A2P2 + k2 (3A3 + A! 
IP4 = F(x4 ) + [lAP 2 + P3 (4.4) 
pitch
 
x5 = - x6 
x6 = 3A3x5 -A2 - V3 (45)
 
IP5 = - F(x5) ­ 3k3A3p6
 
'P6 = F(x6 ) + P5 (L6)
 
where '() = d/d-*, the functions A A and A. are the same as 
in (2 15) but with T replaced by T* and 
l
0 ) if 1x1 : O4 
> 10-4  
!0, x
F(xI)=6f1(x)/dx 1  if i=l, ,6 (4 7) 
-10n, if x <- 10- 4 
Equations (4 3)-(4.6) with (4 2) and the boundary conditions 
given by (3 13), (3.14') and x(r*) = x(Tf) are sufficient for determining
-0 -f
 
the controlled motion, x(T*), the adjoint variables p(T*) and, hence
 
the control v(T*) for to %+ ! * These solutions can be used to
 
0 f 
determine the optimal feedback control law for this problem or at least 
characteristics of the optimal feedback control law which can be used in 
the construction of a minimum-fuel suboptimal feedback control law 
Although the differential equations are piecevise linear, it is
 
not practical to invest a great deal of time in a search for their exact
 
solution since the coefficients are time-varying To determine the feed­
back control law it is only necessary to determine the values of x(r*)
 
and r* at which the adjoint variables assume the values of +1 or -1
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Thus, the solution of the equations with the aid of a high-speed computer
 
is perhaps the most logical approach to determining the feedback control
 
law
 
After a thorough investigation the hope of using the analog
 
computer for solving the above equations was abandoned The reason for
 
this was that some of the computer variables, i e p the scaled dependent
 
variables, are generally 104 times the other computer variables, so that,
 
it was impossible to obtain an accurate and therefore meaningful solution 
with this computer
 
The equations can be solved accuarately enough with a digital 
computer A Kutta-Merson integration routine was programmed as an ALGOL 
procedure on the Burroughs B5500 computer The Kutta-Merson procedure 
used was a modified version of the Stanford Computation Center Kutta-
Merson procedure These modifications, the additions of an absolute error 
bound and a stepsize-cutting limiter, were made to the procedure to reduce 
the computation time The modifications did not affect the accuracy in 
less than the fifth significant figure in the test runs made A further 
reduction in the computation time is accomplished by scaling the equations 
so that the dependent variables are more nearly the same size A listing 
of the program used for integrating the equations is given in Appendix F
 
Several computer solutions of the yaw-roll equations and of the
 
pitch equations were needed to determine the "best" values of nI
 
a.= , 6, in the penalty function and NI i = 1,2,3 (These "best" 
values are the values which result in the fuel cost being as small as 
possible while the control keeps lxi I 1 1 X 10-4 , i = 1, ,6 ) 
The initial choice of values for n and N was made in the
 2. i 
following way The possible choices on N lie in a range from the
i 
smallest values with which control will be maintained at all times up to
 
the largest values which cause changes in the motion to occur too rapidly
 
In practice the smaller values are the logical ones to choose since with
 
large N the inherient imperfections in the controller can cause unsat­
isfactory motion and wasted fuel The smallest possible values of N
 
such that control could always be maintained, even if 1xi, I 1, 6; 
grew to values as large as 2 0 X 10"4 where chosen For satellite (2),
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for example, these values are N1 = 2 1 X 10"4 N2 = 7 1 x 10 - 4 and 
N= 2 o6 x 0- 2 
The possible values of n1 are the real numbers From the cost 
functional for this problem it can be seen that its minimum for intervals 
of time when x is not in S is the result of minimizing the part which 
is a functional of x if 
4 2 
i=l 1 
and
 
6 ,, n
 
10 '(x I 10 " ) > N3
 
1=5
 
If it is desired to keep ilxI 1 1 X 10-4 then possible "best" values 
of nI for satellite (2) are n1 = 10 n2 2O0 n. = 10, n4 = 20, 
n5 = 2 0 and n6 = 4 0 In the choice of these numbers nearly twice 
the weight was placed on the parts for x2 , x 4 and x6 since these 
variables change more rapidly than Xl, x3 and x5 
The results of a computer solution of the equations for satellite
 
(2) with the above values of n and N are given in graphical form 
in Figure 4 1 From this solution it is obvious that the above values of 
ni and N1 are not the "best" values Even though this solution 
exhibits characteristics which aid both the search for the "best" values 
of n1 and Ni and the search for the feedback control law, the cost 
(in computer time) of continuing this method without other aids is
 
prohibitive
 
An approximate solution of the adjoint equations of this problem 
for arbitrary x(v') can be obtained so that an optimal feedback control 
law for tinls problem can be written in terms of ni This approximate 
solution can be used as an aid in the search for the "best" values of 
n1 and N1 and as a guideline in the search for nearly optimal and 
practical feedback controllers of the attitude motions of satellites 
The approximate solution, which is derived in Appendix E, is 
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e (1= -[(B3 - B4 ) + ( + ) *)2) 
P2e[BiAt* + B4B5 (Ar+) 2] - p3eB5 (AT4) 2 - p 4 ,[B5 AT* 
B1B2 (As*)2 ] - ?(x )AT - F( B22(A )2 - F(x4)B (A )2 
2 
PleA-= + pef1 -[(2 + 4) + B9](A*) 2 ] - PeB2 (AT*) 
- p 4 e[B2 ATC + B5 (A* )2]-()(T)2- F(x4)B2 (At) 2 +F(x2 )A'rS 
p3(t*) = PleBs(AT*) 2 + p2e [B 5 gT + BB4(A*) 2 ] + p3efl-[(w 1 - m) 
+ (B1 + B2)](AT*)2) - p4 e[B53 A-+ + B 5(A*)2] 
- A( )2
2 
-
((xX)B'(r 
+ F(x2) (AT )

p4(T*) = PleB4(AT*) 2 + P2 e[B4 At* + B5 (A*) 
2 ] 
+ P3 eAT4 + P4efl-[(1 + + B1 ](A2*) 2 -)4) 
 ] 
- F(x3 )(Ar) 2 + F(x4 )A (4 8)
 
p r) = 5e[[ -B6 (AT4)2 ] - P6 eB6A* - F(x)AT - F(x6 )B6(A(g)2 
P6(T*) = P5eAT* + pe[1 - B6 (AT*)2 ] - '(x )(A-)t 2 + F(x6 )Arg (4 9) 
where A *2 A *, B1 and p, i = 1, ,6, are as defined in 
Appendix E 
In equations (4 8) and (4 9) all of B I = 1, ,6, are 
periodic (with a period of 2g) and except for B5 they are nearly constant 
The averages (over the time of one orbit) of BI1 I = l ,4,6, were 
substituted into the above equations B5 was considered constant in 
the time between boundary encounters with its value taken as the value 
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at the time of the previous boundary encounter (Its average value was
 
not used since its average over the time of one orbit is zero ) The
 
approximate values for pI (*), 1 = 1, ,6; which are given by 
equations (4 8) and (4 9) were compared with the "exact" values obtained
 
from digital computer solutions
 
Equations (4 3)-(4 6) were solved with the aid of the digital
 
computer for several sets of values of nI, i = 1, ,6, and several 
initial conditions (some of x(r0o ) in the interior of S and some
 
on the boundary of S) The time of solution was T* - T* = 6 28 2c
if 0 
and the solution was printed out at intervals of r' of 0 01 The motions 
considered were the rol-yaw motions of satellites (i) and (2) and the 
pitch motions of satellite (3) The control strength used was N1 ­
x lo-21X , N2 ==7 1 10 and N5 = 2 06 These "exact" solu­
tions for p.(T*) i = 1, ,6, were compared with the approximate values
 
given by equations (4 8) and (4 9) for as many as ten intervals of time 
per solution as follows Each solution of xI(,*), i = 1, ,6. was 
applied through F(xI) to equations (4 8) and (4 9) The initial 
conditions on p, i = 1, ,6, were the same as p (Tj) = 1 j6 
After the initial time T* the values of p, i = 1, ,6, were taken 
0 i
 
to be the values of p (*), I = 1. ,6, at the time the proper (yaw,
 
roll or pitch) trajectory projection reentered the proper projection of
 
S. These new values of ple were retained until the trajectory exited
 
and reentered S again
 
In most cases the comparison of the approximate solutions with 
the "exact" solutions showed that the approximate solutions differed from 
the exact solutions only in the third significant figure In other cases 
the difference was only in the fourth significant figure Therefore, if 
(4 8) and (4 9) are substituted into (4 2) the result is a time-varying 
feedback control law which is considered optimal for the present problem 
This control law can be implemented in a controller, but, the devices 
needed to determine if xI s exiting S or entering S when ixI = 
may be complicated and can be unreliable Timers, which are 
activated when x i = , ,6, exit S and reenter S are also 
needed to generate AT*, i = 1, 6, and AT* Thus, even if this 
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10-4 
control law is the optimal minimum fuel control law with best values of 
n and N for the above satellites, it might not be the least costly i 2.
 
control law to implement in practice More is said about this in
 
Section B
 
Estimates of the "best" values of n and N for the satellites
 i i 
can be obtained with the aid of (4 8) and (4 9) If the control is off
 
and x(r*) is exiting S, the time it takes for IxI(r*)I, I = 1, ,6, 
-4 - 4to increase from 10 to 1 1 x 10 is generally small enough, so that,
 
if qRSI, i = 1, ,6, is the no-control right hand side of the equations,
 
(4 3) and (4 5), for 'xi, i = 1, ,6, then 
AX (Us)AT* i = l, . ,6 (410)
 
is a satisfactory approximation 
During those periods of time when the control is off, Ipl(r*)I,
 
i = 2,4,6, must be less then unity For the control to turn on so that
 
-4
 
, 
ixI(T*)k, i = 1, ,6, do not increase to values greater than 1 1 X 10
the values of the corresponding Ip(-r*)I, i = 2,4,6, must be unity or
 
-
greater at the time when Ix(T*)l = 1 1 X 10 Since in (4 8) and (4 9) 
pie' i = 1, ,6, are nearly periodic with an average over one orbit of 
nearly zero (see Figure 4 lb, for example) a first approximation is 
F(xl)(At) 2
 p2(T*) F(x2 )AT* ­
2
 
- F(x )(AT*)p4('*)~ F(x 4 )Ar 

P6(-*) - F(x )(Ar) 2 (4 11)
 
so that for Ip (*)l to grow to unity in the time interval Av* in 
which lAx I grows to 10-5, i e , Ix(T*)I increases from 10 to 
-41 
1 1 x 10 , it must be true (as seen from (4 10) and (4 11)) that 
n 
-lO F(x ) (A*)-l P-_ /lOR , = 2,4,6 
n 
10 F(x) (Ar*)- (RS /l05)2, 3 = 1,3,5 (4 12) 
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Equations (4 12) can be used to determine an estimate of the
 
"best" values for nI, i = 1,. 6 In (4 12) the largest possible
 
values for DRS should be used since smaller values result in n
 
1 , i 
which are too small to keep Ixii 1.1 x 10"4 For satellite (2), for 
IRS for IxIll 1 1 X 10- 4 example, the largest 	possible values of 

-4 -4 1 i 4
 
,are NSI = I x l0 TMS2 = 1 13 x 10- NES3 = i.l X 10-; NRS,4 
369 35xlo ,1 NRS 5 = 1 1 X 10 - 4 and NRS 6 -2.06 x 10"1 With these 
values it is found from (4 12) that n = 2.1, n2 = 10, n3 = 21, 
n4 = 1 6, n5 = 2.1 and n6 = 3.3 
From several digital computer solutions obtained with the above 
estimates of the best values of n 1 and with several sets of values of 
NI it was found that some of ix i I = 1,. ,6, grew to values as 
large as 6 0 x 10 -4 which, of course, is too large Also, from the 
solutions it was found that for N1 and N2 neither the largest nor 
the smallest of the values tried were best and for N3 the smallest 
value was best. A detailed examination of this result with the aid of 
(4 2), (4 5), (4 5), (4.8) and (4 9) proved to explain the effects of 
n and N on the solutions and offered new values of n and N toi 1 	 1 1 
be tested (This detailed examination is not given here since it is long
 
and tedious with many numbers and since similar examinations are given in 
Parts 2 and 3 ) With the newly offered values of nI1 and N1 digital 
computer solutions were obtained It was found that the requirement for 
the "best" values was satisfied by increasiing n, I = 2,4,6, by about 
one over the above estimated values As expected, the accuracy of earth­
pointing improved and the fuel cost increased to the maximum value, which 
was for no control-off intervals, with increasing n Also, it was
 
found that both the fuel cost and the earth-pointing accuracy generally 
increased with increases in N above their "best" values for values of
I 
N less than about 0 1 For values of N of 0 1 or more the fueli 	 1 
cost still increased 	with increases in N but the accuracy of earth­i 
pointing dropped off sharply Values of N which were smaller thani
 
the "best" values resulted in the control being on so much longer that 
the fuel cost was generally higher The "best" values of n and N1 1 
resulted in the pitch axis control staying on about 95% of the time 
while the roll-yaw control was on about 33% of the time
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In summary the main result of this part is the time-varying
 
feedback control law given by (4 2) together with (4 8) and (4 9) The
 
control law is optimal in the sense that it was obtained from the suffi­
cient conditions of the maximum principle for the cost functional
 
J=J 
r fZIvIjd

T 1 
0 
and the integral constraint on the states
 
f ff[X()]dr A
 
T 
0 
Other results of this part are (a) a not-too-expensive method has been
 
devised for determining the "best" values of the control law parameters
 
n and N , (b) the effects of varying the parameters n and Ni i i i 
from their "best" values was given, and, (c) satellite (2) has the small­
est unit fuel cost with the above control Figure (4 2) shows yaw, roll
 
and pitch projections of a state space trajectory of satellite (2) for
 
the time of one orbit with the above control and the "best" values of
 
n and N 
i i 
The optimal control of this part is not necessarily minimum fuel
 
optimal Indeed, it is not difficult to exhibit several controls which
 
keep x in S and use less fuel Since it is very difficult and
 
expensive computer-time to apply the NCES to the full three-axes satellite 
control problem and since a basis for fuel cost comparison is needed,
 
simple single-axis control problems are now investigated
 
2 The Steady-State Motion Obtained From PMP for x" = v 
In x" = v let x = x x' = and v = Thenx4 v2 

X; = X4 
x=v
 2 (4 13)
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is equivalent to x" = v For some intervals of time, equations (4 13)
 
approximately describe the roll motion of satellites if they are nearly
 
symmetric (such that k2 s 0), if they are not significantly affected
 
either by the earths atmosphere or the disturbances mentioned in Chapter
 
II and if they are controlled such that x = 0, i = 1,2,5,6 Of course,
1
 
no such controlling of a satellite's motion is practicable at this time
 
However, if v2 is a "coast function" with magnitude N2 ;0 01, equation
 
(4 13) adequately describes both the roll and yaw motions during those 
time intervals when the control is ±WN In any case, for the purpose of2 

comparing the two mathematical methods (approximate and exact) it is
 
worthwhile to study the controlled motion of the simple plant described
 
by (4 13)
 
By studying the possible controls and motions which satisfy the 
NCES (see Part 4, Section D, Chapter III), controls which perform satis­
factorily are obtained and given below (These controls are compared 
later to the controls obtained from PMP with 
F Tf[f 1 (x) + IvId 
0
 
for the motion described by (4 13), i e , the approximate method ) 
While the phase-plane trajectory is in the interior of SR; the
 
roll phase-plane projection of S, the conditions of PMP must be satis­
fied They are (4 13) and
 
=; 0
 
P= -P 3 (4 14)
 
=NV CST(PO)
v2 2 (415)
 
The parts of the trajectories which coincide with the parts of
 
the boundary of SR given by x4 = ± 10-4 are "regular" For a given
 
value of N2(< c), trajectories which begin in the shaded regions of 
SR in Figure (4 3) must exit S in acquiring equilibrium points, namely 
those points such that x4 = 0 These trajectories do not satisfy the 
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NCES unless the vertical parts of the boundary of SR are replaced by
 
segments of parabolic curves (control-on trajectories) The control-on
 
parts of the trajectories "A"l,"B" and "C" in Figure (4 3) are such 
curves The trajectories are "regular" All trajectories in Figure (4.3)
 
except "B" acquire the part of the line x4 = 0 in or sufficiently near
 
R In this case the transversalaty condition (3 14) with b(Sf) 
perpendicular to the x3-axis is applied Trajectory "B" is not precisely 
a minimum fuel trajectory except in the limit as e - 0 However, e / 0 
is more practical since imperfections such as t3me delays, thresholds, 
etc , (see Flugge-Lotz [12]) are always present in the controller, and, 
for comparison of the NCES with the approximate method, this is an 
interesting case when f is free in the interior of S The value of 
N2 used in Figure 4 3 is the smallest value which results in ixI I 
1 1 X 10-4,i = 3,4, (a 10% error in the maximum error) regardless of 
the initial point in S The "jump condition" (3 15) is applied at "P" 
Since the time required to reach x4( f) = 0 in SR (or a
 
point suitably near so that no future control effort is required for the
 
remaining part of the satellite's lifetime) is not important the usual
 
"bang-cost-bang" control i e , ± N2 - 0 - T N2, does not result in a 
minimum fuel expenditure (see, for example, Marbach [25] wherein the
 
acquisition time is given)
 
Now consider the controls and resulting motions obtained from
 
PMP with
 
J [fl(x) + IvJld'r 
*f 
for x = v and for various times of consideration and compare them with
 
the controls and resulting motions obtained from the NCES
 
As in Part 1 of this section, the equations of the maximum
 
principle for this problem can be written in backwards time as
 
x3 = _ 

X4 = - (416) 
6a
 
4 
=
TP3 - F(x3 ) 
= 

=P4
F(x4 ) + p3 (417)
 
v 
 N CST(p ) (4 18)
 
These equations can be solved in a piecewise manner.
 
The piecewise solution of (4 16) for intervals of '* over
 
which v( *) is constant is given by
 
x (T*) = T*2 - x40T* + Xo 
x4(t*) = }* +x40 (419)
 
where '* is measured from the last time of control switching, T*, or
 
s 
from the initial time, i, and x50 = x ( VX x4(r*)x40 = i = o's 
If equations (4 17) are solved for the same intervals of T* as 
the piecewise solution of the adjoint variables given in Part 1 and in 
Appendix E, the result is 
P ( T'O = P3e - F(x3 )AT* 
= Pe + Pe AT* + F(x4 )ATr - F(xs)(AT*)2 /2 (4 20)
 
(Notice that when x e S equations (4 20) are just the backwards time
 
solution of (4 14) and that (4 18) and (4 15) are the same for any
 
fl(x) )
 
With the proper initial conditions equations (4 19) and (4 20) 
can be used together with (4 18) to construct optimal controls and optimal 
trajectories If the boundary of S is not encountered by the trajec­
tory, which in foreward time goes from a free initial point to a fixed 
final point on the x3 -axis (Ix 4 (f)1 [ 10-4 ), the optimal control 
results in a trajectory which is typically any of those in Figure 4 3 
except the ones which cross the boundary of SR This is easily verified 
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with (4 18)-(4 20), since F(x ) -0, pe= r1(co) = r1 (f) 1 = 3,4, 
and p(rf) is either completely arbitrary (if X(rf) is a given point 
and X(_0) is freely chosen) or such that the transversality condition 
-is satisfied (if x('rf) is any point of x4 (-f) = 0 and Ix(-cf) I l0 
If the initial point of the trajectory is so near the parts of 
± 10 - 4 the boundary of S, given by x3, that an exceedingly large 
control is needed to keep the trajectory in the interior of S.1 the 
trajectory is allowed to exit S by a suitably small amount As before 
the trajectories are limited by IxII! 1 X 10-4 , i = 3,4 The value 
of N2 used in applying the NCES, namely N2 = 5 0 X 10-4 as used 
here 
If the proper final conditions (initial conditions in backwards
 
time) are imposed by the adjoant variables and if the "best" value of 
n3 is used, equations (4 18)-(4 20) give boundary encounter trajectories
 
which are precisely the same as trajectory "B" of Figure 4 3 which was 
obtained from the NCES, see Part 4, Section D, Chapter III Figure 4 4 
shows two such phase-plane trajectories Figure 4.5 shows a plot of 
p 4 (*) for one of the trajectories as obtained from both the NCES and 
(4 20) The curve in Figure 4 5 which is obtained from (4 20) is unique 
only for given p3 (To)) and p 4 ('*) This curve is only required to 
pass through the points (T-+)+1) and (-r, -1) Thus, the parameters, 
p(To*), p 4 (o*) and n , can be varied somewhat without affecting the 
control, v2 (*), or the resulting trajectory. The values of these 
parameters used in constructing Figure 4 5 are p3 (To) = -0 20, p4 (To*) = 
1.004 and n3 = 0 42 For convenience p4 (*) was chosen to be zero 
so that the "best" value of n3 was the same as obtained from the method 
of estimation of Part 1 
From the above investigation it is apparent that the approximate 
solution, equations (4 18)-(4 20), gives the same results as the exact 
solution) if it is required that the final point of the trajectory be a 
point of the x3 -axis in SR It is not difficult to see that the two 
solutions also agree precisely in the case that the final point, [x (rf), 
x4(Tf)], is free in S if N is exited only once (As in Part 1 the 
free (in SR) final point requires p3 (f) = P 4 (f) = 0) 
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-1 
If the approximate solution is carried out for r* - 'r* which
 f a
 
is sufficiently large for two or more exits of SR it becomes clear 
that regardless of the values of n.% n4 and N used the approximate 
solution has a fuel cost which is larger than the fuel cost of the exact 
minimum fuel solution The approximate solution can be made better by 
changing the values of n and n4 before each exit or S or by 
applying the solution in a piecewise manner with the jump condLtion. 
These methods of improving the approximate solutions with more than one 
exit of SB are, generally, not satisfactory since they make the con­
ditions of the approximate solution as difficult to apply correctly as the 
NCES An alternative to these methods is the use of functions other than 
flI) in the integral constraint on the states The functions f2 (x) 
and fe (x) given by (3.10) and (3 11) are the same as f1() when x e S 
so that they result in the same satisfactory solutions if the trajectory 
remains in the interior of S If the trajectory exits the region S 
more than once in the time interval of consideration, the use of f2(x) 
instead of flx) results in a reduction in fuel cost This is true 
since the derivative of f2 (x) (which appears in the adjoint solution) 
is smaller near the boundary of S than the derivative of f1 (X) so 
that the fuel cost carries more weight over the trajectory when f (x) 
is used than when f W is useda1 

A free final point solution of the approximate problem with
 
f2 (x) used in the integral constraint is given below The steps leading
 
to this solution are very similar to steps leading to the solutions (ith
 
fl1x) used) given above with the several types of boundary conditions 
For completeness these steps are given in detail 
The equations of the maximum principle for this problem in 
backwards time are 
Ix3 

-x4i
 
(421)x- = - v 
S3(x. , if x 3 >1­
13 = 0 f 1x3 l ! 10 (continued) 
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i0n 3 + !0-4), if x 10 Iji -

lOn4(x4 - i-4 -4f x4 > 1o
 
if Ix41 1
'P4 =P3 + 0 

4 X4 < -10 -4
10 (x + 10- 4 ) if (4 22) 
v= N CST(pO) (4 23)
 
Equations (4.21) are the same as (4 16) and their solution is
 
the same as (4 19) Equation (4 23) is identical to (4.18). If the "if"
 
parts of the statements which define the functions in brackets in (4 22) 
are assumed but not written, the solution of (4 22) can be written as
 
2(x50 - 10-4)t* x40t*2 + v* 3/3
 
ln8
 
p3 *) 20 0 + PSe (4 24)
 
2(x30 + I0-4 )* -x 40r*2 + vT*'/3

r(X
3o -lo4),*2 -3/3 + vs/22
 
*)
P4(T 2- o
 
(X30 + O-4 ,)*2_ x4o'*-3/3 + vt* 4/12
 
+ P4e + P3eT*
 
-
x 140 vT
- */2 
+ "( 40
 
x4o + 10-4 vT*/2 (425)
 
where 'r , X3 0 and x40 are initialized at each time of encounter with 
the boundary as well as at each time a switch in control occurs 
Suppose that the initial point is given by [x3( ), x4 (r*)]= 
(-5 x 10"5 lO"5 ) and in forward time is a free final point In this 
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= 
case p3 = P 3(T* ) 0 and P4e = P4 (T*) = 0 Until the boundary of 
S is encountered (point "I" in Figure 4 6a), sat at rit* the solutions 
(4 19), (4 23), (4.24) and (4.25) give 
x3(Q*)= '30 -4o * - 5 x 10
-5 
- lO4-5
 
10:-5
x4(T*) = X4o 

v=O 
P3 (r*) = 0 
P4(T*) = 0 (4.26) 
From the first equation of (4 26) the time of encounter with
 
4
x3(T*) = -10- is found to be r*= 5 Since x3,x4 ,p3 and p4 are
 
continuous, they have the same values at (Tk)+ as at (T*)- Thus,
 
until the control turns on, say at the solution is
 
l0 -4 
x3 (*) = x3 0 -x 40T* = _ 10-S *
 
-5
 
x4 (r*) = x4o 0
 
v(*) 0

 
:3(-*) = 0nQ3 /2[ x4o'r* 2) = 10n-5,2/2
 
p4(*) - - lonS/2 -X40 3/43 . 1o3-5 '*3/8 (4.27)
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With N = 5 X 10-4  the allowable error will not be exceeded,
 
i.e , Ix3 1 5 1 1 X 10-4 if the control turns on when = - 1 08 xx3 

-
10 From the first equation of (4 27) with x (T-) = - 1 08 x lo it3 2
 
is found that '* = 0 8 (measured from r*) For the control to turn
2 1 
on at r p4 must grow to unity at *. Thus, from the last equation
 
of (4.27) the "best" value of n3 is found to be n5 = 6 2 From the
 
fourth equation of (427) it is found that p3 (T ) = 5.0 Thus, for the
 
next part (from point "2" in Figure 4 6a), of the calculation x 0 =­
= 1 0 

-108 x 10-4 x 4o = 10 Pse = 5 0, P4e and v = N = 5 X10 
Until the boundary of S is again encountered (point "3 " in Figure 4 6a),
 
say at r the solution is
 
-4
 
x (*) = Nr*2 - x4 0 * +x 3 0 = 5 X10-4T*2 + 10-5T
* l1 08 Xl0 
* -5
 
x4(T*) = - NI* + x40 5 X i0-4 r + 10
 
v(r*) =N 
n
 
P3( *) = - 1 /2[2(x 0 + l0-4 )* - x40* 2 + v2/2) + p3e
 
= 5 0 + 12 5x* + 7 8+v*2 - 1/0 .0 +
 
n2
 
o
p4(T*) =- l0 3/2((x30 + 10-4)*2 _ 3/5 + vT'*4 /12) + P4e + P3e"* x40
 
-

=10 +5 oT*+625-+2 +2 6* 3 32 5t* 4 (428)
 
The time of reentry is found from the first equation of (4 28)
 
to be = 0 126= , snce -10"4 From (4.28) with t* 0 126 
the initial values for the next part of the calculation are found to be 
= 
x4 0 = - 5 30 X 10"5 P 3e = 6 43, P4e 1 73 and v = N The next part 
of the solution is such that p4(Q*)continues to increase so that the 
control stays on and drives the trajectory to the boundary again Thus, 
until the boundary is encountered again (point 
"4" in Figure 4 6a), say 
at V, the solution is
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2
x ( *) = NW* - x4 0 * + x30 
* -4
 
_

= 5 X 10-4T*2 + 5 3 X 10-T 10
* -5
 
x4 (*) = - Nv* + x40 = - 5 X 10-4r - 53 x 10 
v=N
 
v )=4:N
P3 (T* = P3e =6 43
 
P4(T* ) 
= P4e + P3eT* = 1 73 + 6 4sT3 (4 29) 
The time of exit, T, 
-
is4 found from the second of (4 29) to be
 
=0 094 since x4(T) = - From (4 29) with T==00 094 the
 
initial values for the next part are found to be x 30 = -9 1 X 10-5 
p3e = 6 43 p4e = 2 33 and v = N The next part of the solution con­
tinues until the control switches, say at 're and is 
5
x (r*) = 5 X 10-4 .2 + 10-4T* - 9 1 X 10­
-4
 
- 5 x 10-4T* - 10
x4(T*) = 

P3r*) = P3e 
*
P4(T*) = P4e + Pse + 0 4T_(x4o + 10- - vt*/2) 
=233 + 6.43r* + on4 *- 5 x l0-4*/2 (4 30)
 
The control switches to zero when p4 (T*) = 1 0 and the trajectory 
becomes parallel to the x -axis Since it is required that Ix4(r*)I 
1.1 X 10"4, the control switch must occur no later than T* = 0 02 Thus,5
from the last equation of (4.30), it is found that n4 7 1 is required
 
If n4 = 7 1 and r* = 0 02 are used in (4 30), the initial values for 
the next step are found to be x3 0 =-8 88 x l05 x4 0 = -1 1 X 104 
P3e = 6 43 P4e = 1 0 and v = 0 The solution for the next part (from 
the point "5" in Figure 4 6a), is 
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x 3 (*) =x 3 0 -x 4 0 ,*= -8 80O x l 5 + 1 1 x 10-4r* 
- 4 
x(*) = xo = -1 1 X 10
.)
P3( = Ps3e = 6 43 
+ 1 0 - 4 )P4 (tr) = p4e + Pse'E* + 10 47*fx 4 0 = 01- 18 6t* (4.31) 
This solution is for the time interval (r* T9] where is the time 
when the control switches from zero to V = - N This switch in the con­
trol occurs when r 4 (Tg) = -1 Thus, from the last equation of (4 31) it 
is found that I = 0 017 The initial values for the next step can be 
found from (4 31) with I = 0 017 They are x3 0 = -8 69 x 10-5) 
x4 0 = -1.1 x 10" 4 ) P 3e = 6.43 p4e =- 1 0 and v = - N Thus, the 
solution for the next step, which is until T* at which time the trajec­7
 
tory reenters S, is
 
xs3(T*) = - NT2 - X-4T* + Xso 5 x io'4T*2 + I I X1O-4'* 
- 8 69 x lO- 5 
x4(T*) = N* + x40 = 5 x lo-4- - 1i x lO-4 
p3(T*) = po3e = 6.43 
+P4(T*) = P4e + Pe* + l0nJ4 *x40 + 10- 4 Yr*/2) 
= - 1 0 - 118* + 3120* 2 (4.32) 
The time '" can be found from the second equation of (432)
 
0 4since x4(Q) = - It is * = 0 02 The initial values of the 
next (and final) step can be found from (4 32) with T* = 0 02 They are 
x3 0 =-8PxlC ,x = - 10 Pe = 6 43, P4e 2 12 and v=- N 
The solution for the last step which is until 9 is
 
X3 (*)=- 5 x '-4*2 + 10-4T* - 8.4 x lO- 5 
(continued)
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x4(*) = 5 X 104 +-10
-4
 
P3(T*) = 6 43
 
r4(*) = - 2.12 + 6 4 3T* (4 33) 
The final time T = r*+ + 'r is chosen so that the trajec­f 1 
tory begins (in forward time) in S The solution is given in graphical
 
form in Figure 4 6
 
In summary the main results of this part are (1) minimum fuel
 
controls for the single-axis motion of satellites if the motion is
 
described by x = v, (2) the demonstration of the fact that the solutions
 
obtained from PMP-with
 
foT
 
i= (f(x) + IjI)d'r 
0
 
(f(x) = fl(x), f2 (x), . ,fe(x)) are minimum fuel solutions if the 
boundary of S is exited no more than once, (3) the use of smooth 
functions like f2(x) results in less control effort than the piecewise 
smooth function fI(x) if more than one exit of S occurs
 
3 The Steady-State Motion Obtained from PMP for x + ax = v 
2 
a >0 
2 2
The equation x" + a x = v describes a stable system if a > 0 
If the pitch motion is controlled so that IxI ()l 1 1 X 10-4 = 5,6, 
and if the satellite has inertia properties such that k1 1 and k2 s -1 (like satellite (2), for example), then both the roll mo2on and the yaw 
2
motion are very nearly described by x" + a2x = v with a > 0 If the 
eccentricity of orbit is less than 5 X 10-6, k3 1 and the yaw-roll 
motion is controlled so that Ix (r) 1 1 x 10 4) = 1, .4, then the 
pitch motion is also very nearly described by x" + a x = v Thus, the
 
application of the theory of Chapter III to
 
XT = X
 
x '~2
1 

x2 = a x1 + v (4 34)
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leads to useful information about the theory and the required control
 
In this part of Section A, the requirements on the control and the 
methods of analysis are the same as in Part 2 of Section A 
First consider the necessary conditions for exact solutions 
(NCES) of Part 4, Section D of Chapter III While the state-space trajec­
tory is in the interior of S the conditions of PP, i.e ) (4 34) and 
2 
Pl= a p 2 
L = - Pl (4 35) 
v = N CST(p2 ) (4.36) 
must be satisfied with the proper boundary conditions 
Three representatives minimum fuel phase plane trajectories which 
do not encounter the boundary are shown in Figure 4 7a. These trajectories, 
denoted by A, B and C, are the results of applying PMP with three different 
sets of initial conditions on (x 1 .x 2 ) and (plp 2 ) The circular region, 
F, which is just inside the yaw projection of S, J is the region to 
be acquired if initially (after acquisition to S) the trajectory is not 
already in I' The region r was chosen to be acquired since once it is 
acquired no future control effort is needed to keep the trajectory in SY 
(in the absence of detrimental disturbances) Also less fuel is needed 
to acquire P (from within S) tham any other circular region in SY 
The final points, P, of the trajectories, Aj B and C, correspond to the 
final time of consideration, namely Tf. For trajectory A the final point 
is fixed The final point of trajectory B is free so that pI(-f) = 
p2 (Tf ) = 0. The trajectory C acquires the boundary of P so that the 
transversalaty condition applies 
There are points in Sy from which F cannot be acquired without 
encountering the boundary of Sy A typical case is shown in Figure 4 8 
The final point of the trajectory is fixed so that p (rf), i = 1,2, are 
entirely unknown a priori. The jump condition is applied at the junction
 
point denoted by the number "3" (Those parts of the boundary of Sy 
which are vertieal lines are replaced by arcs of circles about (±NO).) 
In Figure 4 8a the normal to the boundary at the junction point makes an 
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Figure 4 8 A Minimum Fuel Boundary Encounter Solution for System (4 $4) 
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angle of 30 with the x1-axis, so that, in Figure 4 8b the "jump" in
 
(p1.p2 ) at "3" is at an angle of 30 with the pl-axis In this appli­
cation the jump condition constant is negative. The normals to the
 
vertical boundary lines at the boundary points "" and "2" are parallel
 
to the xl-axis.
 
The part of the trajectory in Figure 4 8a which begins at the 
junction point "3" and ends at the fixed final point P is part of the 
optimal trajectory from "3" to the origin for acquisition times greater 
than 5/8 (See Marbach [25], Fig 2 11.) This part of the trajectory 
is minimum-fuel optimal since it is part of an optimal trajectory The 
time of acquisition (> 59/8) is taken as large as possible since the 
fuel cost decreases with increase in acquisition time (See Marbach's 
Fig 2 15 ) 
2For x" + ax = v as for x = v in Part 2 it can easily be 
seen that the optimal (minimum fuel) controls obtained from the NCES 
with the jump conditions applied at boundary encounter points are the 
same as the optimal controls obtained from PD'P with 
Tf
 
= [f(x) + Ivldr 
To 
The equations of the maximum principle for 
0
 
J= [f(x) + IvI~dC 
0
 
in backwards time are
 
Ix1 = ­ x2
 
t
x2 = a
2 x - v (4 37) 
'P1 = - (xl) - a2p2 
p2 = F(x2 ) + pl (4 38)
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v = N OST(p2 ) (4.39) 
As in forward time the solution of (4 37) is a parametric representation
 
of the equation of a circle in the (x 1 ,x 2 )-plane The center of the 
circle on the xl-axs at x1 = v (v = ± N or zero) The trajectory
 
proceeds in a counter-clockwise sense with increasing T* The piecewise
 
solution of (4 38) can be obtained by the method of Appendix E and is
 
P1 r*) = Ple cos(aAr*) - P2ea sin(aAr*) - F(x)a-1 sin(aArT) 
- F(x2 )[I - cos(aAT*)]
 
2 2
 
= P2e cos(aAr*) + pea sin(aA *) + F(x2 )a-1 sin(aAr) 
- F(x)a 2 [1 - cos(aAt)] (4 4o) 
Figure 4 9 shows a graph of a solution of (4 38) as obtained 
from (4 40) This solution corresponds to the solution of (4 37) shown 
in Figure 4 8 a in forward time (as indicated by the arrows) As before 
in Part 1 and Part 2 of this section, the values of n1 and n2 depend 
on the initial values of the adjoint variables. The initial values of 
pl and p2 used in the solution shown in Figure 4 9 are a worst case 
choice Although Figure 4 9 shows a worst case there is still some 
resemblance to the curve of Figure 4 8b, which is obtained from the NCES, 
if differences in scaling are accounted for If the initial (backward 
time) value of P1 is made more negative, the solution (4 40) of the 
adjoant equations which corresponds to the trajectory of (4 8a) agrees 
perfectly with the curve in Figure 4 8b for all except about one-fourth 
of the time of consideration The difference in the curves is due to 
the mechanism which causes the change in the adjoint variables on encount­
ering a boundary For comparison purposes Figure 4 10 shows a solution 
obtained from (4 40) which mostly agrees with the "jump" solution 
The above example, which show excellent agreement in the solutions 
obtained from the NcES and from PMP with 
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0 
j Tf [f1(x) + fvfJar 
are representative of all optimal solutions which must (for a given value
 
of N) exit the region Sy (by more than some small allowable amount) once 
and only once The main reason this generalization can be made is the
 
fact 	that the parameters nI, n2 and p are freely chosen 
4. 	The Steady-State Motion Obtained From PMP for x" + a 2x = v, 
2 
a 2< 0 
2 	 2
The equation x" + a x = v with a < 0 gives an accurate 
description of the yaw motion of satellite (3) for practical time intervals 
if the roll and pitch motions are suitably controlled This equation also
 
describes the pitch motion of satellite (2) near apogee and perigee if
 
the yaw and roll motions are suitably controlled
 
The equations of the maximum principle for thins part are the 
2same 	 as in Part 3 except that here a < 0 [See (4 34)-(4 36) ] Figure 
4.11 	shows some phase plane plots of solutions of (4 34) and (4 35) for
 
2 
a = -1 The curves are hyperbolie 
Ideally, i.e , in the absence of disturbances and imperfections 
in the controller, the best control is the minimum-fuel control which 
acquires the line PQ in Figure 4 lla (If the line PQ is acquired in 
this ideal case, no future control effort is required, since once Q is 
acquired the trajectory moves very slowly along PQ to zero ) Since the 
transversality condition must hold at the final time, which is free, the 
minimum-fuel control which acquires the line PQ must be on (±N) all of 
the time of acquisition (See Figure 4 lib ) Therefore, in this ideal 
case 	the control must be -N above PQ and must be +N below PQ 
The magnitude of the control used in constructing Figure 4 lla 
is too small For two reasons N should be larger They are (1) the 
error in x l() grows to undesirably large values, i e , fx(r)j > 
1.1 X 10 , if initially both x1 and x2 are near 10 or -10 
(2) for most of SY the cost of acquiring the line PQ decreases with 
increase in N until the cost is the same as for x" = v in acquiring 
the same line This last reason is easily validated by considering the
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time integral of the last of the system equations (equations (4 34))
 
x= x1 A ±f NAT (4 41) 
where ;! is the mean value (of the integral mean value theorem) for the 
time interval Ar, Ax, > 0 and N > 0 
X2 
Figure 4 12 Regions of Increase in Cost With Increase in N 
If (4 41) is solved for +NA, whose magnitude is the cost, the result 
is 
= Ar = AX2 - x1 Ar (442) 
As N increases the value of x, approaches the initial value of
 
(Even for small N, say N = 2x l04. the change in x I is small
 
compared to Ax2 for most initial conditions and time intervals See
 
Figure 4 la ) Since the time interval required for to change by a
x2 

given amount decreases with increase in N, it is easily seen from (442) 
that the cost decreases with increase in N whenever the change in x2
 
is positive or negative) and 3l is negative (or positive) In the
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limit J = Ax2 In the shaded regions of Figure 4 12 the cost is less 
than Ax2 for bounded N and in the limit J = Ax2 
In the more realistic case in which imperfections in the con­
troller and disturbances of the motion are present, the line PQ cannot 
be precisely obtained, and even if it could be acquired, the control
 
effort is not exactly a minimum The disturbances of the motion are
 
mostly due to the coupling with the motion about other axes, the periodic
 
oblateness part of the earth's gravitational torque and (rarely appearing)
 
meteoroids These disturbances can be small enough for the trajectories,
 
which are never nearer than about 10-6 to the diagonal no-disturbances
 
trajectories, to remain nearly hyperbolic In this case the control law
 
described by Figure 4 13a is very conservative with respect to cost
 
X 10-4 (With N = 4 the control is on only about one-seventh of the time 
of one orbit ) The trajectory in Figure 4 13a is realistic in the sense 
that a time delay of 0 1 sec is assumed in the controller and a small 
amplitude (-l -6 ) sinusoidal disturbance is assumed to affect the motion 
2of the system described by equations (4 34) with a = - 1 The cost of 
the limit cycle motion of Figure 4 1b is about ten times smaller than 
the cost of the controlled motion of Figure 4 13a Howeverj the limit 
cycle motion requires sensors (of the state variables) which give one
 
order of magnitude greater accuracy If the two triangular control-on 
regions in SY which contain part of the x1 -axis are replaced with 
control-off regions, the control effort is not significantly increased
 
unless a large, but rare, disturbance causes the trajectory to acquire a 
= ± 10-4  
point near x2 = O x1 This simplification of the control 
logic can result in a lower overall controller cost even though it can 
cause an increase in control effort (See Section B) 
As in Part 2 and Part 3, the solution of the optimal problem with 
p f
 
J [f1(x) + JvJld 
0 
is precisely the same as the solution obtained from the NCES except for
 
the discrepancies an the adjoint variables which occur during the time
 
when the state trajectory is outside of Sy The adjoint variables for
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a. A Low Cost Control Law and Trajectory for a Realistic Case 
X2 
Xl 
b A Low Cost Control Law which Results in Limit Cycle Motion
 
Figure 4 13 Low Cost Control Laws and Trajectories, N = 0 05, Time 
Delay = 0 1 sec 
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this problem with
 
rf 
J= f[fl(x ) + lvI]dt 
0 
can be obtained as functions of T* as in Appendix E and are given by
 
e 

= Ple cosh(cAt'*) + pe sinh(crr*) 
- F(xl)cl sanh(cA6T) 
+ F(x )[cosh(cAS)-lJ
 
cos(C~r* +p -l sirh(cAr*) +F(x)c 1l silnh(cA r*)
 
F(x1 )c cosh(cAT*)-l] (443) 
2 2 
where c= - a > 0 (It should be noticed that equations (4 43) are 
the "unstable" counterparts of equations (4 9) which are for the "stable" 
pitch motion ) 
B. THE STATION-KEEPING CONTROLS - GENERAL ORBITS 
1 Station-Keeping Control of Satellites in a Maximum Gravitational 
Torque Orbit 
In Section A the orbits were restricted to nearly polar or nearly 
equatorial orbits which were of sufficient altitude that the aerodynamic 
torque was insignificant.
 
If the orbits are not nearly polar or nearly equatorial, the 
oblateness terms in the gravitational torque can be very significant in 
the case that high-accuracy earth-pointing is needed. Consider equations 
(2.17) with the parameters of satellites (2) and (3), for example. For 
all but about one-tenth of an orbit the terms which contain either c8
 
or s as factors are larger than the other term when }xi I : I I X 10-4 
I = i ,6 Thus, as a limiting case the equations of steady-state 
motion for satellites such as (2) and (3) are 
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X1' = x2
 
xL 2 k 3J. r/r)2s~~c + vI 
3x 4 
X = 8k2A3J(rE/r)2 sc 8sO + v2 
x= -A2 + v3 	 (4 44)
 
Since e 0 01 in these cases, A3 and (rE/r)2 are very nearly constant
 
so that for 8 = 45 equations (4 44) are closely approximated by
 
= x2
x2 

x2x = Ec eos(T + 6 ) + v1 
x4 = E2 sn(T I ) + 72 
x? = x% 
x = 2e sin( + e.) + v. 	 (4 45)
 
"
where for satellite (2) E1 = -1 45 x 10-3 R2 	= -5 05 x 10 and for 
-satellite (3) E1 = 1 26 x lo- = 5 22 x 10
E2 

In contradistinction to the approximate motions of Section A,
 
no equilibrium point exists in the motion described by any one of these
 
three pairs of equations (which in this limiting case describe the yaw,
 
roll and pitch motions) In this case there exists no region of stability
 
in S (which can be acquired with the aid of a minimum fuel control)
 
which is such that no control effort is required to keep the trajectory
 
in S for the remaining lifetime of the satellite
 
Except for the equations of motion which have a sine forcing
 
term, the equations of the maximum principle for each pair (445) are
 
the ,ame as for x" = v The adjoint equations in the case of an integral
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constraint on the state variables are (in backwards time) the same as 
(4 18) 
Although 	the sine forcing terms are no longer than 0 1, their 
< 10 - 4  effects are most important when ixl so that the optimal feed­
back station-keeping control 	law must be highly time varying This fact
 
and the fact that no equilibrium points and no region of stability in S 
exist make the determination of practical, i e , suboptimal minimum-fuel 
control law improbable However, enough of the characteristics of the 
optimal control law are known so that a control which performs satisfac­
torily can be devised 
The optimal control must be a "coast function" as given by (4 19) 
If the time and the states at which the control optimally switches can be 
found, the optimal feedback control will be known If the NCES are applied 
to the problem two characteristics of the minimum fuel control become 
apparent They are (1) the initial (and final) values of the adjoint 
variables, as well as the jump in the adjoint variables at junction 
points, must be small (about one or less in p2 and ten or less in p1) 
in most applications for low fuel cost and for minimum dispersion of the 
trajectory, (2) the switches in low cost controls occur when the trajec­
tory is near the boundary of the station-keeping region 
In the maximum principle is applied to the minimum-fuel problem
 
of station-keeping via an integral constraint on the state or equivalently
 
to the optimal problem with
 
Tf
 
J- [fl() + IvI]dt
 
0 
it is found that for the "best" values of n and N the switches in 
the control occur when the trajectory is near the boundary However, for 
the values of n which keep ix1 1 1 × 10-4. the pitch control,
 
v., is on about 95% of the time of consideration (The time of consid­
eration was 21p the time of one orbit ) In this limiting case the
 
controls of the yaw and roll motions are on about 90% of the time when
 
the "best" values of n and N are used (By reducing the values of 
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1 
n and allowing more error in earth-pointing the fuel cost can be 
reduced )
 
Since the solutions obtained from the optimal problem with an
 
integral constraint and from the NCES of the minimum fuel problem all
 
exhibit characteristic (2) given above, it is logical to ask: should
 
successive switches in the control occur when the trajectory is near one
 
edge of the boundary or should successive switches occur when the trajec­
tory is alternately near two edges of the boundary9 (In the case of the
 
NCES either is possible, but, in the case of the integral constraint the
 
latter is generally the case ) The analysis which follows shows that
 
both methods of control switching result in the same fuel cost over the
 
lifetime of the satellite
 
Take, for examplej the third pair of equations (4 45) The
 
solution for x6(T) is
 
x6(T) = x60 + 2e(cos e° - cos(T + eo)) + v(T - TO) (4 46)
 
where Toeo"x60  are initialized after each switch in the control Let 
AT = T - T and Ax6 = x6 (T) - x6 0. Then, since AT 0 15 (and is 
usually much less), an excellent approximation of (4 46) is 
±Ax6 (v,T 2e sin 0o)AT (4 47) 
where the upper signs correspond to 0 eo < t and the lower signs
 
correspond to iT ! 0 < 21 If the control switches consistantly between 
off and on when x6 (T) is one of two given values (e g , both of which 
are near x6 = 1 0 x l0 -4  or x6 = -1 0 x 10-4  or one of which is near 6-4 

X6 = 1 0 X 10 while the other is near = -1 0 X 10-
4), then thex6 

ratio of the time the control is on to the total time of consideration is
 
found from (4 47) to be
 
siuneA ON 2e si (4 48) 
N5 oATON + ATOF F 
Thus, for a given control magnitude, N 3 the fuel cost depends only on
 
eo and e and is independent of the values of x6 at which control
 
switching occurs so that successive switches which occur when the
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trajectory is near one edge is no more preferable than successive switches
 
at alternate edges
 
A similar analysis of the dependence of the optimal switching of 
the control on x5 was made For any given value of x6, Ix6 1 < 10-4 
no values of x5, ix5 ! 10", at which optimal switching should occur 
were found The reasons for this are considered to be' (1) the rapid
 
changes in the state due to the forcing term, (2) the absence of a pre­
ferred point or region to acquire, (S) the periodicity of the forcing
 
terms
 
In summary it has been found for the limiting case of this part 
of Section B that at least one of any two consecutive switches in the 
minimum-fuel control must occur on the boundary of S and there are no 
preferred sets of values of (xX) = (xlx 2 ) or (x3,x4 ) or (x5,x6 ) 
at which the other switch in the minimum-fuel control should occur Thus, 
for the motion described by any one pair of the three pair of equations 
(4.45) the control law given in Figure 4 14 is expected to result in 
satisfactory steady-state performance The distance d $ 0 is not a 
consequence of the theory but is an innovation which is made necessary 
by the very imperfection in the controller which makes the control law 
10-4 )workable - the control time delay For a given d / 0 (d and 
a certain size time delay (or control magnitude) there is a maximum value 
of control magnitude (or time delay) at which chatter with no control-off 
intervals will occur If the control magnitude (or time delay) is greater 
than this maximum value for the given value of d 0, fuel is wasted 
(See Part 4 of this section )
 
This control law, although simple; also results in satisfactory 
performance (see Part 5 and Chapter VI) when the periodic exponential 
forcing function of the aerodynamic torque is dominant as in the ultra 
high-accuracy earth-pointing of satellite (4) (In this case, as above 
in the case of the sine forcing tern, it is not difficult to show that
 
there are no preferred states in S at which control switches should
 
occur ) 
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Figure 4 14. A Single-Axis Station-Keeping Control Law
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2 Improvement of the Control Law of Part 1, Section A
 
Although the suboptimal station-keeping control law, equations
 
(4.2) with the second and fourth of equations (4 8) and the second of
 
equations (4 9), was derived for "stable" satellites in either polar or
 
equitorial orbits, similar control laws can be derived for most "unstable"
 
satellites in general orbits All of these control laws are similar in
 
the terms in which the derivatives of the "penalty function", F(x,),
 
i = 1 6 enter These terms are zero when x is in S All 
other terms contain the piecewise constant variables, pie i = i, 6, 
whose average values over several orbits are nearly zero 
If pie' I = 1, ,6, are taken as identically zero, the 
control law is greatly simplified, and, for the "best" values of n 
and N it is, in each phase plane projection, very nearly the same as 
in Figure 4 14 with d = 0 In comparison) the fuel cost in the case 
p - 0 was found to be 25% (roll-yaw) to 66% (pitch) less than whenPie
 
both the full system equations and the full control law was used The 
largest percentage values correspond to those satellite configurations 
which require the greatest control effort for earth pointing 
3 The Controls - Approximate Motions 
The control law for single-axis motion which is given in Figure 
4.14 is expected to result in the efficient control of the approximate 
motions of this section and Section A of this chapter Since the most 
general nearly earth-pointing motions of the satellites considered here 
can be approximated (in a least a piecewise sense) by the approximate 
motions above in this section and in Section A, the three-axes control 
law whose components are as in Figure 4 14 is expected to result in the 
efficient station-keeping control of the general motion 
If the control law given in Figure 4 14 is used an the control 
of the motion of xZ + a2x = v, a2 > 0, and if a realistic time delay 
in the control is assumed, say 0 1 sec , the trajectories in Figure 4 15 
are typical These trajectories compare well with the optimal trajectories 
of Part 3, Section A (See Figure 4.7) ) The distance d, was taken 
to be zero, the worst value If d = 1.0 x 10-4 the agreement with the 
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/X
 
TFigure 4 15. The Control of Figure 4 14 Applied to x + a2 =v,
 
2
a = 1.0, N = 0 l, d = 0 
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optimal trajectories of Part 3, Section A is even better and the fuel
 
cost is reduced in some cases by as much as 47% However, if no future
 
control effort is needed, the fuel expenditure is minute even with d = 0
 
2 2Consider the motion of x" + a x = v, a <0, when v is as 
represented in Figure 4.14 If the time delay in the control is 0 1 sec 
the trajectories in Figure 4 16 are typical in the case a 2 = - 0.95 
(This value of a2 is slightly more realistic for approximating the 
"unstable" yaw and pitch motions than a = -1 ) The distance, a, is 
taken just large enough so that the control (with a time delay of 0 1 sec ) 
is not on all of the time if chatter motion near the two corners (xx') = 
(±10,-4+ O 4 ) occurs For minimum fuel cost d should be as small as 
possible The fuel cost in this case with d = l0-5 and N = 0 05 is 
about 
O J Ivld =3 x 10 
T 
0
 
per orbit
 
4 The Controls - Station-Keeping Motions of the Satellites 
The four satellites as described by equations (2.17) or
 
equations (2 18) with the control for each axis as described in Figure
 
4 14 were simulated on a PACE TR-48 analog computer (The patching 
diagrams are given in Appendix F ) Some of the results of the many 
simulation runs are shown in Figure 4 17 - Figure 4 20 as phase plane 
trajectories (or more precisely, the projection of trajectories into the
 
phase planes) (The plots were made by an x-y plotter which as directly 
connected to the computer output ) In all figures the initial point, 
P1, is outside of S and on the boundary of a region, S+ which is 
twice the size of S (in maximum dimension). The reason P is not 
taken in S but on the boundary of a newly defined region S is given 
in the acquisition chapter, Chapter V The real time (satellite time) 
of each run is at least the time of one orbit When more information is 
obtained from a trajectory corresponding to more than one orbit (for 
example, the stabilization of the roll-yaw motion of satellite (2)), the 
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Figure 4 16 The Control of Figure 4 14 Applied to x" + a x v
2 1­
a = - 95, N = 0.05, d =10 5
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2x10 4 
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p, o , 2XI o 4 X ,
a Yaw Trajectory, N=0 01, 
X4 
t= 0 5 see 
P 
t+ 
L 
1 
Tf -T = 41 rad 
(two orbits) 
= 0 rad 
o 
25 see, = 4 X 10 - 5 
SR 
10 4 2xPO4 X, 
f - T =45trad
 
(two orbits)

O = 0 rad 
b Roll Trajectory, N2 =001, t d =05 se, ti=d 0sec, d=40X1l0 
Figure 4 17 Station-Keeping Motion of Satellite (i) 
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Tf 
(two orbits) 
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Figure 4 17 Continued. 
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0 
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= 4 x o 
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SR 
10 f 
t " = 4 radif 1 
(two orbits)
 
6 =0 
b Roll Trajectory, N2 0 02, td 0 5 see , td = 1 0 sec
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Figure 4 18 Station-Keeping Motion of Satellite (2)
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Figure 4 18 Contnued.
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'rf. -' =2n rad
 
(one orbit)
 
0 = 0 rad.0 
- + 
a Yaw Trajectory, N =0 001, t= 0 5 see , + = 1 25 see 
5d = 2 x 10 
X4
 
i '10 4 2x1O 4 X3 
T'f -T 1 21c rad
 
(one orbit)

0 =0 tad 
0 
b Roll Trajectory, N2 0 001, t = 0 5 see , t = 1 0 see 
5 daa d=2 x0 
Figure 4 19 Station-Keeping Motion of Satellite (3) 
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Figure 4 19 Continued
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Figure 4 20 Station-Keeping Motion a Satellite (4) 
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real time is the time of two orbits The point in the orbit correspond­
ing to the initial time is given by eo the angle of the satellite from
 
perigee The time delay in each part of the controller is given in each
 
- + 
figure as td, which corresponds to -N, and td which corresponds to 
+N It should be noted in reading the figures that the lightest regions 
of the rapid chatter parts of the pitch trajectories generally correspond 
to the most rapid chatter while the darker parts of the trajectory corre­
spond to slower motion. In Figure 4 20a is shown a yaw trajectory of 
satellite (4) (which is greatly influenced by the aerodynamic torque) for 
the time of two orbits. The part of the trajectory corresponding to the 
second orbit overlaps part of the first orbit trajectory However, the 
early rapid chatter motion which occurs when the aerodynamic torque is 
near its maximum magnitude, is light enough for the later less rapid chatter 
motion to be seen over it. In the roll and yaw parts of Figures 4 17 ­
4 20 the boundary lines of the phase plane projections of S are not per­
fectly straight as in Figure 4 14 These boundaries were created in the 
analog simulation by an electronic sagnum function generator which was not 
perfect, i e , the characteristics of the diodes used were only nearly 
ideal The large control magnitudes required in pitch resulted in chatter 
motion along the nearly vertical parts of the boundary unless these parts 
of the boundary were straightened up somewhat Therefore, for the pitch 
parts of Figure 4 17 - Figure 4 20 the boundary lines were (electronically)
 
made very straight by connecting two diode signum function generators in
 
series 
Table 4 1 gives the fuel expenditure (nondimensional) for the 
simulation runs of Figure 4 17 - Figure 4 20 JR-Y and Jp are the 
total fuel expenditures for the roll-yaw and pitch controls, respectively
 
JR-YACQ' for example, is the cost of acquiring the roll-yaw projection
 
of S from the point P JPSS' for example, is the cost of the
 
steady-state pitch motion The fuel expenditure for these runs were 
typical of all runs of the same duration The average (the initial points 
in S and the angle e0 were varied) steady-state fuel expenditure for 
one orbit differed from the steady-state values in Table 4 1 by about
 
two or three percent Of course, the acquisition part of the fuel
 
expenditure depended greatly on P and to a lesser extent on e0
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TABLE 4 1 FUEL EENDITURE FOR THE SIMULATION RUNS OF FIGURE 4 17 -
FIGURE 4 20 
SATELLITE (1) (2) (s) (4) 
3.71iO 3 7 88xO - 3 JR-Y 7 52x10y 5 7 6oxiO3 
-
jp 3 -05x10O 6 03×i0-2 7 52x10- 2  13 94x10-2 
-
1 25X10 2 04O-O
JR-YACq 2 88X10O- 4 Z4xlO 3 

-2

-2 
 1 03X1

-2 1 51x10
3 OxlO 4 
3 09x1
JPACQ 

4.(t) * 
-3 - 3 5 84x1 ­
-3 2.46x10
3 26x10
4 64xi
JR-YSS 

(t) * * 
-2

-2 
 12 91x1

- 1 6 03x10 2 60xO
2.74x10
JP SS 

*fDenotes two orbits otherwise one orbit
 
NOTE The nondamensional cost values are translated in Chapter VI into 
the number of pounds per orbit (or year) for the example satellites of 
Chapter II 
(t)BECALL. Satellite (i) is "mildly stable" in all axes but the pitch 
motion is strongly forced, satellite (2) as "very stable" in roll-yaw 
but is "unstable" in pitch with forced motion; satellite (3) is 
"unstable" in yaw, "stable" in roll and pitch and pitch has forced 
motion, satellite (4) is similar to satellite (1) except that yaw and 
pitch are "destabilized" by the aerodynamic torque. 
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(Compare, for example the value of JPACQ for satellite (2) with the 
value for satellite () ) 
From the describing differential equations of controlled motion 
and the example trajectories of Figure 4 17 - Figure 4 20 it is apparent 
that for all initial state in S the station-keeping part of the con­
troller can keep the state space trajectory from departing S by a signi­
ficant amount (except, perhaps, when large unaccounted for disturbances 
overpower the station-keeping part of the controller). Since the minimum 
fuel expenditure of the station-keeping controller for one orbit is not 
known, the steady-state fuel cost per orbit obtained in the simulation 
runs cannot be compared with an absolute minimum Howeverj since from 
Figure 4 17 - Figure 4 20 it is clear that the single-axis satellite 
motions are approximated in at least a piecewise sense, by the approxi­
mation motions of Section A and this section, (Section B) the steady-state 
fuel cost is considered to be nearly a minimum Thus, the station-keeping 
part of the controller is considered to perform satisfactorily (In 
Chapter VI cost, error and other performance measures are evaluated for 
particular satellites of particular weights There it is found that the 
weight of fuel used in one year is very small compared to the weights of 
the satellites ) 
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V. DERIVATION OF ACQUISITION CONTROL LAWS
 
A. EXTENSIONS OF BUSCH'S SOLUTION
 
In Chapter III, Section D, Part 2 it was mentioned that Busch, using 
PMP and a reverse-time integration method, has found a nearly minimum-fuel 
optimal feedback control law which for a "stable" satellite results in 
acquisition to a region much larger (6.3 x 10 3 radians) than S+ (see e g. 
Figure (4.20)). The control law works well for xI ; 0.5 radians, 
i = 1, ..., 6, but, for some large initial angles (about 600), the coupling 
between the controlled roll motion and the controlled yav motion via the 
controls through the pitch angle and the large value of cos-2 in the 
second of Equation (2.14) have a destabillzing effect. The Busch control 
law results in an acquisition time of about the time of one-half orbit from 
0
initial angles of about 25 . Acquisition from larger angles requires much 
longer acquisition times, and, in some cases when the satellite is 'an­
stable" (e.g., satellite (3)) and the initial angles are large, acquisition
 
takes a much longer time. (In some cases the motion can become uncontrol­
lable so that acquisition cannot be accomplished.)
 
Thus, for the controllers of the satellites' motions to perform
 
satisfactorily, the Busch control law must be modified so that (1) the
 
S+
region can be acquired even if large imperfections exist in the con­
trollers, (2) the time of acquisition from xi 1 5 radians, i = 1 ...y6, 
is the time of one-quarter orbit or less, and, (3)"unstable" satellites 
such as satellite (3)are controllable for large initial angles. 
1. Via Phase Plane Techniques
 
In component form the Busch control law can be written as
 
=
ui (-N{/2)(SG(x 2 1x2 1 + 2x1 ) + SGN(x2 + 0.1 xi)) 
0NSN~
4 IF x4 > 1.7 x 1x3 12
 
io4
 
6F 2 5s u . (-NGN(x6) IF x2>2XI 
6< 2x 1x51(51
 
13 0 IF x 2 )IxI(5.1) 
where u, i = 1,2,3, is the nondimensional acquisition control torque
 
measure numbers, N'1 = 1, and SGN( ) is the signum function. Figure (5.1)
 
shows sketches of the two types of control switching curves in the phase
 
planes. It should be noticed that N', = 1,2,3, are all unity, and,
 
therefore, the parabolic switching curves in the yaw and pitch phase
 
planes are the same as for the minimum-fuel control of x" = u when
 
Iumax . I = 1.0. Thus, if the magnitude of the control components are in­
creased to shorten the acquisition time, an obvious modification to the
 
Busch control law is the modification of the parabolic switching curves
 
which makes them compatible with the larger values of N', i = 1,2,3, i.e.,

1
2 
in the equation x'2 - ±ax, the coefficient a(=2N) is modified with N. 
Clearly, N1 1.0, i = 1,2,3, are too small to give acquisition1
 
from lxil = 1.5 radians, i = 1 ....,6 in a r-interval of 1.57 i.e., in 
the time of one-quarter orbit. Consider acquisition from (xx') = 
(1.5,1.5) for x" = u in minimum time It is not difficult to see that 
for lumax . I= N = 10 the acquisition time is Tf- To = 0 95. From a 
study of the minimum-time acquisition of other simple systems i.e., 
2 2 2
x" + a x = u, a > 0, a < O it was found that minimum-time acquisition
 
is accomplished in Tf - 0 = 1.57 if N was large enough. In particular
 
the required values of N ranged from a little larger than 2.0 to almost
 
ten (depending on a2). Thus, it seems that N' = 10, 1 = 1,2,3, are
i
 
nearly lower bounds for the magnitudes of the control components for
 
minimum-tame acquisition. For minimum-fuel acquisition N'1 = 10, ± = 1,2,3, 
seem, certainly, to be lower bounds. Since values of N', i = 12,3, 
I 
which are much larger than ten (say, one-hundred) can result in very poor
 
performance (such as higher cost and no acquisition to S+ ) when the usual 
imperfections in the controller (e.g. time delays) are present. the initial 
value assumed for each of N' . = 1,2,3, was taken as ten. (In the next 
part it is seen that "spiraling in' to from x '0.l, 1 = 1,. .,6, 
should be avoided for low fuel cost. "Spiraling in" is avoided if
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X2 
YAW PLANE 
u-=O 
16 
N/ - -" +/1= 
a2 =0 PITCH PLANE 
U,-4N 
Figure 5.1 a 'tching Our-es of the Busch Control Law in the Yaw and 
Pitch Planes. 
icE 
Nt, i = 1,2,3, are large enough (,i0), since the parabolic switchingIcurves are nearly coincident with the "zeroing" part of a trajectory
 
from a point on a parabolic switching curve with Ix1I I 0.1, 1 = 2,4,6.) 
Since Busch was successful in using a straight line for the other
 
switching curve in the phase plane of the least "stable" motion and since
 
the switching logic for such a curve is very simple, straight lines with
 
various slopes were studied as possible switching curves. Phase plane
 
methods with the constraints on the time of acquisition and fuel cost
 
were used initially in the study in the hope of saving computer time.
 
Since the initial values of the state variables considered were no larger
 
than 1.50 radians, the control-on part of the phase plane trajectories

2
 
v1ry nearly coincided with parts of parabolic curves such as x2 = 2N'x2 1 1
 
if N' > 10. Thus, since the behavior of the phase plane trajectories

1
 
was generally known when the trajectory was in a control-on region, the
 
phase plane analysis was limited mainly to the control-off regions
 
The phase plane analysis consisted of (1) the calculation of the
 
slopes of control-off trajectories at numerous points in the phase planes
 
by assuming the trajectories in the other two phase planes to be various
 
nominal points and (2) for switching lines of various slopes the estima­
tion of the time between control-on intervals with the aid of Ax =
 i 
= where(X+l)A aoff,1,3,5, x1+1 is the (integral) mean rate value. 
Equations (2.14) were used for Ixii 1.0, i = 1,...,6, and equations 
(2.17) and (2.18) were used for IxII 0.1, n = 1,.. .6. The worst
 
possible values 6 = Tc/4 and e.= Tc/4(or f) were used in each case
 
for each satellite. The results of this analysis can be summarized as
 
follows (1) the shope of the switching line which gave a maximum control­
off time interval of AToff 1.0 also resulted in most cases in the
 
lowest estimated fuel cost (the total control-on time for acquisition was
 
estimated to be about 20-30% of the time of acquisition i.e., 
 Loon
 
0.3-0.5.), (2) if the motion was not very "stable" (e.g. satellite (1)),
 
some of the smaller (in magnitude) slopes tried resulted in chatter motion
 
which was very costly and time consuming (especially for Ix.I < 0.01,
 
I = 1,3,5, where the sine forcing terms are most influential), and, (3)
 
slopes of the switching line which where much greater (about lOx) resulted
 
in a much higher cost estimate (about 200% higher). The slopes of the
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switching lines which are expected to result in a satisfactory acquisition
 
control law are given in Table 5.1. These slopes are given in Table 5 1
 
for each phase plane of each satellite and are generally compromises
 
which are arrived at by placing the greatest emphasis on fuel economy and
 
simplicity. For example, the shope of the straight line of the type 2
 
switching curves is larger than was estimated as needed for large angles.
 
The estimated values of the slope for pitch of satellites (1) (2) and
 
(4) for large angles ranged from about -0.75 to -1.5, however for small
 
angles (xI < 0.01, 1 = 1,3.5) the magnitudes of the slopes were esti­
mated to be about -6.0. Thi, since pitch must be "zeroed!' faster than
 
roll and yaw to avoid detrimental coupling and since other curves which
 
give a variable slope are not as simple a slope of -2 is a compromise.
 
In the next part of this section the maximum principle is used
 
to check and/or offer modifications to the control laws of this part.
 
2. Via Pontryagin's Maximum Principle
 
Using the reverse-time integration method, the maximum principle
 
was applied to the acquisition problem. That is, the equations of motion
 
(with the 'coast function!' onpnimal control) and the adjoint equations were
 
written in backwards time and integrated with the aid of the digital com­
puter. (For the program see Appendix F.) The solutions of the equations
 
of motion were plotted as phase plane trajectories (i.e., projections of
 
the trajectories) so that the control switching points in the phase planes
 
could be easily observed.
 
S+
Since is small compared to the scale used in the phase plane
 
plots and since, by "smoothing" the corners of S+, the final (forward
 
time) adjoant vector can span the six-dimensional vector space, the origin
 
of the state space was considered to be the final goal instead of S
 
That is, since the origin of the state space and S+ are almost equiva­
lent with respect to PMP and since computationally it is simpler to take
 
x(,rf)= 0, the origin was acquired.
 
The linearized equations of motion [Equations (2.17) With the
 
aerodynamic torque terms included for satellite (4)] were used in this 
application of the maximum principle. The reasons for using the linearized 
equations are (1) the linear and nonlinear optimal solutions agreed 
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TABLE 5 1 MODIFIED VERSIONS OF BUSCH'S SWITCHING CURVES 
TYPE 1 
,~x 
I 
10 
,0 
x 
x 
PLANES 
YAW-ALL SATELLITES 
ROLL-SATELLITES (1), (2) AD 
(4) 
(slopes for roll, yaw of 
satellites (1) and (4) could 
be as large as 1 5 
TYPE 2 
:x 
10 X 
PITCH 
ND 
PLANES 
- SATELLITES 
(4) 
(i), (2) 
-2 
TYPE 3 PLANES 
-
X1,2 
_j 
4Z 
ROLL-SATELITTE (3) 
PITCH-SATELLITE (3) 
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very well for IxII < 0.1, i = 1,3,5, in the cases tested*, (2) for
 
Ixi1 > 0.1, I = 1,3,5, the nonlinear equations are highly coupled and
 
result in erratic control switching points (since control switching for
 
one axis depends on the motions of the other axes), and (3)the computer
 
time for each solution run of the nonlinear system of equations was too
 
great (about ten minutes) to be practicable (since many solutions were
 
needed).
 
Some typical solutions of the linear optimal acquisition equations
 
are given in graphical form in Figure 5.2. It should be noted that no
 
trajectories "spiral in' toward the origin. "Spiraling in" is not a
 
characteristic of an optimal trajectory in the case N I 10, i = !2,3. 
Indeed, for such large values on N three swatches in each control
 
component is generally a maximum number in the time interval of -Cf - IO =
 
1.57 since the adjoint variables on which the switches depend generally
 
give (in backward time) a short control-on interval followed by a long
 
control-off interval or with a short control-off interval and then a long
 
control-on interval).
 
In Table 5.2 are given some of the data obtained from the thirty­
two backward time solutions. In particular Table 5.2 presents the range
 
of values for the slopes of the switching lines which pass through the
 
origin and the point at which the control switches from off to on. Also
 
presented are the consensus values (for lines drawn through the greatest
 
number of switching points) of the slopes and the best values for stabili­
zation of the motion.
 
In the next section, Section B, the final states of the backward
 
time runs are used as the initial states in the solutions of the full
 
nonlinear equations of suboptimally controlled motion. These forward
 
time solutions of the nonlinear equations of suboptimal controlled mo­
tion and their fuel costs are compared with optimal linear solutions and
 
their costs in the performance evaluation chapter, Chapter VI.
 
B. ACQUISITION COINTROL LAWS WHICH PERFORM SATISFACTORILY
 
*Also, Busch found very good agreement in many comparisons
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TABLE 5 2 SLOPES FOR THE STRAIGHT LINE SWITCHING CURVES AS 
OBTAINED FROM THE OPTIMAL (LINEAR) SOLUTIONS 
AXIS RANGE OF SLOPES CONSENSUS BEST FORSATELLITE STABILIZATION 
(i) YAW -1 O1- + M* -1 00 -1 01 
"STABLE" (OR -+0 41) 
ROLL -1 28- + 0* +0 33 -1 28 (oR -1 13) 
PITCH -1 01- -o 89 -0 92 -1 01 
(2) YAW -O 77- -0 59 -o 69 -0 77
 
VERY "STABLE" 
IN ROLL AND ROLL -o 38- -o 19 -0 35 -038 
YAW, "UN-
STABLE" IN 
PITCH PITCH -2 1- -1 63 -1 81 -2 1 
(z) YAW -o 864 + +o-042 -0 86 
"UNSTABLE" 
 (OR -0.67)
 
IN YAW
 
-o 61 -0 91

"STABLE" IN ROLL -0.91- + co* (OR +0.40)ROLL .NA 
PITCH PITCH +1 03- +1 5 +1 25 +1 03 
(4) YAW -0 91 + o -077 -0 94 
"SIABLE" (OR +0 39) 
BUT GREATLY ROLL -0 85-4 + 0o42 -0 85 
AFFECTED BY (OR -O 84)
 
AERO
 
TORQUE PITCH -1 33-' -o 89 -1 02 -1 33
 
Depends on initial condition of adjoint variables, but, generally if 
yaw - -, then roll - 1 0 and vice versa 
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In Section A, Part 1 three types of phase plane switching curves
 
(Table 5.1) were suggested by the phase plane analysis as possible
 
Timprovements"* of the Busch switching curves In Part 2 of the last
 
section the linear equations for an optimal acquisition solution were
 
integrated in backward time. Some of the data optained from these inte­
grations are presented in Table 5.2.
 
If the consensus values for the slopes of the switching lines (Table
 
5.2) are compared to the slopes given in the sketches in Table 5.1, good
 
agreement is found in about half of the cases. The exceptions are pitch­
satellite (1), roll-satellite (2) pitch-satellite (4), which are each off
 
by nearly a factor of two, and roll or yaw of satellites (1), (3) and (4),
 
which are mostly off by a sign. If the best values for stabilization
 
(the greatest slopes obtained from the optimal solutions) are compared
 
to the slopes of Table 5.1, the agreement is found to be good in every
 
case. 
Of the two types of switching curves, the parabolic curves have the
 
smallest deviation from the optimal. This is, of course, expected for
 
control magnitudes of ten or greater. From Figure 5.2 it is clear that
 
the parabolic switching curves will work very well when Ix1 1, i = 1, .,6,
 
are small, however, for large angles and rates it is possible that some
 
modifications will be needed.
 
The following control law was used in the initial tests of acquisi­
tion of the satellites from large angles [using the nonlinear equations
 
of motion, (2.14) - (2.16)]
 
u = (-N'/2)fSGN(xm fxl 1 I + 20x ) +
 
SGN(x1 1 +M IxISGN(QI- Ix:1)11, i = 1,2,3 (5.2) 
where MI, the negative of the slopes, and the "change-in-slope" factor 
QI i = 1,2,3, were as given in Table 5.3 (If QI is large, SGN 
(Q- Ix11) is positive for all x and has essentially no effect 
Using some of the final conditions (backward time) of the optimal 
*Busch considered only one "stable" satellite. Here, consistent acquisi­
tion to a smaller region from larger angles is obtained for four ("stable"
 
and "unstable") satellites.
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(linear) solutions for initial conditionsj the full nonlinear equations
 
with the control given by (5.2) and Table 5.3 were integrated with the aid
 
of the digital computer. Since some chatter motion was expected along
 
the straight switching lines in some planes, a time delay was built into
 
the control. The time delay was intially simulated by making the control
 
a function of the value of the state at the end of the previous step of
 
integration. The integration and the plotting (by the Stanford Cal-Comp
 
Plotter) were carried out in two steps so that the small details of the
 
phase plane plots could be observed. First, the digital computer inte­
gration proceeded from 1xI 1 5, i = 1,... 6, down to Ixii 0.02,
I 
i = 1,3,5. Then, using the final values of the first run, the second 
digital computer run was made down to Ixii 2.0 X 10-4 = 1,.. ,6.I , i 
(Acquisition from S to S was simulated on the analog computer 
See Figures (4.17) - (4.20).) 
The initial runs (for the four satellites) were quite time consuming 
and only seven out of the twelve phase plane curves of each run appeared 
as expected. The trajectories in the phase planes of satellite (1) did 
not proceed toward the origin as directly as those trajectories of 
Figure (5.2). The reasons for this were considered to be (1) the slope 
of the switching line in pitch was too small (in magnitude) and caused 
the acquisition in the pitch plane to be too slow, and, (2) the slow
 
acquisition in pitch resulted in harmful cross-coupling between the roll 
control and yaw and the yaw control and roll The fuel cost for this run 
was J = 15.87 and the time (rf - r0) of acquisition was greater than 
2.0. The initial integration run of satellite (3)gave an unstable so­
lution i.e., after a short time the state space trajectory began moving 
away from the origin and continued until there was no hope of acquisition. 
This unstable behavior proved to depend somewhat on the initial conditions, 
however, the main reasons for this bad performance are considered to be 
the same as the reasons for the poor performance in the initial run of 
satellite (1). The initial integration run of satellite (2) showed that 
early chatter motion in roll and yaw occurred. This early chatter motion 
appeared to be the reason for the cost and acquisition time being greater 
than expected. The (nondimensional) cost was J = 9.91 and the (nondi­
mensional) time was 1.74. The initial solution for satellite (4)was 
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TABLE 5 3 THE PARAMETERS OF THE CONTROL LAW FOR THE INITIAL TEST
 
SATLITE AXIS M Q SKETCH OF 
I I SWITCHING LINES 
YAW 1.0 100 TYPE 1 
(1) ROLL 1.0 10 0 TYPE 1 
PITCH 1 0 10 0 TYPE 1 
YAW 0.5 10 0 MODIFIED TYPE 1 OR 2 
(2) ROLL 0 5 10 0 MODIFIED 
TYPE 1 OR 2 
PITCH 2 0 10 0 TYPE 2 
YAW 1 0 10 0 TYPE 1 
(3) ROLL 20 0 05 TYPE 3 
PITCH 2 0 0 05 TYPE3 
YAW 1 0 10 0 TYPE 1 
(4) ROIL 1.0 10 0 TYPE 1 
PITCH 2 0 10 0 TYPE 2
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generally as expected except for a little early chatter motion in roll
 
and yaw. The cost and time of acquisition compared very well with the
 
optimal (linear) acquisition cost and time In all of the initial runs
 
(except the run for satellite (3)which did not result in acquisition)
 
the parabolic control switching curves gave good results with only a
 
S+
slight amount of chatter motion to when in one case a "zeroing"
 
part of a trajectory missed S+.
 
The following changes were made in the phase plane switching lines
 
of satellites (1), (2) and (3), in the hope of improving the performance
 
of their acquisition controls. (The initial run for satellite (4) indi­
cated that its control resulted in satisfactory performance so that no
 
changes in the control for satellite (4) were made.) The slope of the
 
switching line for pitch-satellite (1) was decreased from -1.0 to -2 0
 
in the hope of achieving quicker acquisition in pitch so that the detri­
mental cross coupling between roll and yaw would be eliminated. The
 
slopes of the switching lines in roll and yaw for satellite (2) were de­
creased from -0.5 to -1.0 in an attempt to alleviate the early chatter
 
motion in roll and yaw and, thus, reduce the fuel cost and time of acquisi­
tion. The slope of the switching line in roll-satellite (3) was reversed
 
in sign for Ix31 0.05 (by changing Q2 to 10 0) and was increased in
 
slope from -2 0 to -1 0. This modification was made in an attempt to
 
S+
acquire [for the unstable satellite (3)] the region (Since pitch
 
for satellite (3) is so highly "stable". the negative slope of the switching
 
line in pitch was retained.) In the remaining simulation runs of the
 
suboptimally controlled nonlinear system the computation time was shor­
tened by removing the fixed time delay and introducing a more natural
 
but slightly varying time delay. This was accomplished by introducing
 
the stepsize cutting limiter of Part 1, Section A, Chapter IV. For a
 
stepsize of AT = 0 002, a time delay of about td = 0.125 sec was 
built into the control by limiting the number of cuts to four.* The ac­
curacy was not significantly affected by this limit The step size was 
taken as 6r = 0.0002 for the second part of each run. This gave an ef­
fective time delay of about td = 0 01 sec during this part The smaller 
4Recall that T, the nondimensional time (in radians) is equal to nt
 
where n is the average orbital rate and t is the real time in seconds
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time delay was required when the trajectory encountered the region S+
 
since much larger time delays resulted in the overshooting of S . The 
larger time delay was used during the first part of each run to save
 
computer time. The large time delay was considered a worst case.
 
The results of the second set of digital computer simulation runs
 
for the four satellites with the new control laws [same as in Table 5.1
 
except for roll-satellite (3)] and the new time delays showed definite
 
S+
improvements. Satellite (1) acquired the region within the time of
 
one-quarter orbit and the fuel cost was reduced by about 25%. The re­
sults for satellite (2) showed an improvement of about 10% in the fuel
 
cost and a slight improvement in the acquisition time. Satellite (3) was
 
again uncontrollable but this time it took longer for the trajectory to
 
begin moving away from S9. New initial conditions (final conditions of
 
an optimal (linear) solution) were used in the test of the acquisition
 
control of satellite (4). Again, the results for satellite (4) were
 
satisfactory. The fuel cost and time of acquisition compared very well
 
with that of the optimal (linear).
 
The pitch control of satellite (3) was again modified. The positive
 
slope of the switching line (when Ix51 > 0.05) was changed to a negative
 
slope in the hope of reducing the large angle coupling between the yaw
 
control and roll and the roll control and yaw by rapidly reducing the
 
pitch angle. Simulation of the acquisition of satellite (3) with the
 
newly modified control was made for several initial conditions. These
 
simulation runs gave satisfactory results although the fuel costs were
 
35-67% greater than the optimal (linear) fuel costs.
 
In Figure (5.3) - Figure (5.6) are shown phase plane plots of the
 
phase plane projections of one of the worst case acquisition trajectories
 
for each satellite. These are worst case trajectories since they show
 
more chatter than others and since the fuel costs and/or times of acquisi­
tion are generally greater. The right plot on each page of Figures (5.3) ­
(5.6) is an enlargement of the origin. Of course, these plots do not
 
S+
show all of the acquisition. Once a phase plane projection of [see 
Figure (4 17) - Figure(4 20)] is acquired by the phase plane projection 
of the acquisition trajectory, the station-keeping part of the controller 
[see Figure (6.1)] takes over and performs the acquisition form near the
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S+
projected boundary of to the projection of S. (Since two widely
 
different levels of control torque are needed for satisfactory performance
 
S+
in acquisition and station-keeping, the region was acquired by the
 
acquisition part of the controller. Otherwise, rapid chatter motion and
 
wasted control effort result from the control torque being too large for
 
the region of station-keeping. See the data of Chapter VI on the fuel
 
cost versus the size of N, i = 1,2,3, and the size of S.)
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VI. COMPLETE ATTITUDE CONTROL AND PERFODANCE EVALUATION 
The complete attitude control system consisting of the station­
keeping controls derived in Chapter IV and the acquisition controls
 
derived in Chapter V are considered to give satisfactory performance
 
A block diagram of this complete attitude control system is given in
 
Fgure (6.1).
 
In the remainder of this chapter the performances of the two parts
 
of the complete control system are evaluated in terms of the performances
 
of other systems and in terms of the weight of fuel required for a year
 
of control as compared to the weight of the satellite. Also, presented
 
here are performance limitations imposed by imperfections.
 
A. ACQUISITION CONTROL COMPARED TO OPTIMAL (LIIEAR) ACQUISITION CONTROL
 
In Section B of Chapter V, the selected acquisition control system
 
was tested and found to perform satisfactorily, however, a thorough
 
comparison of the fuel costs found in the test runs with the optimal
 
(linear) fuel costs was not made. Although the optimal (linear) fuel
 
costs are probably very conservative, they are considered to be a lower
 
bound which is large enough for the comparison to be meaningful
 
The average nondimensional fuel cost for the acquisition simulation
 
runs of satellite (1) was J = 12.4. For satellites (2), (3)and (4) the
 
average fuel costs were 10.2, 14.1 and 13.2, respectively. These average
 
costs differed from the average optimal (linear) fuel cost by 34%, 15%,
 
43% and 36% for satellites (1), (2), (3) and (4), respectively. The 
percent differences of the average costs seem quite high, however, con­
sidering the strong cross coupling which occurs when the angles are large
 
( 600), the fact that a simple fixed switching logic control Is used and
 
the fact that the optimal (linear) cost is not a greatest lower bound
 
these percent differences are not unsatisfactory.
 
Several simulation runs of the nonlinear acquisition system were
 
made for small angles ( 50) from the final conditions (backward time) of
 
optimal (linear) runs. The percent differences for the small cases were
 
about 15%.
 
The variation in the percent difference for each individual run was 
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Is IxII > 2 X 10

> 2 X 10-4 9
or Ix +l 

YES NO
 
U = v = (-N/2)[SGN(x1+ 1 - d/2
 
"
+ (lO4 + a/2)sGN(xI + 10-4 ))-iJ 
+ [SGN(x+ 1 - d/2 
+ (io-4 - d/2)sGN(x - O ))+1]) 
=U1U1+= (-WI/2)[SGN(x+ Ix +1 I + 20x) 
+ SGN(x +1 + Mx)] 
= for yaw, roll and pitch, respectivelyNOTES: (i) The index i 1,2,3 
(2) M=l.oM 2 =lo and M3 = 20
 
(3) The distance d (see Section B, Chapter 4) depends on the
 
satellite, the strength of station-keeping control and on
 
the controllers time delay
 
(4) UI, i = 1,2,3, are the nondimensional control components 
(either acquisition or steady-state) 
Figure 6 1 Block Diagram of the Complete Attitude Control
 
System
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from -4.1% to +62%. The extreme percent differences belonged to the
 
large angle runs. The suboptimal system had an advantage of 4 1% over
 
the optimal system in one of the runs for satellite (4), however, the tme 
of acquisition for the suboptimal was almost 20% greater than that of
 
the optimal. The maximum percent idfference of 62% was for the run of
 
satellite (3) which was given in Figure (5.5). 
One of the main reasons for the greater fuel cost of the suboptimal
 
system is the chatter motion whch occurs during acquisition from some
 
initial conditions. This chatter motion can be avoided, even with a fixed 
switching logic control, by increasing the values of M (the negative
 
values of the slopes of the straight line switching curves). If the
 
values of Ma are increased until no (or little) chatter motion occurs,
 
the time of acquisition generally decreases, but, the fuel cost increases.
 
However, unless the slopes are increased until no (or little) chatter mo­
tion occurs (about a factor of ten), the costs do not generally increase
 
by more than 100%.
 
The nondamensional fuel cost values can be translated for particular
 
satellites into the weight of fuel used an, say, pounds. If, while a gas
 
jet is on, at is assumed that the gas flow rate and exhaust velocity are
 
constant, the weight-flow for a gas jet couple as given by
 
2
 
N' I n
 
w = 2 i = 1,2,3 (6.1)
 
where 22 is the moment arm distance, g is the acceleration of gravity 
and o is the magnitude of the exhaust velocity. If both sides of (6.1)
 
are multiplied by n- Ar (recall that T = nt), the result is
 
In I
 
v At=Ng 5=J "n. (6.2) 
which is the weight of fuel used in the time intervalp At, that the
 
gas jet couple is on.
 
The ratio /g, whose reciprocal is a factor in (6.2), is usually
 
referred to as the specific impulse, Isp. A realistic value for o is
 
1500 ft./sec. so that a reasonable specific impulse is I = 46.5 sec.
 
sp
 
1
In this case g/o = 2.15 X 10-2 see.- . The values of n for the satel­
lites considered in this investigation range from 0.95 X lO-3 to 1.13 X
 
"3.
10 In the following calculations of the weight of fuel used, the
 
worst case value of n = 1.13 > l0-3 is used. The typical satellites 
referred to are those of Section D, Chapter II. Since the typical 
satellites are sperical or cylindrical and since the lever arm distance 
2YyI is usually half the length of an axis, the ratio I /29 can be 
approximated by 1/5 m~l , if the satellite is spherical, by 1/4 mtl for 
the longitudinal axis and by 1/6 mI for the transverse axis, if the 
satellite is cylindrical. (m is the satellite's mass. For satellite
 
(1)m = 1,860 slugs. For satellites (2) (3)and (4) rnis 1550 slugs,
 
1550 slugs and 310 slugs, respectively.)
 
Now the nondimensional average acquisition fuel cost for each satel­
lite can be translated into pounds weight. The values of J (given
 
earlier in this section) for satellites (1), (2) (3) and (4) are 12.4,
 
10.2 14.1 and 13.2, respectively. Therefore, the approximate (worst)
 
weights of fuel used on the average for acquisition by satellites (1),
 
=(2), (3) and (4) are 0.88 lbs. (11 7 ft.), 1.28 lbs. (BI = 15 ft.), 
=1.78 ibs. (28 15 ft.) and 0.10 lbs. (, = 4 5 ft.), respectively 
B. STATION-KEEPING CONTROL
 
In Part 4. Section B of Chapter IV the station-keeping control sys­
tem was simulated on the analog computer and found to perform satisfactorily.
 
In this section the performance of the station-keeping control is eval­
uated by comparing it to the hybrid station-keeping control system of
 
Busch (whr-h contains a reaction wheel) and by evaluating fuel costs
 
changes with various parameters of the system.
 
1. Comparison with Busch's Solution
 
Busch obtained station-keeping control in roll and yaw simply
 
-
by leaving small (6.3 X 10 3 radians) circular regions of no control
 
about the origin in the roll and yaw phase planes of the acquisition
 
phase plane switching logic. This performed well for the "stable"
 
satellite considered by Busch. (The steady-state cost per orbit for
 
roll and yaw was about J = 10"3.)
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Since the pitch motion was forced by a sanusoidally varying
 
term and since neither of the switching curves were of a "stabilizing" 
type, Busch's patch acquisition control could only achieve complete
 
acquisition in pitch periodically and the error in pitch grew periodically
 
to about 0.1 radians. The fuel cost for this periodic reacquisition in
 
pitch was high. To gain greater accuracy an pitch and to reduce the
 
weight of the fuel used, Busch supplemented the pitch part of the control
 
system with a reaction wheel.
 
If the environmental torques acting on the satellite are nearly
 
sinusoidal, the power required for "pushing" against the reaction wheel
 
as nearly zero, so that, except for the weight of the reaction wheel and
 
supporting components the weight of the pitch part of the controller is
 
negligible. However, since the environmental torques are not sinusoidal
 
but have the character of a nearly constant forcing term with some periodic
 
variations, the reaction wheel must be continuously "pushed" against in
 
such a way that the wheel speed is contanously increased. Since Busch used
 
gas jets to produce the torque to hold the satellite steady while slowing
 
the reaction wheel once it reached its saturation speed, has steady­
state fuel consumption was increased by 21.9%. (This increase was due
 
to slowing the reaction wheel when only cross coupling caused the wheel
 
speed saturation i.e , all forcing terms were considered as purely sin­
usoidal.) 
The weight of the fuel used for station-keeping can be compared
 
(for the same size satellite) to the weight required by Busch's system
 
for station-keeping control. Consider the "stable" satellite (2) Busch
 
-
suggests a reaction wheel moment of inertia of I - l0 5 ) I = 1.21 
slugs-ft.2 . If the reaction wheel is a brass cylinder with a diameter 
of 1.5 ft. and a height of one foot, the weight of the reaction wheel as 
138 lbs. From Table 4.1 at is found that the cost of the steady-state 
pitch control for satellite (2) is J = 6.03 ) 10-2 per orbit. The 
cost for a year (about 5.6 X lO3 orbits) of pitch steady state control 
as J = 337. From Equation (6.2) the weight of fuel used in pitch for 
a year of station-keeping is found to be 8.47 lbs. (i = 3 ft.). In the 
same manner the weight of the fuel used for roll-yaw station-keeping is 
found to be 1 13 lbs. (tm = 15 ft.) per year which is about the same as 
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Busch's roll-yaw control used for the 50,000 ib. satellite.
 
Clearly, the weight of the fuel used for station-keeping by the
 
control of Section B, Chapter IV is much less (about 94%)than the weight
 
required by Busch's station-keeping control system.
 
2. Fuel Expenditure Per Orbit For Values of Various Parameters
 
The fuel cost for station-keeping varies with the values of 
parameters such as eccentricity (e), inertia parameters (k ), strength 
of the control (NI), size of S(sI) and the peak voltage of sensor 
noise. Simulation runs (as in Section B, Chapter IV) were made to de­
termine the effect of the variation of these parameters on the fuel cost. 
(The results of the runs also offer a check on the behavior predicted
 
for the satellites by the analysis of the simple motions of Chapter IV.)
 
To test the effect of eccentricity on the fuel cost, simulation
 
runs were made for the inertia parameters of satellite (3)which is
 
"unstable" in yaw but "stable" in roll and pitch. From these runs it
 
was found that the roll-yaw fuel cost varied by only 3% for a variation
 
in e from 0.0 to 0 05, however, the pitch fuel cost varied directly as
 
the eccentricity FRgure (6.2) shows the pitch fuel cost as a function
 
of eccentricity.
 
To test the effect of the inertia parameters on the fuel cost 
per orbit, five sets of values of k , a = 1,2,3, (which correspond to 
five satellites whose earth-pointing motions range from highly "unstable" 
to highly "stable") were used in the simulation runs. The change in the 
pitch fuel cost was negligible when e = 0.05 was used. A second set of 
runs was made with e = 0.01 in the hope that the reduction of the size 
of the relatively large forcing term would result in noticeable changes 
in the pitch fuel cost with changes an k3, however, the results were 
the same for this set of runs. The changes in the roll-yaw fuel cost with 
changes in k and k2 were quite significant (a maximun increase of 
172%) These changes are represented in the chart of Ftgure (6.3) for 
N = N2 = 0.01, e = 0.05 and d = 3 X 10 - 5 . 
Satellites (2) and (3) were simulated in the investigation of
 
the effect of the strength of control on the fuel cost. (These two
 
satellites were chosen for this investigation since satellite (2) as
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"unstable" in pitch and satellite (3) is "unstable" in yaw.) The dis­
-
tance d was taken as 2.0 X 10, 2.5 × 10 5 in the pitch control and as
 
-
2 x 10 5 and 4.5 x 10-5 in both the roll and yaw controls. Recall from
 
Chapter IV that in pitch, when the sinusoidal forcing term is most sig­
nificant, the distance d should be large enough to insure a control­
off interval in any interval which contains two consecutive control
 
switches to -±N
. 
Also, recall that for "stable" single-axis motions 
2
 
(e.g those of x" + a x = v) the fuel cost should decrease with increases
 
in 	d(tl0). For "unstable" single-axis motions (e.g. those of x" +
 
2 2 -4
 
a x = v, a < a)the fuel cost should increase with d(910 ), however,
 
d must be just large enough to insure a control-off interval in any
 
interval which contains two consecutive control switches to ±N
 
Figure (6 .4a) shows the roll-yaw fuel cost per orbit of satellites
 
(2) and (3)plotted as a function of the control strength for the various
 
values of d. Since the pitch fuel cost varies insignificantly with the
 
inertia parameters, only the pitch fuel cost per orbit of satellite (3)
 
is shown plotted in Figure 6.4b. The points on the curves of Figure 6.4b
 
marked "overshoot" correspond to the values of N3 (for a time delay of
 
about 0.5 see.) for which control-on pitch trajectories overshoot the
 
small strips (of width d) in the pitch phase plane. For N3 greater
 
than these values the values of d are not large enough to insure a
 
control-off interval in any interval which contains two consecutive
 
control switches to tN3 .
 
The effect of the size of the region S on the fuel cost per
 
orbit was investigated for satellite (2). The results of this investiga­
tion are given if Ftgure 6.5. The point (0.0,0.0) aided in the con­
struction of the curve for roll-yav. (This was possible since the origin
 
of the roll-yaw state space is an equilibrium point.)
 
To test the effect of sensor noise on the error and fuel cost
 
per orbit a low frequency (100 cps) Gaussian noise generation was used.
 
The noise was added to the state variables as they entered the controller.
 
Runs were made for satellite (3) -ith NI= 0.04 and d = 2 5x 10-

The peak noise voltages used were 0.05, 0 1 and 0.2 times the peak state
 
variable voltage of 1.0 volt. The error and fuel cost of each run with
 
noise were compared to the error and fuel cost of the noiseless run.
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The fuel cost was found to increase slightly (less than 2% ) while the 
error was at most 0.5 X 10 5 radians or 5%. 
C. IMPERFECTIONS IN THE MODEL AND THE ULTIMATE ABILITY TO EARTH-POINT 
1. Nonrigidity of the Satellites
 
The mathematical satellite models were made on the assumption
 
that the satellites are rigid. This, of course, is not precisely the
 
case, however, for the satellite configurations considered in this in­
vestigation, the effects of the various causes of nonrigidity can be
 
made acceptably small Contributors to nonrigidity include the slight
 
deformation of the satellite structure in the small force environment
 
(The largest gas jet required for acquisition gives only 0.17 lbs. of
 
thrust.), the motion of the valves of the gas jets and the gaseous fuel
 
In the steady-state mode, the deformation of the satellites
 
should be insignificant when for example, an attached camera is to be 
aligned very accurately for earth-pointing to within 10 4 radians. For 
the satellites considered here the deformation is generally much smaller 
than the best machining tolerance available today and is, therefore,
 
insignificant
 
The motion of the gas jet valves is very rapid so that the
 
valves are opened or closed in just a few milliseconds. Thus, the gas
 
valve must attain a speed of the order of 100 in./sec from rest (with
 
respect to the satellite). After attaining this speed the valve must
 
again be brought to rest. The forces required to accelerate the values
 
and to bring them to rest can cause a significant torque (about 0.1 ft.­
lbs.) unless care is taken in their design.
 
Since the pressure due to a completely gaseous fuel is (for all
 
practical purposes) uniformly distributed over the inner surface of the
 
fuel c5 ntainer; the torque due to the pressure forces is essentially zero
 
(regardless on the containers shape or its position in the satellite).
 
Therefore, the third contributor to the satellite's state of nonrigidity
 
has an insignificant effect on the satellite's earth-pointing performance.
 
2. Gas Jet Misalignment
 
Each gas jet pair was assumed to be aligned such that the torque
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of the couple was "about" a principal axis of inertia for the mass center. 
In practice the orientations of the principal axes are known to within 
only about 0.01 radians. Hence, when a gas jet pair is on, it is probable 
that a torque with a magnitude of about 0.01 of the gas jet pair's torque 
is applied about the other principal axes. It is most likely that these 
misalignment torques will not improve the control systems performance, 
however, their effects on the accuracy are considered to be insignificant 
but they can result in as much as a 12% increase in the fuel cost. 
3. Sensors and Error
 
In this investigation it is assumed that the state of the at­
titude motion is available from sensors. In the last section, Section B,
 
it was found that low frequency (100 cps) noise added to the suate
 
variable signals from the sensors has almost no effect on the performance
 
(even if its peak voltage is 0.2 of the sensor's output voltage). How­
ever, if there is a bias error of 10%, say from the misalignment of the
 
sensors, the earth-pointing accuracy will suffer by 10% at times and the
 
fuel cost will generally increase.
 
4. Others
 
The mathematical satellite models used in this investigation do
 
not account for very large forces such as those due to the motion of a
 
man on board and the collision of the satellite with a very high momentum,
 
but "non-fatal" meteoroid.
 
Calculations based on Ax!+1 Nm yr, a = 1,2,3, and on 
n2INm 6r - 0 %A, i = 1,2,3, where Nm is the effective value of the 
Ith component of the nondimensional meteoroid torque, mm is the meteor­
oid's mass, A1 is the moment arm for the 1th axis and AD is the change 
in the magnitude of the meteoroid's velocity, showed that (for nu be­
tween 20,000 ft./see. and 60,000 ft./sec. and for .1 between 1.0 ft.
 
and 15 ft.) the station-keeping control should be able to easily accom­
modaie meteoroads with masses up to about 5 x 10-5 lbs. several times per
 
orbit. (Accommodation of meteoroids of this size is considered to occur
 
rarely. See Section F, Chapter II.) The acquisition control, which acts
 
like a back-up station-keeping control with some decrease in accuracy
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should be able to accommodate meteoroids up to about 0.05 lbs. (with
 
little loss of accuracy).
 
A man in motion aboard the satellite can exert forces on the
 
satellite vhich cannot be compensated for by the station-keeping control.
 
(The force on the satellite due simply to the man casually raising his
 
arm above his head is about 10 lbs.) The acquisition control cannot
 
compensate for these forces unless (for the satellites considered in
 
this investigation) the nondimensional control magnitudes, NI, i = 1,2,3,
 
are increased to about 10,000 and the time delays are reduced to about
 
10 microseconds. (Of course, if the satellites are much more massive
 
than those considered here, say about 1000 tons, the values of N and
i
 
of the time delays do not need to be so extreme.)
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VII. CONCLUSION
 
A feedback control system for efficiently controlling the attitude
 
motions of satellites in elliptic orbits about an oblate earth with an
 
atmosphere was devised The criteria used for efficient (or "satisfactory")
 
-
performance were (1) high-accuracy (10 4 radians) in earth-pointing
 
after the acquisition of the earth-pointing mode has been accomplished
 
within the time of one-quarter orbit from large angles (-600), (2)
 
minimum fuel expenditure, and, (3) practicality of the system. Although 
four particular satellite configurations ("stable" and "unstable") were 
assumed in the derivation, the devised control system performed well for
 
a wide variety of satellite shapes, orbits and parameters of the control. 
(See Chapter VI.) 
The derivation of the control system proceeded in two steps. First,
 
in Chapter IV the station-keeping part of the controller was devised.
 
Pontryagin's maximum principle, the "jump conditions" and the guidelines
 
obtained from the minimum-fuel station-keeping controls devised for
 
single-axis systems were used in this derivation. The maximum principle
 
was applied to (1)the minimum-fuel problem which was considered as a
 
problem in the theory of optimal processes wlith bounded phase coordinates
 
and (2) the minimum-fuel problem with an integral constraint on the state 
(of the attitude) for maintaining high-accuracy earth-pointing. 
In Chapter V the acquisition part of the controller was devised.
 
Pontryagin's maximum principal and phase plane methods were used to extend
 
the Busch acquisition control to give (1)acquistion for a -ider range of
 
satellites (including "unstable" satellites), (2) higher accuracy and (3) 
acqusiition from larger angles 3n the more realistic time of one-quarter
 
orbit.
 
Two avenues of future research related to this investigation are
 
considered to be (1) the theory (sufficiency conditions) for the long­
time optimal control of highly forced systems with bounded phase coordinates
 
and (2) the high-accuracy and efficient control of the attitude motion of
 
a manned satellite (by, perhaps, devices other than gas jets).
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APPENDIX A. THE GRAVITATIONAL TORQUE 
DeBra [11] has shown that the gravitational torque for B* (the c m
 
of the satellite) due to an oblate earth is suitably given by
 
T = (3p/r 3 ) -. x T 
_1 1=
 
2 5 
E - N
 
+ (lJrE 2/r 5 ) cosy (_nRl1 I N + N X ) (A) 
- 3
where J = 3/2 (p - I E)/mErE2 = 1 63 x 10 , = mEG, Ip and IE are the
 
polar and equatorial principal moment of inertia for E* (the c m of the
 
earth) mE is the earth's mass, rE is the earth's equatorial radius, G
 
is the universal gravitation constant, nRl is a unit vector directed
 
from E* to B*, N is a unit vector which is parallel to the earth's axis,
 
i
s the angle between N and nl and 1R1 and IN are second moment vec­, 

tors of the satellite, B, relative to B* for ER1 and N, respectively
 
Kane [22] shows that IN, for example, can be written as
 
1
ZN 3 t ]h 1,ni(A 2)
 
1=1 J=l
 
where n, i = 1, 2, 3, are mutually perpendicular unit vectors, b, = N
 
nI, i = 1 2, 3, and I i, ,j= 1, 2, 3, are moments and products of
 
inertia of B relative to B* for n and n

--i -aj 
Suppose n i = 1, 2, 3 are parallel to principal axes of inertia
 
of B for B* (see Figure 2 1) Then Iij = 0 for i * j. If n , i = 1, 2, 
3, are right handed unit vectors and a, = _Rl • _nl i =l, 2, 3, then 
with the aid of A.2 and a similar relation for IR the terms which ap­
pear as vector products in A.1 can be written as 
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_R XI11z= a3 a2 (13 - 1n2) 1 l a3 ( l -1 1n 23) 

+ a2a1 (f - I) n3 
NXIN =b 3b2 (13 - 12 ) n1 +b lb3 (I1- 1 3)n 2 
+ b2 b1 (i2- i1 ) 3 
nR1 X IN = (a2b313 - a3bE 2)ni + (a3b 11 - alb313) n2
 
+ (alb212 - a2b l1 )n3 
NXIR1 = (b2a313 - b3a212) El + (b3alI1 - bla313) n2 
+ (bial2e " b2al1l) n3 (A 3)
 
where 'I = = j =l, 2, 3 
Nov the gravitational torque as given by A 1 can be written With 
the aid of equations A.3 in the desired component form A more useful 
expression for the torque is obtained if al and bl, i = 1, 2 3, are 
written as functions of the attitude angles G1, i = 1, 2, 3, and of the 
parameters of the orbit of the satellite, 8, 0 p (see Figure A.1)p 
This wall be done before equations A.3 are substituted into A.l.
 
It is not difficult to conclude with the aid of Figure A.1 and
 
trigonometry that
 
N = sLn8[sin (6 + 0) nR + cos (e + 6") n23 + cos8R3 (A 4) 
is the unit vector 2R,where Rl" given above) 3 is a unit vector 
which is normal to the orbit plane with its sense given by the right
 
hand rule for increasing e, E R is a unit vector which together with
 
nR1 and nR3 form a set of right-handed mutually perpendicular unit 
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vectors and 0 is the angle between the ascending line of nodes and
 
p

the line between E* and the perigee point of the orbit.
 
Now, if LR1 i = 1, 2, 3, are written in terms ofn, i = 1, 2, 
3, and if these expressions are substituted into A 4. then the coeffi­
cients of nI a = 1, 2, 3, in the resulting expression will be b, 
i = 1, 2, 3. respectively The coefficients of nI i = 1, 2, 3, in 
the expression for ER 1 are aI, 1 = 1, 2 3, respectively 
If the three-axes Euler angles, 61, 82, e3, are used as in 
Busch [6], it can be concluded that 
n,-- = c2c3 -1 -c2s3 n2 +sn23
 
-n, = (slS 2 c3 + cls 3 ) 2l + (clc3 - S S 2 - Sl2p3
 
+ 

3 = (SlS3 l + (slc3 3
"-R - c1 s 2 c3 ) C1S2s3) n2 + cl0. (A 5) 
where c cos eI, s = sin e, i =l, 2, 3 
From the first of A 5 it is observed that 
a, = c2c3, a2 = -c2s , a3 = s2 (A 6) 
and from A 4 and A 5 it is observed that
 
b = ssc2c3 + s5cees 3 - Cs2C3 + sc sls2c3 + C slS3 
b = scc1c3 + es c 3 - sscs 3 + ccsS2S3 - scess2s3 
b = cc 2 + ssss2 - s6c s1c2 (A 7) 
where, for example, c8 = cos 5 and s0 = sin (e+ e ) 
Now with A.3, A 6 and A 7 the gravitational torque, which is given
 
by A.1, can be expressed in a form which is convenient for studying its
 
effect on the attitude motion of earth-pointing satellites The sub­
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statuuaon of A.3 into A.7 results in T = T n + T n -L T 3 g g1-l1 g2 -2 g3 -3
 
where
 
T = (p/r3 ) (13 - 12) f3a3a2 + 5J [rjr]2 [1 - 7 cos2 'y] a3a2 
- 2J [rjr]2 b 2 + 1OJ [rjr]2 cosY [a2b3 + a3b9]) 
T = (p/r3) (i1 - 13) (3ala3 + 5J [rjr]2 1i - 7 cos2 y] ala3
 
- 2J [rWr]2 b1b3 + 10J [rjr]2 cofy [a3b + ab3]) 
(p/r I) 
-
Tg3 = 3 ) (12 - f3a 2a1 + 5J [rjr]2 [1 7 cos2y] a2a1
 
- 2J [rW?]r2 b2b1 + 1oJ [rEr, 2 cosy [alb, + a 2b1 ]) (A.8) 
In the terms of equations A.8 the factors which involve only aa
 
and b 1 1, 2, 3. are given by 
2 
a 3 a2 -c2s2s3, ala3 = c2s2c3, a2a, 
-c. c3s3
 
Cb2 C c + 2 
 22 
b3b2 8 581 0203 F 001012c3 8 011 2C3 
c52c1SIC2C 3 - cssclc22s3 + (terms in s1 ..., s)
 
scs0c1c2 s± s6 c2s2c
bb 3 = 2+ - s2 secaslC 2c3 
13 8 82 3 8~ 22 8 0 2 3 )
 
+ sECc a c2s 3 - c2cI c2s2c3 + (terms in s; 
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b2b1 s82s c
012'32 + s6csSlC2C32 2 233
 
ssC c cl2s23 2 + (terms in s12:5
+ sF2c2cl2c3Cs
3 

a2b3 + a3b2 = C ClC 2 (s2 - c2s3) + (terms in s 2 ... s
 
ab+b~2 2
 
a3 bI1 + al1b3 CC2 + 2 sssec2s2c3 - scscl2
= C F) 1 C3 c3
 
1 3
31 81 022 3 02 

+ (terms in sa2 s ) 
a +a -scc2 2 2
 
ab2 + a21b2= sCCl2C3 -2 sssec2 c3s 3 + Cs C2C3
 80 3 3 12
 
+ (terms in s 2, 3) (A.9) 
From A.4 it is found that cosry r is given by 
COST = Ss (A.10)
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APPENDIX B. THE AERODYNAMIC TORQUE 
If a satellite is in orbit 100 miles or more above the earth's
 
surface, then the ratio of the speed of B* to the most probable random
 
3speed of the air molecules is of the order of 10 . At these altitudes
 
the mean free path of the molecules greatly exceed the maximum linear
 
dimension of the satellite Hayes and Probstein [18] have shown for
 
bodies in such free molecular flow that the pressure and shear is given
 
by 
p = (2 - fn)p Cos 
= ftpV2 sin 4 cos 
where fn and ft are the normal and tangential accommodation coeffi­
/a  cients, p is the density of the air, V . jvp/al where vp is the 
velocity of a point P of the element of surface area of B relative to 
the free-stream velocity of the air near the satellite and is the 
angle between the vector vp /a and a line normal to the surface element. 
For the satellite attitude motions considered in this thesis the 
angular velocity of B in inertial space is such that error in taking 
vp /a =/-- l a is at most 0.0001%. In the following derivation V will 
be assumed to be IvB*/aI.
 
The accommodation coefficients are defined by ft = (TI - T)/ 
and fn = (Pi - Pr)/(pl - Pb) where, for example, Pb is the normal 
momentum component of the molecules which are re-emitted from tne surface 
with a Maxwellaan distribution at the surface temperature Tb and the 
subscripts i and r denote incident and reflected. Hayes and Probstean 
conclude from the results obtained by experimentaliszs that ft lies 
in the range between 0 8 and 1.0 and f is about unityn 
If n denotes a unit vector normal to the element of surface 
area, say ds, and is directed out of B and if n is such that 
v IvXa = Vn , then the force on ds is given by 
2
dF = -pV cos [(2-fn)cos n - f, sin 4, nt]ds (B 1) 
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where rt is a unit vector in the direction of the projection of -n
 
onto ds.
 
For a spherical satellite the integration of (B.1) over the half
 
of the surface in the flow gives
 
F = -CDSPV2/2n (B.2)
 
where CD = 2 - f - f and S is the projected area so that the force 
vector is parallel to v Ia and is a drag force. 
=
if fn = ft I in (B.l); then dF i parallel to v for an 
element of a satellite of arbitrary shape. Thus, the sum F will be a 
drag force only for any satellite if fn = ft 1. 
If fn = 1 and ft = 0.80, the lowest value given above, then in 
(B.1), the term in parentheses can be written as
 
n + 0.2 sin i(cos $n, - sin 4n)
 
where is perpendicular to n and is directed maximally away from
 
ds. Examnation of this term shows that a "lift" component of the force
 
is possible for some orientations of some satellites. For a cylindrical
 
satellite with either circular or elliptic cross section in a nearly
 
"
earth-pointing orientation, say 10 3 radians, the term which contributes
 
to the lift is smaller than 10-3 times the drag component for both
 
lateral and end surfaces so that the "lift" component of the resultant
 
force will be insignificantly small. For all other orientations of any
 
satellite the ratio of "imft" to "drag" is still less than 0.12. 
The aerodynamic force used in the calculation of the aerodynamic
 
torque for B* will be that given by (B.2).
 
King-Hele [23] considers the error to be less than 5% when CD is 
taken to be 2.2 for both spheres and cylinders (./d > 1) if CD is 
based on the mean area, S) perpendicular to the direction of motion. 
The atmospheric density p has been determined experimentally and 
theoretically in resent years for altitudes above 100 miles. It has 
been found (see King-Rele [23] and Johnson [21]). that p decreases 
almost logarithmically with altitude between about 150 miles and about 
500 miles. If this be the case then 
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p = pp esp[-K(r-r :p)] 3p(B 3) 
where the subscript p denotes perigee K is a constant to be deter­
mined from the data and r is the distance from EY to B* The 
atmospheric density data is usually plotted on semi-log graph paper so
 
that K can be read from the plots directly From these plots it is
 
observed that K should be about 0 02 miles -1 from an altitude of 200
 
miles and should be about 0 01 miles -1 from an altitude of 500 miles
 
Also, it is observed that due to changes in the sun's influence between
 
day-time and night-time, the density changes by a factor of about two
 
at an altitude of 200 miles and by a factor of about ten at an altitude
 
of 500 miles. The maximum values occur in the daytime. If it is 
desired to fix pp and K for any one orbit withouz regard to day and 
night, then for the most nearly correct values of p over the range of
 
altitudes of the orbit and over the time interval of days it is best to
 
pick the day-time value of pp and the value of K which corresponds
 
to day-time values of p near perigee. This is done in the thesis for
 
a height of perigee of 200 miles In this case the density, p as
 
given by (B 3) is considered to be too large during night-time by a
 
factor of two at 200 miles and by a factor of ten at 500 miles. It is
 
considered to be too small by a factor of 0.7 during day-time at 500
 
miles and to be correct during day-time at 200 miles
 
The torque of the aerodynamic forces acting on the elements of
 
surface area of a spherical or high-accuracy earth-pointing cylindrical
 
satellite is given by
 
T a xF (Bx'F)
-a 
where L is the distance vector from B* to the geometrical centroid
 
(GC) of the satellite. 
In Appendix A, Figure A 1, the orbiting reference axes with unit 
vectors nflnR2,2nR 3 were defined The unit vectorsn , i 1,2,3, 
are defined in Section A of Chapter II (see Figure (2.1)). 
Since the GC is fixed in B, it is convenient to write 
=Anl + 2n2 +n (B.) 
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where 2 = 2 nI ) = 1,2,3 If n is written in terms of nII 
i = 1,2,3, then with the use of (B 5) T will be in-terms of n 
i = 1,2,3, as desired. 
a e v*a=- - -Vn n -- R -n21
S- Vn and since v =-n + re and 
v =2 X rR	 1 = e N X a1) where 6E is the angular speed of the 
earth and N is given in Appendix A, then 
r~e- e) r Es~e 
-n1 	 n (B 6)
- _R v -v 	 R 
where s.: c. are defined in Appendix A.
 
From (B.6) it is seen that
 
282 + (0E0 += .2+ 2 s2a)c 20Eeoc] 	 (B 7) 
With the aid 	of (C 7)-(C 9) equation (B 7) can be written as 
2 2 (c 2V2= h2 (+e2 	+ 2ece) r 2 2)
 
2 )2 + E +
a2 (1-e - 2hEE8 
where cO = cos 0.
 
If e 0 05, then the expression for v differs from
 
V (h/a)(l + 2ecG)1/2 = r6 	 (B 8) 
only in the third significant figure.
 
The substitution of (A.5) into (B 6) and the results of this 
substitution into (B 2) produces an expression for the force, F, which 
is in terms nI, i = 1,2,3. If this expression for the force is substi­
tuted into (B 4) with (B 5) and if the vector product is carried outj 
the result is T = T n + T n + T n where 
-a al-i a2-z2 a3 
+
Tal = D {r22 . c s3)- r(e - e8c )[12slc
 
al 2-- ff e2 2 +3 23 E§521 2
 
+ 23 (Cle - sIs2 s3 )] +rb Ecesa[ 2c c5 - 23 (S1c3 + c1 s2s]) 
CDSPV 
=---	 (a2 - c23c3 - ylS2) + r(e-GEcQE[(sls2c3 + cls3 )+ 1s1c2] 
(Continued)
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i 
+ reEcs[0 1 3  c1s2c3 e
8 r(3 - - cIc2]) 
Ta = S V {-r(.lc2 S8 + 22c2c3 ) + r(e- 6 c[21(clcZ -(SS2 s3 )
 
- 22 (sls2c3 + c1s3 )] + rE'cG 8 [l61(s 1c3 + Cls2 s3 ) 
- 2(s1s3 - C1s2 c) (B 9) 
The quantities p and v in (B.9) are assumed to be suitably 
given by (B.3) and (B 8) The quantities r r, and S are given as 
functions of time in Appendix C The quantities CD , S, i = 1,2,3, 
pertain to a given satellite, and, the quantities hapc,,sP0p rpK 
and p pertain to a given orbit. Except for CD' which is taken as 
CD = 2 2, given values of these quantities were chosen in Chapter II 
-
The angular speed of the earth is 8E = 7 3 x l0 5 rad /sec.
 
The error in the torque components, (B 9 ),are considered to be
 
caused primarily by the error in p and the error in the product S.
 
These errors were discussed above The total error in each of Tai.
 
= 1,2,3, is considered to be between 2000% to large (night-time at 
500 miles) and 50%too small (day-time at 500 miles) Generally, this 
means that the magnitudes of the components of T are between 1/2 and
-a 
20 times the correct values
 
For the purpose of determining a feedback control law which will 
result in suitable attitude motion, when this motion is influenced by 
the atmosphere, this inaccuracy is insignificant Of course, performance 
measures such as fuel cost can be in error as much as Tai i = 1,2,3, 
are in error, but, generally, this depends on the magnitudes of the
 
components of the other torques which influence the attitude motion.
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APPENDIX C THE PARAMETERS OF THE ORBIT
 
AS FUNCTIONS OF TIME
 
King-Hele [23] and Sterne [33] have derived expressions for the
 
rates of change of a, e,-Q, 5 .and e of a Kepler orbit due to the
 p
 
primary perturbing sources which are the earth's oblateness and the
 
earth's atmosphere. For the orbits considered an this investigation
 
the changes are less than 10 miles per day in a, 2 X 10- 4 per day in
 
e, 70 per day in , 10 per day in 8 and 100 per day in 0p For any 
one orbit these changes cause only an insignifLcant change in the terms
 
in the attitude equations of motion Thus, since the equations of mo­
tion are periodically time varying, they need to be integrated for a
 
single orbit only so that for any one integration a, e, , 8 and 0p
 
can be assumed constant.
 
The angle e varies from zero to 21r radians For a Kepler or­
bit S is related to r by 
r = (h 2/) (1 + ace) - 1 (C 1) 
where t = mEG ce = cose and h is a constant such that r 0= h 
Thus,
 
2

= n (l + ece) 3 (C 2)

3
 
r
 
0 = n (l + ece)2 (C.3) 
and 
2
 (1 + ece)
1 

2 (C.4)
2 2 2 
* For convenience cO = cose, but generally ce = cos (0 + 0). 
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3
where n = [2/h and a (1 - e2) = h2/
 
The differentiation of 0.3 with respect to time and the substitu­
tion of C 3 into the differentiated expression gives
 
_=-2nes0 (l+ ecO)3 (C.5)
 
The angle 0 can be written as an approximate function of t so
 
that the right hand sides of equations C 1 - C 5 can be written as ap­
proximate functions of t
 
In the thesis e is assumed to be less than or equal to 0.05 In
 
this case the function (1 + ece)"2 can be expanded in a rapidly con­
verging power series in e so that the integral of C 3 can be written
 
as
 
0 t 
S (I - 2ecG + 3e2e20 - [RMAINDERI) dO = nf dt 
where (RMAINDER) = 4e3[(ce + ec20)3/(L + eee)8 e=x for 0 < X < 0.05. 
If the maximum absolute value of the MAINDW is used, then 
if(BEMA do < 6.5 x 10-40 
0 
so that
 
nt = 0(1 -3/2e 2 ) - 2e sn - 3/4e2 sin 26 
with an error less than 0.06% or
 
nt =6 - 2e sinG (c.6)
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with an error only in the third significant figure (except at e = 0
 
where the error is zero)
 
Equations C 1 - C.5 are approximately given by
 
r= (h i (- ece) (c 7) 
2
 
3 n (l + 3ece) (c 8) 
r 
e = n (1+ 2ece) (C 9) 
2 2

- - (1 + 2ece) (C lO)
 
b = _2n2ese (i + 3ece) (C 11) 
with the approximation only in the third significant figure 
The use of C.6 and trigonometric identities results in 
ce = cos nt cos (2e sine) - sin nt sin (2e sine) (C 12)
 
and
 
se = sin nt cos (2e sine) + cos nt sin (2e sine) (C 13)
 
The expressions for ce and se given in C 12 and C.13 differ
 
from exact values by less than 0.01. (This is easily seen by plotting
 
[cose - cos (e ± e)] and [sine - sin (e ± e)] as a function of the
 
error, E < 0 01 (E > 0), for various values of e ) Thus, if C 12
 
and C 13 are substituted into C.7 - C 11, then C.7 - C 10 will be in 
error only in the fourth significant figure and C 11 will be in error 
by less than 1% for most of the orbit. In C 7 - C 11 the factors 
(1 - ece), (1 + 2ece), (1 + Zece) and se (I + Zece) can be written 
with the aid of C 12 and C 13 as
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(1 - ece) = 1 - e cos nt cos (2e sane) 
+ e sin nt sin (2e sine) (c.14)
 
(1 + 2ece) = 1 + 2e cos nt cos (2e sine) 
- 2e sin nt sin (2e sine) (C.15) 
(i + 3ecO) = 1 + 3e cos nt cos (2e sine) 
- 3e sin nt sin (2e sine) (c.16) 
se (I + 3ecO) = sin n cos (2e sane) + cos nt sin (2e sane)
 
+ 3e cos nt san nt [cos 2 (2esine) - sin2 (2e sine)] 
+ 3e (cos2nt - sin2nt) sin (2e sine) cos (2e sine) 
(C-17) 
S-nce e < 0.05, then Isin (2e sine) l < 2e < 0.1 and Icos (2e 
sane)I = 1.00. Thus, C.14 - C.16 can differ from 
(i - ecO) = 1 - e cos nt (c.18) 
(i + 2ece) = 1 + 2e cos nt (C19) 
(1 + 3ecO) = 1 + 3e cos nt (C.20) 
only in the third signa-ficant figure and 
sO (1 + 3ecO) = sin nt + cos nt - 2e sane + 3 e cos nt san nt
 
+ 3e (cos2nt - sin 2nt) 2e sine (C.21)
 
is an error by less than 1%. Since sne = sin nt + 2e sine cos nt 
(from C.13) with less than 1% error for most of the orbit, then C.21 
can be written as 
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se (i + 3ece) = sinnt + 5e cos nt sin nt
 
or
 
sel(1 + 3ece) = sin nt + 5/2 e sin 2nt (C.22) 
with a total error of less than 1% for most of the orbit. (Actually,
 
the difference in the exact values and the values given by C.22 is less
 
than 0.01 for the entire orbit, but the percent error becomes unbounded
 
as the exact value approaches zero).
 
Now the substitution of Co8 - C.20 and C.22 into C.7 - C.11 re­
sults in
 
r = rp [1 - e(cos nt -1)] (C.23) 
2
3 =nn (1 + 3e cos nt) (c.24)
r
 
e = n (1 + 2e cos nt) (0.25) 
-2 2 (.6

r =7 (1 , 2e cosn t) (C.26)
 
e = -2n2e (sin nt + 5/2e sin 2nt) (C.27) 
where in C.7 h2/it has been replaced by a(a - e ) = r (I + e) and 
p
2 

terms in e omitted. . The results in equations C.23 - C.26 differ 
from the exact values in the third or higher significant figure, and, 
the values for 0 which are given by C.27 are in error by less than
 
0.01 parts in one for most of the orbit.
 
If C.6 is used, then se and cO can be written approximately as
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sin (e + e0 ) 	= sin (nt + eo ) 
+ 2e cos (nt 	+ o) sin nt (i + 2e cos nt) (C.28)
 
o0(s 	 + 0 ) oB (nt + 0 ) 
- 2e sin (nt + e0) sin nt (1 + 2e cos nt) (C29) 
The order of approximation in C.28 and C.29 is the same as in C 12 
and C.13. 
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APPENDIX D THE STATE-SPACE REGION OF STATION-KEEPING 
The region of station-keeping, S, was defined in Section A of
 
Chapter III Since it is clear that at least parts of the boundary of
 
S must be switching surfaces for a feedback control law the choice of
 
the region S from possible station-keeping regions should be a best
 
choice. The criteria used for a best choice are small error) a minimum
 
fuel expenditure and simplicity.
 
If the angle, cp, between the local vertical and the satellite­
fixed line L1 [see Figure (2 1)) and its rate, p', are required to 
be small, say l < s, C j r, then the requirements on e, 1 2,3, 
and their rates are 
40; 2 = T2 2 3 3 5 
x;
V10 2 + 030,I Ix +x~x61x3x4 

Ir2 2 2 2
 
003x2 + 
 3 + X5 
For near earth-pointingj the yaw angle and its rate must also be 
restricted to small values so that the requirements on 0 I and 0 1 
are lell sli Jl, l < s.. This region of station-keeping is not suf­
ficient to avoid exceedingly large values in either 0? or el Also,
2 3 
the switching logic for a controller based on such a region is not
 
simple.
 
Generally, the station-keeping region should be closed region of
 
the state-space which encloses the origin Thus) in any phase-plane
 
projection of the region, the projection of its boundary should be a
 
closed curve which encircles the origin Circles) ellipsesy parts of
 
parabolas, parts of straight lines, etc can be used for constructing 
the closed curves However, if parts of curves such as circles, para­
bolas, etc., which are analytically described with squares of the state 
variables are used, the error in the state variable signal from the 
sensors is compounded. Thusp the region which encloses the origin
 
should be constructed with linear functions unless such a region results
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in a significant fuel cost increase The region S. as given is one
 
such region. The dependence of the siz e of the region on fuel cost is
 
discussed in Section B, Chapter VI
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APPENDIX E. AN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF THE ADJOINT EfUATIONS 
For satellites which are "stable" in roll-yaw, the approximate 
solution of the adjoint equations for
 
J= f [(x) + Z vvI dT 
v 1 
which is derived below is in excellent agreement with the digital
 
computer solutions.
 
Let re) t* e ! 'r*, denote the time at which the roll-yaw (pitch) 
trajectory re-enters the roll-yaw (patch) projection of S if the 
trajectory has departed the projection of S Otherwise, let T =*. 
e 0 
With this fixed (after each encounter with the boundary of S) time, 
the piecewise linear equations, (4.4) and (4.6) with (4.7), can be 
approximated by piecewise constant equations by replacing T* with e'r

in Al, A2 and A3 . 
Let T , T* T = Denote the time at which the'- i 1,...,6, 
projected trajectory, xI(T*), exits the x -projection of S. Then, 
since F(x) is lCP , -1 0 ni or zero and since A, and A3 are 
now constants, equations (4.4) and (4.6) can be laplace transformed as 
follows 
yaw -roll 
S P le -F(x1) exp(-T s) - k1 4 2 
F(x2 )
 s P- 2e - exp(-t 2 s) + P, - K2 AP 4 
-F(x3) as3+ 2pP
 
sp- e = -- exp(-,r3s) - A2P ± k2(3A +
 
F(x 4 ) 
s - pTe s exp(-z 4 s) + K1 1P2 + P3 (E.l) 
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Pimch 
sF -p -F(x-5) ) 3kA Pr5 5e s 5S - 36
 
F(x6)
 
sP6 " p6e s exp(- 6 s)+ P5 (E.2)
 
= 

where p e= P( re); a = 1,o...6, and P. PI(s) is the Laplace 
transform of the variable p(t*), i = 1a... 6. 
If equations (E i) are solved for P a = 1, ,4, and equations 
(E.2) are solved for P., I = 5,6, the results are
 
P1= {Pies3 - (T1 + P2eB1 P4eB5)s 2 + [ple(B 4 - B3 ) - PaeB4B5 
- PseB5 + P4 eBiBA - T2 - B5T4s + PleB2B5 + P2e(BiBs - 5) 
+ p3 eBB 2 + (n3 - B2B4)Tl - 4B5T2 + B53 + B24
 
- [B5B2 T1 + (BlB3 - B2)T2 - B B2T ]s'3/A 
P2 = {P2e s 5 + (Pe - B2p4e + T2)s2 - (P 2 eB3 + PseB2 + P4eB5 
+1 2+ - + P3eB5 + Bs32 - B2T3 + B5 T4 )T4)S (pleB3 
+ (B3T1 + B T )s 3/A
 
P3 = r3 ese3 + (B5p2e - B3p4e - Ts)s2 + [PleB 5 + P2eBB
 
+ p 3 e(B1 + ) P4eB5B B5 2 - B ]s + PB 3 B 4
+ 

+ p3 BeB 5 + p4 (B1~B +3)- B5T + BT - (Bl + 243 
P~e 5 Pe(I 1 BB4)T,+5 342 

- 2 ] - [ - T3 + (5- B1 3,)T4 ]s- )/AB4 

P4 = fP4es + (P2eB4 + P3e + T4)s2 + (PleB4 + P2eB5 + P4eBl
 
+ B7- T)s + P e5 + -eB T +B T + BiP
 
-l
 
- (B5 1 + Bl 3)s /A (E 3) 
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P5 --(P=es - P6e:B6 - T5 - BT 6s-1)/(s2 + 6) 
--(C6es + pse + T6 - T5s-1 )/(s2 + B6) (E4)
 
2
 
where Ti = F(xI)exp(-s), i ,...,6, A = s4 + (B1 - B3 + B 234 )s

_ B .3 and B,1 = kA71 B2 NA, ' B'3 = k24A+ 5 ),
 
B4 = K1 .A, B5 =-A 2 and B6 = k.A3 with A I = 1,2,3, evaluated
 
at r*= Tr 
e
 
Let B1 - B3 + B2B4 = 2a, B2 - B4 -b and B -B B c. Then
 
can be written as
A 

A = s4 + 2as2 + Bsbs + c (E.5)
 
If the characteristic equation, (E.5); has roots which do not change 
type, e.g., from type imaginary to type complex; with time, then equations 
(E.3) and (E.4) can be invertedoonce-and-for-all to give the approximate
 
solution of (4.4) and (4.6) for the entire time of one orbit. This is
 
the case if B5b is zero or very small.
 
For satellites (1) and (2) Bsb varies periodically from about 30-4 to
 
-10 and the roots of (E-5) have real parts less than 0.1 in magnitude
 
Thus, the exponential factors in the solution due to these real parts
 
are nearly unity for solution times i.e., the time intervals between two 
successive encounters with the boundary of S less than unity (In
 
Chapter IV it is seen that dozens of encounters occur-in the time of 
one orbit, which takes about six time units to complete.)
 
If the term in (E.5) with B5b as a factor is omitted, then (E.5)
 
2 2 2 2 2 = 
can be written as A = (s + m)(s + W2 ) where w! a +a7-c and 
= a - o If this expression of A is substituted into equations 
(E.3) and if, on inverting (E.3) and (E.4) for positive and real values
 
of ml.co2 and B6, the functions sin y and cos y are replaced by
6

_2
y and I - y , respectively then the approximate solution of equations 
(4.4) and (4.6) is
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2
P1 = Pje(l -[(B 3 _ B4 ) + ( 2) 2 ](LT*) - Pe[BIAT* 
+ p4e(SA*] Sp 3 eBs(AT*) [B5- - 2 (_ (A BB x)r*2)] 
*
 
- - 2124=F(xB 5 (& )2  F(xAT* + 
A

2 L * + l -01 2 ?) + B ]( *)2) _ PB(T*)2 
- Pe(B2At* + B At* 2) + F(x2)T)S - F(xl)(A'r) 2 - F(xB 2(Tt)2 
4 51 x(4)2 
=3 rieB5(T*)2 +p 2e[B5AT* BzBV(A *)J + p3eL \i-[(l_02 
2
 
+ (B1 + B9])(T*) 23) - P4 e (Bzti3 + B2 B5 (tr*)2 + F(x)B5 (ATS*)
A
 
- F(x )AT -(- X6 
=4 Pie B4&(rxT*)2 + P2 e[B4AT* + B5 (ATr) 2 ] + Ps3eAT-* 
(I _jE-[W2 + 032) + B (AT*)23 + F(x4)A't F(xQ(tA2 
2
+ F(x2 )B4 (AT9) (E 6) 
pI=p _B6(A'rk)l p (Ar4) 2 -F(x )AT* Fx BLrg2P5 =p5e 
-
-6eB6 
- 5 5 Fx) 6 Ag 
AT* + P6 [1 - 36(Ar*)2 ] + F(x6)Ar - F(x5)(AT*)2 (E 7) 
where AT* = * - Te and ATr*= -*'r i== l ,6 
e I 
An approximate solution of the adjoint equations for "unstable" 
satellites can be derived in a similar manner However, instead of sine 
and cosine functions (which can be replaced by simplier functions) 
appearing in the equations, the equations contain the exponential function 
and are much more complicated in yaw-roll In Section A, Part 3 of 
Chapter IV an approximate solution is presented for "unstable" pitch motion 
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APPENDIX F. DIGITAL ANDANALOG COMPUTER PROGRAMS
 
In Figures F 1, F 2, F 5 and F 6 are given listings of the digital 
computer programs. These are given in the order in which they are used
 
in the text The word "clock" which appears in the digital computer
 
program is an ALGOL procedure This procedure was used to determine the
 
elapsed time required for the execution of certain parts of the programs
 
so that measures could be taken to reduce excessive computation times
 
The symbols used in the differential equations (DE) procedures are not
 
the same as in the differential equations in the text since these symbols
 
were reserved for the plot routine. However; the equivalences are given
 
in the comments
 
In Figures F 3 and F 4 are given simplified analog computer programs
 
which were used to simulate the acquisition motions from S to S and
 
the steady-state motion for the suboptimal steady-state control. The
 
time delays required in these simulations were obtained from the tame
 
delays in the comparators by time scaling
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PROCEDURE KU1TAMERSON(N, X,HH, Y, F, EPS, AB P ERROR, STEPSIZE))
VALUE NHH, EPS,AB PSTEPSIZE3INTEGER N; REAL XNH, EPSAB 3
 
REAL ARRAY Y(I3 PROCEDURE F; BOOLEAN ERROR' STEPSIZE)
 
COMMENT: VERSION OF 660518 660722
 
EPS AND AB ARE THE RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE ERROR BOUNDS RESP,
 
STEPSIZE TRUE TO WRITE STEPSIZE WHEN CHANGED
 
SIEPSIZE FALSE FOR NO OUTPUT
 
ERROR IS SET TRUE IF STEPSIZE BECOMES TOO SMALL ELSE FALSE;
 
BEGIN COMMENT KUTTA MERSON INTEGRATES A SYSTEM OF N FIRST ORDER
 
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. SEE L. FOX, "NUMERICAL
 
SOLUTION OF ORDINARY AND PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL
 
EQUATIONS", P, 24, PERMAGON PRESS, 1962 ; I
 
OWN REAL HC, FINAL, H2, H3, H6, H8, ERR, TEST, T, H;
 
OWN INTEGER ICUCUT) OWN BOOLEAN DBL; LABEL Ls KM RETURN)

0IN REAL ARRAY YI, Y2' FO- FI, F2[O:30])
 
COMMENT EXCEPT FOR HC, THE OWN VARIABLES ARE FOR SPEED ONLY)

FORMAT MSSG("THE STEP SIZE IS NOW", R12,5," AT T=",R12.5)
 
DEFINE FORI FOR I 1 STEP I UNTIL N DO I,
 
CONbTANTS H2 H/2.0 H3eH/3.O; H6+H/6.03 H8eH/8.0 *3
 
COMMENT CHLCK FOR INITIAL ENTRY AND ADJUST H IF NECESSARY 3
 
ERROR + FALSE;
 
H + HH I
 
IF N=O THEN BEGIN HC + HI GO TO RETURN END;
 
IF H=O THEN GO TO RETURN; FINAL + X+HJ
 
IF HC=O THEN HC + H
 
IF EPS#O AND ABS(H)>ABS(HC) THEN
 
IF bIGN(H)#SIGNCHC) THEN H + HC + -He ELSE H + HC)
 
COIMENTs CUT IS THE NUMBER Of TIMES THAT THE STEP SIZE Is ALLOWED TO
 
HALVE ITSELF IN SUCCESIONI
 
CUT + 4;
 
CU + CUT;
 
T + X+H) X + FINAL; CONSTANTS;
 
CONMENT MAIN KUTTA-MERSON STEP LOOP 3
 
LSFOR T l STEP H UNTIL FINAL DO
 
BEGIN KMI F(T-HY,FO)i
 
FORi YiCI] FOEI]XH3+Y[II3 F(T'2xH3, YI, FI))
 
FOR1 YIII + CFOEII+FI(I])xH6+YII]; F(T-2xH3, Y1, F1))
 
FORI YIEIJ + (FI[Ix3,0+FOEI)XHB+Y[l]; FCT'H2P YIP F2);
 
FORL Y1(IJ + (F2t1Jx4.OFIIJx3.0+FOCI)XH2+YI]J F(T, YI, F1))
 
FORI Y2[II + (F2tI3X4,0+FICI]+FOII)xH6+YCI]J
 
COMMENT DUES THE STEP SIZE H NEED TO BE CHANGED
 
IF LPS*O THEN
 
BEGIN DBL + TRUES
 
FURL BEGIN ERReABS(YICII-Y2Et3)xO,23 TEST+ABS(YII])XEPSI
 
IF ERR>TEST AND ERR>AB THEN COMMENT HALF H)
 
BEGIN H + H2; T*T-H2)
 
IF (CU CU-I)<o THEN BEGIN ERROR + TRUE) EPSeO)
 
GO TO KMJ END;
 
IF STEPSIZE THEN WRITECMSSG,HT)3
 
IF T+H=T THEN BEGIN X T3 ERROR + TRUES GO TO RETURN)
 
END;
 
CONSTANTS) GO TO KM;
 
END,
 
IF 64*OxERR>TEST THEN DBL + FALSE;
 
LNDJ
 
Figure F 1. Solution of Approximate, Minimum-Fuel Optimal) Station-

Keeping Equations [(4 3) and (4 4)] for Roll-Yaw.
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PROCEDURE DE(TAUPY,DY)l
 
VALUE TAU)
 
HEAL TAU;
 
ARRAY YPDY[O]B
 
BEGIN
 
REAL AIA2,A3,A43
 
COMMENI YEI O1000xX1, YE2]=IOOOXX2, Y[3J=100oxX3, YEq]=IOOoxX4,
 
Y[5]=0.OjxPj, Y[6]=0.01xP2, Yr7]=o.OlXP3, Y[8]=O.OxP4,
 
Y[9]=JROLL-YAW=JRY;
 
Yje Y1]3; Y2e Y[2]; Y3 YE3); Y4 YE4];
 
Y5+ Y1b; Y6 Y[6J; YT Y[7]; Y8 YE8];
 
RGe0 1;
 
FXIe IF ABS(Y1)SRG THEN 0.0 ELSE IF YI>RG THEN PRI
 
ELSE -PHI;
 
FX2e IF ABS(Y2)SRG THEN 0.0 ELSE IF Y2>RG THEN PR2
 
ELSE -PR2;
 
FX3e IF ABS(Y3)SRG THEN 0.0 ELSE IF Y3>RG THEN PR3
 
ELSE "PR3;
 
FX4 IF ABS(Y4)SRG THEN 0.0 ELSE IF Y4>RG THEN PRq
 
ELSE -pR4;
 
COMMENI MI=VlV W2=V2;
 
WI+ IF ABS(Y6)>0,0l THEN NIXSIGNCY6) ELSE 0.0;
 
W2 IF ABS(YS)>001 THEN N2XSIGNCY8) ELSE 0.0;
 
cT*COS(TAU); ST+SIN(TAU)3
 
AIfi+4XExCT, A242xEx(ST+5XEXSTXDT))
 
A3 1+2XExCTJ A4+4+I3XExCTJ
 
DY(1] "Y2)
 
DYC2]' KIxA1xY1-A2xY3-K3xA3xY4-1OOOxWI;
 
DYt3J' "Y4;
 
DY[4]' A2xYI+K4xA3xY2-K2xA4xY3-1OOOxW23
 
DY[5] "OIOlxFX1.KIxAIXY6"A2xY8;
 
DY[6]' O.OlXFX2+Y5-KAxA3xY8)
 
DYE?]' "O,01XFX3+A2xy6+K2xA4xY8)
 
DYCS] O.OIxFX4+K3xA3xY6+Y7
 
DY[9] ABS(1)+ABS(W2))
 
END DE?
 
COMMENT INITIAL(FINAL) CONDITIONS;
 
START: READ(ENI,N2,Kl,K2,K3,K4,PRI,PR2,PR3,PR4,XO,X20.XSOX40,
 
NU)EFINISH];
 
TAU+T[O]40;

YEI1JelOOXX1OJ Xl[OJ'XiO0
 
Yt2]e1OOOxX20; X2tOJ.X203
 
Y(3]4100OxX30; X3[0JX30;

YE4JeOOOxX40; X4EO]X403
 
Y[5Je IF ABS(XIO)=RG THEN -4UxSIGN(XIO) ELSE 0,0;
 
Y[6J( IF ABS(X20)=RG THEN -MUxSIGNCX2O) ELSE 0.0;
 
P2(OeYE6]; PIOIYt5])
 
YEl7] IF ABS(X30)=RG THEN MUxSIGN(X3O) ELSE o.O;
 
Y181] IF ABSCX4O)=RG THEN -HUxSIGNCX4O) ELSE O.O
 
P4[01YC8]3 P3[0]'Y[71;
 
Y[9]+0;
 
WRITE(LABL)p
 
WRITE(RESLTAUPXIOX20X3PX4pY6]pY[8IWHI2))
 
COMMENT CALCULATING USING KUTTAMERSON AND LOADING ARRAYS;
 
FOR L' I STEP I UNTIL 628 DO BEGIN
 
Figure F.1 Continued.
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KUTTAMLHSUN(9,TAU,O.O1,YDEP@e,-@5,FINISHFALSE)
 
TEL 3+L;
 
XI(L]O,OOIxYII; X2CL].OOOIxY[23l X3[L] O.00twY313
 
X4EL] OOOXY[433
 
P2[L] OOxY(6]; P4L]eIOOxY[8J; PIEL3elOOxYC5]J P3L]tIOOXY[7J)
 
PRINT l) 
IF L MUD PRINT = 0 THEN
 
WRITE(XESLTELIYt113,Y2],YC3JY#1y63pY83,]1,W2)
 
END KUTTAMERSON LOOP;
 
JRY*YE9J;
 
WRITE(PARMEpKK2pK3,K4,JRY))

WRITE(PAGE],PARMTPRIlPR2,PR3,PR4,NIN2pMU)
 
Figure F 1 Continued 
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PROCEDURE KUTTAMERSONCN, XHHP Y, F, EPSP AR , ERROR. STEPSIZE); 
VALUE N,HH, EPSAB .STEPSIZEJINTEGER NJ REAL X.HH, EPSAB J
 
REAL ARRAY Y(I; PROCEDURE F; BOOLEAN ERROR. STEPSIZE;
 
COMMENT: 	VERSION OF 660518 660722
 
EPS AND AB ARE THE RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE ERROR BOUNDS RESP.
 
SIEPSIZE TRUE TO WRITE STEPSIZE WHEN CHANGED
 
STLPSIZE FALSE FOR NO OUTPUT
 
ERROR IS SET TRUE IF STEPSIZE BECOMES TOO SMALL ELSE FALSE;
 
BEGIN COMMENT 	 KUTTA MERSON INTEGRATES A SYSTEM OF N FIRST ORDER
 
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. SEE L. FOX, "NUMERICAL
 
SOLUTION OF ORDINARY AND PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL
 
EQUATIONS", P, 24, PERMAGON PRESS, 1962 ;
 
OWN REAL HC, FINAL, H2. H3, H6, H8. ERR. TEST. T, H,
 
OWN INIEGER I.CUCUT; OWN BOOLEAN DBLJ LABEL L, KM, RETURN;
 
OhN REAL ARRAY YI, Y2, FOP Fl, F2[0t30];
 
COMMENT EXCEPT FOR HC, THE OWN VARIABLES ARE FOR SPEED ONLY;
 
FORMAT MSSG("THE STEP SIZE IS NOW", R1?.5p" AT T="PR12.5);
 
DEFINE FORI FOR I+1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO t,
 
CONSTANTS =H2+H/2.0; H3 H/3.O; H6+H/6.0' HB H/8.O 9;
 
COMMENT CHECK FOR INITIAL ENTRY AND ADJUST H IF NECESSARY , 
ERROR + FALSE; 
H + HH, 
IF N=O THEN BEGIN HC + H, GO TO RETURN END;
 
IF H=O THEN GO TO RETURN; FINAL 4 X+H;
 
IF HC=O THEN HC + H;
 
IF EPS#O AND ABS(H)>ABS(HC) THEN
 
IF SIGN(H)tSIGNCHC) THEN H + HC + -HC ELSE H + HC;
 
COMMENT: CUT IS THE NUMBER OF TIMES THAT THE STEP SIZE IS ALLOWED TO
 
HALVE ITSELF IN SUCCESION;
 
CUT + 10) 
CU + CUT; 
T + X+H; X + FINAL; CONSTANTS; 
COMMENT MAIN KUTTA-MERSON STEP LOOP 5 
L:FOR T l STEP H UNTIL FINAL DO 
BEGIN KMI F(TKH,Y,FO))
 
FORi YIEI] + FO(I]XH3+YI]; FCT-2xH3, YIP Fl))
 
FORI YIIJ + (FO[Ij+FII)xH6+YtI3; F(T-2xH3P YIP Fl);
 
FORL YI[I1 + (FIIJX3.O+FOEII)xHS+YII]; F(TIH2, Y1, F2);
 
FORI YIEI] + CF2EIIx4.0-FitIIx3.0+FOEIJ)XH2+YII; F(T. YI, F1))
 
FORI Y2[I] +(F2[IIX4.0+FI(II+FO[I])XH6+YII];
 
COMMENT DUES THE STEP SIZE H NEED To BE CHANGED I
 
IF LPS O THEN
 
BEGIN DBL + TRUE)
 
FORI BEGIN ERR4A8S(Y1[II-Y2I])xO.21 TEST+ABS(YI[II)XEPS;
 
IF ERR>TEST AND ERR>AB THEN COMMENT HALF H;
 
BEGIN H + H2) TeT-H21
 
IF CCU CU-I)<O THEN ERROR + TRUE)
 
IF STEPSIZE THEN WRITE(MSSGHT)i
 
IF T+H=T THEN BEGIN X T; ERROR + TRUE) GO TO RETURN;
 
END)
 
CONSTANTS; GO TO KH;
 
END;
 
IF 64,OxERR>TEST THEN DBL FALSE;
 
END)
 
IF VBL AND H < HH THEN BEGIN H + 2,0xH;
 
Fi.gure F 2 Solution of Approximate, ivnimum-Fuel Optimal, Station-
Keeping Equations [(4.5) and (4 6)] for Pitch 
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IF STEPSIZE THEN WRITECMSSGPHT)f

LU + CUTS
 
CONSTANTS END DOUBLE H;
 
END)

FORI Y[IJ + Y2II];
 
END KUTTA MERSON LOOP)
 
IF EPS=O THEN GO TO RETURNS
 
COMMENT NOW BE SURE TO HAVE T = FINAL J 
HC + H; H + FINAL-(T-H)) 
IF ABS(H)>ABS(FINAL)x1,4551915228@-1I THEN 
BEGIN T + FINAL; EPS + 0; CONSTANTS; GO TO L END) 
RETURN: END KUTTA MERSON) 
PROCEDURE DE(TAUYDY)S 
VALUE TAU; REAL TAU; 
ARRAY YDYtOJS 
BEGIN 
REAL APB; 
CT COS(IAU); ST.SIN(TAU); 
A42xEXCST+SxExSTxCT)J 
B 1+3xLxCT 
COMMENT YEII=OOOXX5, YI2hI1OOOXX6, YE3W=0.01xP5, y(4]=OOlXP6,Y[5 = 
j#PITCH=JP) 
Yp. Y[I3p Y2+ Y[2] Y3( Y(3J) Y4 Y[4J 
RG5+0.ls RG6+O,1S 
FX5' IF ABS(YI)SRG5 THEN 0 ELSE 
IF Y1>RG5 THEN PR5 ELSE -PR5) 
FX6 IF ABS(Y2)SRG6 THEN 0 ELSE 
IF Y2>RG6 THEN PR6 ELSE -PR6; 
COMMENI W3=V3I 
W34 IF ABS(Y4)>0.01 THEN N3xSIGN(Y4) ELSE 0) 
DYEIJ -Y23
 
DYE234 3xK3xBxYI+IOOOXCA-W3))
 
DY[3J4 -O.OxFX5-3xK3xBxY4)

DYC43.O.O1xFX6+Y3;
 
DY[5]t ABSCW3))
 
END DE ;
 
COMMENT INITIAL(FINAL) CONDITIONS;
 
START: READCEK3,N3,PR5,PR6,X50,X60,Y(3],yE4],Y5] )EFINISH];
 
TAUO,O I(IO0OO;
 
YEIt]IOOOxX500
 
X503 X50;
 
Y2+10OO xX60
 
X6[0J]X60)
 
Y[33e IF ABS(X5O)=RG5 THEN -MUXSIGN(X50) ELSE 0.0)
 
Y[43+ IF ABS(X60)=RG6 THEN -MUXSIGN(X60) ELSE 0.0) 
PS(O +Y[33) 
P6[0] Y[4 3 
WRITECLABL);
 
WRITE(NESLTAUX50,X60,Yt3J,Y(41,W3);
 
COMMENT CALCULATING WITH KUTTAMERSON AND LOADING ARRAYS;
 
FOR L + I STEP I UNTIL 628 00 BEGIN
 
KUTTAERSON(5,TAUOO01,Y,DE,@-4,@-5,NUTS,FALSE))
 
IF NUTS THEN
 
WRITEC<"STEPSIZE WAS CUT FOUR TIMES AND KMC CONTINUED,T=",
 
F6,3p>,TAU))
 
Figure F.2. Continued.
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X5[LJ+O.OOI(xY(]J X6CLJ*O.OtxYr21;
 
P5[LJeIOOXYC3]; P6CL] IOOxY[41)
 
TELJeL; 
PRINTIf
 
IF L HUD PRINT = 0 THEN
 
WRITL(RESLTEL],YE13PY(21,Yt31,YE4],W3))
 
END CALCULATING AND LOADING LOOP;
 
JP YL53J
 
wRIIEC(PAGE,PARMPEK3P3,PR5,PR6,MUSJp))
 
Figure F 2 Continued. 
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PROCEDURE KUTTAMERSON(N, X, Hp Yp F, EPS, AB , ERROR, STEPSIZE); 
VALUE N, H' EPSAB ,STEPSIZEINTEGER Ni REAL X' H' EPSYAB ; 
REAL ARRAY yO]I; PROCEDURE F; LABEL ERROR) BOOLEAN STEPSIZE; 
COMMENT EPb AND AB ARE THE RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE ERROR BOUNDS RESP.
 
STEPSIZE TRUE To WRITE STEPSIZE WHEN CHANGED, FALSE FOR NO OUTPUT;
 
BEGIN COMMENT KUTTA MERSON INTEGRATES A SYSTEM OF N FIRST ORDER
 
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. SEE Lt FOX, "NUMERICAL
 
SOLUTION OF ORDINARY AND PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL
 
EQUATIONS", P, 24, PERMAGON PRESS, 1962 1
 
OWN REAL HC, FINAL, H2, H3, H6, H8, ERR, TEST, T;
 
OWN INTEGER I; OWN BOOLEAN DBL, LABEL L, KM, RETURN,
 
OWN REAL ARRAY YI, Y2, FO, F1, F2[0:301;
 
COMMENT EXCEPT FOR HC, THE OWN VARIABLES ARE FOR SPEED ONLYJ
 
FORMAT MSSG("THE STEP SIZE IS NOW", E18.11))
 
DEFINE FORI FOR 1+1 STEP I UNTIL N DO I,
 
CONSTANTS a H2H/2.O; H3 H/3,O; H6H/6.0; HB H/8.O fl 
COWMENT CHECK FOR INITIAL ENTRY AND ADJUST H IF NECESSARY I 
IF N=O TIHEN BEGIN HC + Hi GO TO RETURN END) 
IF H=O IHEN GO TO RETURN; FINAL 4 X+H; 
IF HC=D THEN HC + H; 
IF EPS#O AND ABS(H)>ABS(HC) THEN 
IF SIGN(H)#SIGN(HC) THEN H + HC + -HC ELSE H + HC; 
T + X+H, X + FINAL; CONSTANTS; 
COMMENT MAIN KUTTA-MERSON STEP LOOP I 
L:FOR Tel STEP H UNTIL FINAL DO 
BEGIN KMI F(T-H,Y,FO); 
FORI YI[I] + FOII]xH3+Y(I]i F(T-2xH3, Yi, Fi)) 
FORI YI[IJ + (FO[IJ+FII)xH6+YtI]; F(T-2xH3, YI Fi)b
 
FORI YIEI + (FItIx3.O+FOCIJ)xHS+YtIli F(T-H2' Yi F2);
 
FORI YIEI] + CF2(I]x4,0-FI[Ix3.Oe+FO[I])xH2+Y[I]; FCT, YI, FI);
 
FORi Y2(I3 + (F2[Ix4,O4FIEI]+FO[I])xH6+Y[I],
 
COMMENT DOES THE STEP SIZE H NEED TO BE CHANGED I
 
IF LPSOO THEN
 
BEGIN DBL + TRUE;
 
FORI BEGIN ERReABS(YIEII-Y2E1)xO.2; TEST ABS(YCI])XEPSJ
 
IF ERR>TEST AND ERR>AB THEN COMMENT HALF H;
 
BEGIN H + H2; T*T-H2;
 
IF STEPSIZE THEN WRITE(tDBLl, MSSG, H);
 
IF T+H=T THEN BEGIN XeT; GO TO ERROR END;
 
CONSTANTS; GO TO KM;
 
END;
 
IF 64.OXERR>TEST THEN DBL + FALSE;
 
LND)

IF DBL THEN BEGIN H + 2xH;
 
IF STEPSIZE THEN WRITE(EDBLI, MSSG, H);
 
CONSTANTS END DOUBLE H;
 
END)

FORI YEI + Y213)I
 
END KUITA MERSON LOOP)
 
IF EPS=O THEN Go TO RETURN;
 
COMMENT NOW BE SURE TO HAVE T = FINAL ;
 
HC + Hi H + FINAL-CT-H);
 
IF ABS(H)>ABS(FINAL)xl,4551915228@-1i THEN
 
BEGIN T + FINAL; EPS + O, CONSTANTS; GO TO L END;
 
RETURN: END KUTTA MERSON)
 
Figure F.5 Solution of Nonlinear, Suboptimal Acquisition Equations
 
[(2 14)-(2 16) and (5 2)]
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IF DBL AND H < HH THEN BEGIN H + 2,OXH)
 
iF STEPSIZE THEN IRITE(MSSGHT)J

CU + CUT)
 
CONSTANTS END DOUBLE H;
 
END;
 
FORI YCIJ + Y2(I]J
 
END KUTTA MERSON LOOP)
 
IF EPS=O THEN GO TO RETURN;
 
COMMENT NUN BE SURE TO HAVE T = FINAL I
 
HC * H; H + FINAL-(T-H))
 
IF ABS(H)>ABSCFINAL)xi 4551915228s-I1 THEN
 
BEGIN T + FINAL) EPS + 0; CONSTANTS; GO TO L END) 
RETURN: ENU KUTTA MERSON;
 
PROCEDURE DE(TAUYDY);
 
VALUE TAU) REAL TAU;
 
ARRAY YDY(OJ;
 
BEGIN 
REAL A1,AAA3sA4,TA,CIC2'C3,S1,S2,S3,CTST) 
TA+ TAU.THETAO) CT. COS(TA)) ST+ SINCTA); 
Al+ 1+2xEXCT; A2+"2xExST) A3*1+3xExCT) A4+ CxAIXEXPCKxEXCCT-I)); 
COMMENT YtlW]XI, Y(2]=X2, Y[3J=X3, Y[41=X4, YCBI=X5, YE6W=X6, YE7]=j; 
YIyII];Y+Y[2J; Y3eyr3]; Y4 Y[4]3 Y54Y(531 YGY[6]) 
CleCOS(YIJ C2 COS(Y3); C3eCOS(Y5); 
SI+SIN(Yl); S2 SINCY3)) S3+SIN(Y5);
Vi IF ABS(Y1)<,O,002 AND ABSCY2)eO.0002 THEN 0 ELSE
 
-CNi/ 2 )x(SIGN(Y2XABSCY2)42OxYt) SIGNCY2+MtxYIxSIGN(QI-ABS(YI ))))
 
V2* IF ABb(Y3)<O,0002 AND ABSCY4)<O.0002 THEN 0 ELSE
 
"CN2/2)x(SIGN(Y4xABS(Y4)+2OxY3)+SIGN(Y4+M2xy3xSoGNQ2-ABS(Y3))));
 
V3+ IF ABSCYb)<OOO02 AND ABSCY6)<0,0002 THEN 0 ELSE
 
-[N3/B)X(SIGN(Y6xABS[Y6)+2OxY5)+SIGNCYG+M3xysxsIGN(Q3'ABS(YS))))I
 
HI. Y2xC2xC3+Y4xS3+A1X(SIXS3-CIXS2xC3))
 
W2+ Y4xC3"Y2xC2xS3+Alx(SixC3 ClxS2xS3))
 
W3 Y6+Y2xb2+AIXCIxC2;
 
DY(I]+ Y2J
 
DY[2] (y2xY~xS2-Y4xY6+Alx(y~xclxC2-Y2xSIXS2-Y~xS1)+A2xClxS2+K2xS3xW3xw1
 
"KlXC3XH2XW3-3xA3x(KI+K2)xC2xS2xC3xS3+A4xC3x(SlXC2+CixC3)
 
+C3XV-$S3xV2)/C2;
 
DY[3J Y'U
 
DY[4] Y2xY6xC2eAlxClx(Y2+Y6xS2)-A2xsI-W3xcKlXI2xS3+K2xWlxC3)

+3xA3xCK2xC3xC3-KIXS3xS3)xC2xS2+C3xV2-S3xVl
 
DYE53' Y6)

DY[6) 'Y2xY4xC2"DY[2]xS2+AlXCY2xSlXC2+Y4xCixS2)-K3xHIxW33xK3xA3xC2xC2x
 
C3xS3-A2xClxC2+A4xClxCS3-C3)+V3;
 
DY[7] ABS(V1)4ABS(V2)+ABSCV3))
 
END DE;
 
COMMENT INITIAL CONDITIONS; CLOCK;
 
START: REAUCEKIK2,K3,N 1N2pN3,XIOX20PX30'X40X50,X60,MI, IM2,02,
 
M3;Q3;C;D;K;THETAOpXILX2LX3LX4LX5LX6LXR,X2RX3RX4RX5R,X6R)
 
(FINISH];
 
TAU+ YC7] TE[]' 0
 
XI[O] YEll XIO)
 
X2[03+ YE2l+ X20)

X3[0] Y(3] X30)
 
X4(O]4 Y(4]* X4O;
 
X5[03 Yf5]* X50;
 
Figure F 5 Continued.
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X6[O3 Y(6J* X60)

WRITE(LABL))
 
WRITE(RESLTAUPXIOX20,X30,X4OX50,X60);
 
COMMENT CALCULATING WITH KUTTAMERSON AND LOADING ARRAYS)
 
FOR L+ i STEP I WHILE LSIOOO AND (ABSCYE2)nD OR ABS(Y[4]) D OR
 
ABS(Y[6J) D) 00
 
BEGIN
 
KUTTAMERSUN(7,TAU,O002,YDEP@4-,@-5,NUTSFALSE);
 
IF NUTS THEN IRITEC<"STEPSIZE WAS CUT FOUR TIMES BUT KMC CONTINUEDP
 
Tn",F6,3,>,TAU);
 
XI[L]' Y[1L
 
X2[L3' Y(2];
 
X3[LJ Y(3];
 
X4[LJ4 Yf4];
 
X5(L]t y(5];
 
X6tL3 y(6];
 
TCLIfO.OO2xL)

PRINT +1)
 
IF L MOD PRINT=O THEN WRITECRESL,TtL3,Y(1],Yt2JYC3]YA]PY[5],Y[6)J
 
END CALCULATIND AND LOADING LOOP)

J+ Y[713
 
CLOCK)
WRITE(CPAGE],PARMEK1,K2,K3,CDpJ)) 

Figure F.5. Continued
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PROCEDURE KUTTAMERSON(N, X,HH, y, F, EPS, ASD ERROR, STEPSIZE), 
VALUE NHH, fPS,AR ,STEPSIZE,INTEGER NJ REAL X,HH, EPSAB • 
REAL ARRAY Y(03, PROCEDURE F, POOLEAN ERROR, STEPSIZE, 
COPMENT. 	VERSION OF 660518 660722
 
EIS AND AS ARE THE RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE ERROR BOUNDS RESP.
 
STLPSIZE TRUE TO WRITE STEPSIZE WHEN CHANGED
 
SILPSIZE FALSE FOR NO OUTPUT
 
ERHDR IS SET TRUE IF STEPSIZE BECOMES TOO SMALL ELSE FALSE;
 
BEGIN COMMENr 	 KUTTA MERSON INTEGRATES A SYSTEM OF N FIRST ORDER 
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. SEE L. FOX, "NUMERICAL 
SOLUTION OF ORDINARY AND PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS", P. 24, PERMAGON PRESS, 1962 ' 
OhN REAL HC, FINAL, H2i H3A H6, H8, ERRP TEST' T, H,
 
OhN INTEGER ICU,CUT, OWN BOOLEAN DBL, LABEL L, KM, RETURN,
 
ON REAL ARRAY Y1, Y?, FO, FI, F2(O.303;
 
COWMENT EXCEPT FOR HC, THE OWN VARIABLES ARE FOR SPEED ONLY; 
FORMAT MSSb("THE STEP SIZE IS NOW", R12.5," AT T=",R12.5); 
DEFINE FORI FOR Eel STEP I UNTIL N DO J, 
CONS[ANIS = H2+H/2.O, H3H/3.0, H6eH/6.0, H8eH/8.0 t, 
COMENT CHLCK FOR INICIAL ENTRY AND ADJUST H IF NECESSARY I 
ERROR 4 FALSE, 
H (- HH 
IF N=O THEN BEGIN MC + H, GO TO RETURN END, 
IF H=O THEN GO TO RETURN; FINAL e X+H, 
IF HC=U THEN HC c H, 
IF EPS O AND ABS(H)>ABS(HC) THEN 
IF bIGN(H) SIN(HC) THEN H + HC + -HC ELSE H + HC; 
COMPENT$ CUI Ib THE NUMBER OF TIMES THAT THE STEP SIZE IS ALLOWED TO 
HALVE ITSELF IN SUCCESION; 
CLT + 10, 
CL + CUI, 
T * X+H' X + FINAL, CONSTANTS) 
COPMENT MAIN KUTTA-MERSON STEP LOOP , 
LIFOR T+1 STEP H UNTIL FINAL DO 
BEGIN KM: F(T-H,Y,FO); 
FORk Y11J3 + FOEI)XH3+YEI], F(T-2xH3, YIP FI), 
FOR1 Y1J1] (- (FO[I]+FI(1)xH6+YtI, F(T-2xH3, Yl, Fl); 
FORi Y1111 < (F1[I1x3.O+FOCI])XHS+YCII; FCTH2, Y1P F2), 
FORL YIIJ CF2(1Jx4.OF1[I(x3.0+FOI3)xH2+Y[IJ, F(T, Yl, Fi, 
FORL Y21I * (F213X4,0+FI[Ii+FO(I])H6+Y[I]; 
COVMENT DUES THE bTEP SILE H NEED TO BE CHANGED I 
IF EPSAO THEN 
BEGIN DBL + TRUE, 
FORI BEGIN ERReABS(Y1EI]-Y2[I])x0.2; TEST+ABS(YII)])XEPS; 
IF ERR>TEST AND ERR>AB THEN COMMENT HALF H, 
bEGIN H H2, T T-H2; 
IF (CUeCU-I)<O THEN ERROR + TRUE, 
IF STEPSIZE THEN WRITE(MSSGH,T)t
 
IF T+H=T THEN BEGIN X'T, ERROR + TRUE; GO TO RETURN)
 
END,
 
CONSTANTS; GO TO KM;
 
END,
 
IF 64.OxERR>TEST THEN DBL + FALSE;
 
tND,
 
IF OBL AND H < HH THEN BEGIN H + 2.OXH)
 
a Roll-Yaw 
Figure F 6. Solution of Optimal Linear Acquisition Equations in Backward 
Time 
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IF STEPSIZE THEN WRITE(MSSGHT); 
U CUT, 
GUNSTANTS END DOUBLE H; 
ENDS 
FORI YEI] * Y2[IJ3 
END KUTTA MLRSON LOOP; 
IF EPS=O THEN GO TO RETURN; 
CONMENT NUW BE SURE TO HAVE T = FINAL 
HC + Hp H + FINAL-(T-H)) 
IF ABS(H)>ABSCFINAL)xI.4551915228@-11 THEN 
BEGIN T + FINAL; EPS + 0; CONSTANTS; GO TO L END) 
RETURN: ENU KUTTA MIERSON;
 
PROCEDURE DE(TAU,YPDY);
 
VALUE TAU, RLAL TAU)
 
ARRAY YDY[OJ'
 
BEGIN
 
REAL A1,AA3A4,TAIJBU;
 
TAUB+ TAUITF-THETAO, CT+ COS(TAUB)f ST' SINCTAUB);

Al+ 1+2xEXCT, A2 2xExST, A3+ 4+13xExCT; A4e 1+4xExCT,
 
COMMENT YI=X1p Y2=X?, Y3=X3, Y4=X4p Y5=P1, Y6=P2' Y7=P3, Y8=P4,
 
YIe Y1i]1 Y2- Y[2], Y3+ Yt33, Y4 YE4], Y9e YE5], Y6 Y[6]J Y' YE?);
 
YB YE8],
 
VIe IF ABS(Y6)>I.O THEN NIXSIGN(Y6) ELSE O;
 
V2- IF ABb(Y8)>I.O THEN N2xSIGNCY8) ELSE OS
 
DYEII]JY2;
 
DY[2]e KIXA4xY1-A2xY3-K3xA1xY4nCXAIxEXP(KxEx(CT-1))-V1P
 
DY[3 34Y4,
 
DY[4] A2xYI+K4xAlxY2-K2xA3xy3=V2,
 
DY(51*eKXA4xY6-A2xY8,
 
DY[6]4 YS"KxAlxY8,
 
DYEJ]J A2xYb+K2xA3xY8
 
DY[S] K3xAlxY6+Y7;
 
DYE9Ie ABS(Vl)+ABS(V2),
 
END DE'
 
COMMENT INITIAL (FINAL) CONDITIONS S CLOCK;
 
START. READ(EKl1K2,K3,Kq,K N2,XIOX20PX30'X40PIOP20,P30,P40,CK
 
TF'THETAO)EFINISH];
 
TAUt TEO]+ YE93e 0,
 
Y(1] X1EO]e XlO;
 
Y[2]+ X?(O] X20,
 
Y[3)' X3(Oe X30;
 
Y[4+ X4fOJe X40,

Y151+ plo; 
Y[6]+ P20
 
Y[7]+ P30'
 
Y(8]J P40'
 
WRITE (LABL),
 
WRITE(RESLPTAU,XIOX20,X30,X40,P1OP20P30,PO)
 
COMMENT CALCUIATING WITH KUTTAMERSON AND LOADING ARRAYS;
 
FOR L+ I bILP I WHILE L5I5O AND ABSCYE2]3) .850 AND ABS(YC41):S1850 DO
 
BEGIN
 
KUTTAMERSUNC9tTAUO.OtYDE,@-4,0@e5NUTSFALSE))
 
IF NUTS THEN WRITE(<"STEPSIZE WAS CUT AT LEAST TEN TIMES BUT KUTTAMERSO
 
N CONTINULDT=",F6.3p>,TAU))
 
XIELJ YElJ,
 
Figure F 6. Continued. 
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X2[L) Y[2J;
 
X3[L) Y[JJ;
 
X4[L] Y('J,

TEL] + LA 
PRINT + 1; 
IF L MOD PRINT =O THEN WRITE(RESLTEL1,Y[I]Y2],Y[3Y4,Y5],Y[6, 
Y[T],YcBI); 
END CALCULATING AND LOADING LOOP) 
J+ y(9],
wRITE(EPA(E],PARMPEK1,K2pK3,K4,CpJ);
 
Figure F.6 Continued.
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* . . . STANFORD B5500 ALGOL -- 07/05/66 VERSION 201/67 
BEGIN COMMENT OPTIMAL PITCH ACQUISITION IN BACKWARDS TIME,
 
SAVE
 
FILE OUT PLOTTER 2CI,765)$REAL ARRAY A0:10223hA2[0:t2O:2).CtO*93,SYMAEO
 
:112],SYMBE-15"63IABCDEO:2L.REAL OLTH,
 
PROCEDURE PLOT(XYpIC);VALUE X,Y,IC;REAL XY;INTEGER IC;BEGIN STREAM PRO
 
CEDURE WRIT(FIL,IFLPA);BEGIN SI A;DIeIFL;17(60(SI4SI+2,DS6CHR));RELEASE
 
(FIL);END WRIT;OWN INTEGER TTIPNPXPNPY,BA,T,WIDx,PEN;OWN BOOLEAN 8OOLdI
 
NTEGER J,K,DXDYIY,NR,NT,NCII2,NA,LABEL FINSH,ONLI;FORMAT TORM(O22A6
 
);IF ABS(IC)>3THEN BEGIN BAIO,WIDX.IF IC<-3THEN 2@2ELSE I@2;PEN2,AtO)4'
 
444444";At1+"e444433A[2"33332",Go TO FINSHEND,IF ABS(IC)%PEN THEN
 
GO ONPEN 5-PENAIJ'(IF BOOL THEN"666661"ELSE TT+2a955)+PEN+PEN;BOOLeTR
 
UE,FOR KeQXPEN STEP-lUNTIL 1500 BEGIN AII1t14. "666666";IF I I018THEN BE
 
GIN AtIlOl9l"340000",WRIT(PLOTTERPLOTTERCO),Ao)),I 31GO ON;END,END,ON=
 
NA REAL(DXe-NPX+CNPX WIDXXX) 0)+REALCDX>O);IY&REALCDY-NPY+CNPYeWIDXxY)?
 
O)+REAL(OY>O),IF ABSCDX) ABSCDY)THEN BEGIN NReABS(DY),NCeNTeABS(OX);II2+
 
A2ENA,13END ELSE BEGIN NRtABSCDX);NCNTeABS(DY);II2eA2t1,Y]END;JIYA2ENA
 
,IY3,NA.NT DIV 2;NTNT-NR,Ll'IF(NCNC-1) OTHEN BEGIN IF NA NT THEN BEGIN
 
T IY,NAeNA-NT;END ELSE BEGIN TII2;NA-NA+NR END;IF BOOLeNOT BOOL THEN B
 
EGIN AEIIjT+TT,IF(I-I+1)?1I1THEN BEGIN AEIOIQJ4"340000";WRIT(PLOTTERPL
 
OTTER(O),A[0]),1e3,ENO;GO TO L1,ENDTT4"006006"&T1533:QIBGO TO LI;END;
 
IF IC<OTHEN BEGIN IF sOOL THEN I4IIELSE A[IJ4TT+"'0OO660";AEIeI+1Il 13400
 
00",WRITE(PLOTTERTORM,FOR KeOSTEP lUNTIL I DO ACKf),FINSH*WRITE(PLOTTER
 
,TORM,"444444","444433","333331",C[(BAC(BA+I)MO 100)MOD IO&CEBA DIV 10
 
1r24:3 6 :121,"133333",-334444",FOR K&OSTEP lUNTIL 70DO"444444"),BOOL.TRUE
 
,NPXCNPYO,I e3;END END,
 
PROCEDURE SYMBOL(XO,YOHGT,BCDTHETAN)VALUE XO,yO,HGT,THETAN,INTEGER
 
N;REAL XoYO,HGTTHETA;ALPHA ARRAY BCD[(obBEGIN REAL BINX,AC,W,OSCAINX,
 
I,OSTSMnV1,HIII,MOV2,WC,CC,LP XAYAXA6,YA6,OWN REAL CTHSTH;LABEL LOA
 
DB,DEFINE A=SYMA9,B=SyMB#,IF THETAXOLTH THEN BEGIN OLTH THETA;CTH CSCTH
 
ETACTHETAX.G1O453?9251);STHCSIN(THETA),END;HIHGTx.142857142857,XACCTHxH
 
!;YA 4 STHxHI;XA6tXAX6.0,YA6eYAX6.0;IF N<OTHEN'BEGIN MOVI.IF N=-12THEN 3EL
 
SE 2;XOY.O-MOVIX(XA+YA),YO YO-MOVix(XA-YA)BINXeN,GO TO LOADR;END;ACeNCC
 
CCeO;WCBCDIOI;WHILE AC AC+15N DO BEGIN IF CC-CC+17THEN BEGIN W -CD1WC W
 
C+1J;CCCIEND;BINXCW.t12:6 ,WeO&W[12.18:30LDADBIOSCBBINX).[335],STS
 
CAEAINX4BBINXJ39:Qn,LPe3;IIeO;FBR I-lSTEP IUNTIL OSC DO BEGIN IF II
 
II+128THEN BEGIN IIeI;OSTSeAEAINX AINX+IIEND;MOVIeOSTS.[6:33;MOV2OSTS.E
 
9"3]OSTSO&OSTSE6:I2:361,IF MOV1=7THEN LP'3ELSE BEGIN PLOT(XO+MOVIXXA-M
 
OV2xYA,YO+MOVIXYA+MOV2xXA,LP)bLPC2,ENDENDXOCXO+XA6.YO4YO+YA6,END,END;
 
PROCEDURE NUMBERCXYHGTFLTTHETAN);VALUE X,YHGTFLT,THETAN; INTEGER
 
N;REAL X,YHGTFLT,THETABEGIN REAL FRAC,BOOLEAN BLABEL SWORD;REAL STRE
 
AM PROCEDURE CV(XO);VALUE XO;BEGIN SICLOC XO;DICLOC CV,DI*DI42,DS6DEC E
 
NDYREAL STREAM PROCEDURE LZROCVN,B)YVALUE VNBBEGIN LABEL M;SIeLOC VND
 
IeLOC LZRO;DSCWDS,SIeSI-6;DICDI-6;5(IF SC="O"THEN BEGIN OS+LIT" ",SISI+
 
IEND ELSE JUMP OUT TO M),M.SI+LOC B,SKIP 47SB,IF SB THEN BEGIN DIDI-1,D
 
SeLIT"'"END;END LZRO;FRACCIF NSOTHEN.5ELSE IF N=ITHEN.O5ELSE IF N=2THEN.
 
o05ELSE IF N=3THEN.O0o5ELSE IF N=4THEN.OOO5ELSE.000005,BFLT "FRAC;IF F
 
LT ABS(FLT)+FRACIOOOoOTHEN IF FLTIOOOOOOOR B THEN BEGIN ABCDCO4"*****
 
*",GO TO SWORD END,ABCDEOI LZRO(CVCFRAC ENTIERFLT)),B);IF N OTHEN SWORD
 
"SYMBDLCX,YHGT,ABCD,THETA,6)ELSE BEGIN ABCD[1)CV(ENTIER((FLT-FRAC)XiO0
 
000))+",O0000'"SYMBOL(XY,HGT,ABCDTHETA,IF N5STHEN N+7ELSE 2).;,nJfl1r ,
 
b Pitch (Complete Program)
 
Figure F 6 Continued.
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PROCEDURE AXISCXYBCD'NCSIZETHETAYHINDY).VALUE XYNCSIZETHETAYM
 
INDyNREAL X,Y,SIZETHETAYMINDYJINTEGER NCALPHA ARRAY BCDrO],BEGIN RE
 
AL THCTHSTH'I,XB,YB,XA,YAICTHISTHYMAX,ABSVEXPP;LABEL LSOJTHeTHETAx
 
O.017455;ICTH4CTHeCOS(TH),ISTHeSTHeSINCTH),XReX,YB+Y,IF THETA OTHEN BEGI
 
N ICTHeSICTH;ISTH4-ISTH ENDPLOTCXA-X-.lxISTHYA Y+.IxICTH,3);FOR IeISTE
 
P jUNTIL SIZE DO BEGIN PLOT(XBPYB,2);PLOT(XB XB+CTHYB YB+STH,2),PLOT(XA
 
.XA4CTH,YA4YA+STH,2),ENDIF NC<OTHEN GO TO L50,YMAXeYMIN+SIZExDY;IF ABSV
 
4ABS(YMIN)<ABSCYMAX)THEN ABSVeABSCYMAX),EXPP&O;ITl)WHILE ABSV>9999.999DO
 
BEGIN ABSVeABSVx.1,IeIx.IJEXPPtFXPP-tEND,WHILE ABSV<0.999DO BEGIN ABSVe
 
ABSVx1O,O,I Ixoo EXPPCEXPP+IEND,DY DYXI;YMAX*YMAXxI,XA4XB-.15x1sTH-.53
 
xcTHYA+YB+.l5xICTH'.53xSTHFOR I'SIZE STEP-IUNTIL OD BEGIN IF ABSCYMAX
 
-

) O.OOITHEN NUMBER(XA,YAPO. 1,YMAXTHETA,3)JYMAXCYMAX-DY XAXA-CTH,YAVYA
 
STH ENOIeIF EXPP=OTHEN NC ELSE NC+7;YAe((SIZE+SIZEx.5).06xl)xSTH+33xI
 
CTH+Y;XA (SIZE.,06xI)xCTH-.33xISTH+X;SYMBOL(XAYA,.14,BCDTHETANC),IF E
 
XPP=OTHEN GO TO LSO,IeCI-6)X.i2,XA*IXCTH4XA,YACIxSTH+YA)ABCD(O)"X 10 "
 
$SYMBOLCXA,YA,.14,ABCD,THETA,6),IF EXPP=ITHEN GO TO L5O;XA4XA+.25xCTH-.0
 
7xSTHYAeYA+.25xSTH+.0XCTHNUMBERCXAYA,.07,EXPP,THETAO);L5OtEND,
 
PROCEDURE LINECXYNtK),VALUE N.INTEGER N;BOOLEAN K;ARRAY X,Y[0))BEGTN I
 
-
NTEGER 1,131A,B,C,IF K THEN BEGIN Aeogei,C*N-1,END ELSE BEGIN AN1S;B 

I;C+O,END;13'3;FOR IA STEP B UNTIL C DO BEGIN PLOT(XII,Y[I,I3);132EN
 
,K-NOT KtENOD
 
PROCEDURE SCALE(A,N,KL,YMIN,DY);VALUE N,L,KINTEGER NK,REAL L,DYYMIN) 
REAL ARRAY AEOlBEGIN REAL YMAX,INTEGER INMK,YMIN+YMAXCACK-1),NMKCN-K,F 
OR IK+K-1STEP K UNTIL NMK DO IF A[I]>YMAX THEN YMAX6A!IJELSE IF A[II<YM 
IN THEN YMINtAIJ,OYCCYMAXYMIN)/L,FOR IK-ISTEP K UNTIL NMK DO A(IJ4(AE 
I]JYMIN)/DY,END, 
PROCEDURE SETPLOTTERBEGIN PLOTCO.O,O.O,-1019),ABCD[0 e'START ",ABCOEI)C
 
"CALIBR")ABCD[2JC"ATION ",SYMBOL(O.O,5.O0.28,ABCDs9O.O, 1B))ABCDCO]e"Y= 
0 ",SYMBOL(O.O,-0.14,O.28,ABCD,0.0,3),PLOT(O.8,0.0,3),PLOT(7.0,0.0,2), 
ABCD[OI)"SET X ",SYMBOL(6.7,O.5,0.28,ABCQ9O0.O,5),PLOT(7.O,0.O3),PLOT(7
 
.O,28.0,2);PLOT(1.0,28.0,2),ABCD(OIey=28 ",SYMBOL(O.0,27.84,0.2,ARCD,
 
O.O,4),PLOTC1O.OO.O3).,END,
 
FILL CE*IWITH OCT040404040404,OCT040404040405,OCT040404040406,OCT0 4 04040 
4040GOCT040404040504, OT040404040505,OCT04004040506,OCTO40404040507,0C 
T040404040604,OCT040404040605sFILL A2O,*WITH OCTSO5OO,OCTSO600,DCT9070 
O,FILL A2tI,*WITH OCT60500,OCT6060,OCT60700,FILL A2[2,*IWITH OCT70500, 
OcT70600,OCT7O700 ,FILL SYMAE*JWITH OCT1030 4 146371706,0CTIIOOOOOOOOOOO,DC 
T10302027160000,OCT40000144463717,OCT6050000000000OCT01103041433414,OCT 
34454637170600,OCT43033730204000,ODTOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCT01103041433404,OCT 
7470000000000,OCT031434 4 3413010,OCT10617374 600 00,OCT06074721200000,OCT34 
434130100103,OCT14344546371706,OCTO5i4OOOOOOOOOO,OCTO1103041463717,OCT60 
41333440000,OCTIj1514041 4 1202,OCT42323135344404,ocT40100105164655,OCT514 
24435251412;OCT21314200000000CTlO012120107022,0CT23454637170600,OCTIll 
22221117014,OCT15252414000000,OCT02440600000000,OCT 1417006440200,OCT212 
52303430000,OCT00034346 371706,DCT34S40000 0 0 0 0 0 ,OCT04073746453404,OCTO304 
143340000,OCT42413010010617,OCT37464500000000OCT00073746413000,OCT47070 
434040040,OCT47070434040000,oCT3343130100106,OCT173765000000,OCTo070 
4 4 44 7 4 000,OCTIO302027173700,0OTooo1OO100000OOCT4 0202747000000,OCT36271 
706054031,OcT42201001031400*OcT40312324364700,OcT45034100000000,OcT44041 
913040000,OCT01452305410 0OO,OCTOI03041470000,OCT00070347254 000,OCT07004 
OOOOOO0CT00072347400000,OCT00074047000000pOCT10304146377036,OcT47703
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717060110,OCT00073746453404OCT1001O617374641,OCT30107022400O00OOCT0073
 
746453404,0cT34434000000000,oCT02324334140516,ocT46262720000000,0CT01452
 
3054 12303,0CT4323252 1000000, OCT03430000000000OCTOO112324160700,OCT 102 12
 
212112170POCT24251514240000,OCT01417042044600,OCTOOOOOOOOOOOOOO,OCTO047O
 
O00000000 OCTo11o30414334 14,OCTo5o617374600OoCT20270747000000,OcTo7o1I
 
030414700,OCT07204700000000OCT07002440470000,OcTOO477007400000OCT07244
 
724200000,oCT07470040701434,OCTOOOCOOOOOOOOOO,OCT10212313122200,OCTOO477
 
016060717, 0CT1670413130404l,0CT02463545053513,OCT3430000000000OCT024270
 
04440000, OCT07272000000000,OCT14167036340000,OCT0040440000424.OCT220000
 
O0000000,OCTOo442204402200,OCTOO4Oo44044422,OCT0404A4oO220OOCT243443
 
41301001,OcT3142422000000OCT24422002242200,ncT20224422O422009OCT2224 220
 
0000000,oCT24014124220000,oCT24024224202200,0CT44331304131100,OCT1131403
 
1332200,OCTj036500464 1070,OCT22220000000000OCT02422220242200,OCT0044044
 
0220000,pCT00442224202204,0CT40220242220000,FILL SYMB[*2WITH 0CT30157,0C
 
T12156,OCT14t55,OCT22153,OCT 32151,0CT14150,OCT12147 ,OCT06146,OCT14145,DC
 
T14144,OCT26142,0CT141411,0cT6140,OCT14137,OCT20135,0CT2200OOCT120 02,OC
 
T22003,0CT32005, OCT 14007, 0CT22011, OCT30013,O0CT12015, OCTI00 16, 0CT30021, C 
T 3402 3,OcT42025,0CT32030ocT20032pOCTO603,DOCT14035,OCT12036.OCT24037OC
 
T30041 ,cT24043,OCT16045,OCT16046,UCT14047)OC T 26050,OCT14052,OCT14053,0C
 
T12054,OCTIOO55,OCT3205 6,0CT140 60,CCT06061,0CT12062,0CT120 6 3,OCT120
64 
,DC 
T14065,0CT06066,OCT12067,OCT O1070,CT34071,0CT16073,0CT30074,0OT24076, C 
T26100,oCT26102,OCT04104OCT14105DCT30106,OCTI41O,OCTOO1I,0CT04112,OC
 
T30113,OCTlO115,OCT 4116,OCTO6117,OCT12120,0CT12121,OCT12122,OCT16123,OC
 
T14125,0cT34126,0cT22130,ocT12132,0CT1O133,OCT12134;OLTH@IO;
 
PLOTCO,O, 1019);
 
BEGIN
 
REAL 	CTSTX,TAU,TFTHETAOE,K3,N3,V3,X50,X60,P50,P60,J,C,K,
 
Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4,X5MIN,X6MINDXS,DX6,
 
INTEGER L,PRINT,
 
ARRAY Y!OI5,TX5,X6tO:SOO.
 
BOOLEAN NUTS;
 
LABEL START,FINISH,
 
ALPHA ARRAY HOZVER[Oll];
 
FORMAT LABL('TAU",X3,"XS",X5,"X6",X5,"P5",XS,"P6");
 
FORMAT RESL(13,4CX2,FS.2)),
 
FORMAT PARM("E=",F5.2,X2,"K3=",F6.3,X2,"C=",E1O.2X2,"J=",F5,2);
 
PROCEDURE KUTTAMERSONCN, XHH, Y, F, EPS, AR P ERROR, STEPSIZE);
 
VALUE N,HH, EPS,AB ,STEPSIZE$INTEGER N; REAL X,HHP EPS,AB
 
REAL ARRAY Y[O, PROCEDURE F; BOOLEAN ERROR, STEPSIZE;
 
COMMENTt VERSION OF 660518 660722
 
EPS AND AS ARE THE RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE ERROR BOUNDS RESP.
 
STEPSIZE TRUE TO WRITE STEPSIZE WHEN CHANGED
 
STEPSIZE FALSE FOR NO OUTPUT
 
ERROR Is SET TRUE IF STEPSIZE BECOMES TOO SMALL ELSE FALSE;
 
BEGIN COMMENT 	 KUTTA MERSON INTEGRATES A SYSTEM OF N FIRST ORDER
 
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. SEE L. FOX, "NUMERICAL
 
SOLUTION OF ORDINARY AND PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL
 
EQUATIONS", P. 24, PERMAGON PRESS, 1962 ;
 
OWN REAL HC, FINAL, H2, H3, H6, HB, ERR, TEST, TP H)
 
OWN INTEGER IPCU,CUT; OWN BOOLEAN DBL; LABEL L, KM, RETURN;
 
OWN REAL ARRAY Yb,Y2, FO, Fl, F2[0!303;
 
COMMENT EXCEPT FOR HC, THE OWN VARIABLES ARE FOR SPEED ONLY;
 
FORMAT MSSG("THE STEP SIZE IS NOW", R12.5," AT Tz",R12,5);
 
DEFINE FOR! = FOR I' STEP 1 UNTIL N DO #,
 
CONSTANTS H2eH/2,0, H3eH/3.0; H6 H/6,O; HBH/8.0 #
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COMMENT CHECK FOR INITIAL ENTRY AND ADJUST H IF NECESSARY 
ERROR e FALSE, 
H HH , 
IF N=O THEN BEGIN HC,4 H, GO TO RETURN END; 
IF H=O THEN GO TO RETURN, FINAL & X+H; 
=
 IF HC O THEN HC e H, 
IF EPSXO AND ABS(H)>ABS(HC) THEN 
IF SIGN(H)XSIGNfHC) THEN H 4- HC e -HC ELSE H 4. He, 
COMMENTS CUT IS THE NUMBER OF TIMES THAT THE STEP SIZE IS ALLOWED TO 
HALVE ITSELF IN SUCCESION; 
CUT 10;
 
CU * CUT;
 
T + X+H; X - FINAL, CONSTANTS;
 
COMMENT MAIN KUTTA-MERSON STEP LOOP S
 
LIFOR T+T STEP H UNTIL FINAL DO
 
BEGIN KM F(T-HYFO)J
 
FORI YIII) 4 FOCIIxH3eYEI]; FCT-2xH3, Yip Fl),
 
FORI VIJ (FOI+FIEI3)XH6+Y(I), Fl);
Y1 F(T-2xH3, Yi, 
FOR! YII]) 4 (FI(I1x3.O+FO(I2)xH8+YI3, F(T-H2, Yi, F2); 
FOR! YII] 4 CF2I1Jx4.0-FEIx3.O+FOI)xH2+Y[I, F(T, VI, FI), 
FOR! Y2(I) - (F2[Ilx4.O+FIEII+FO(IJ)XH6+yEII, 
COMMENT DOES THE STEP SIZE H NEED TO BE CHANGED S
 
IF EPSO THEN
 
BEGIN DBL +- TRUE,
 
FORT BEGIN ERR'ABS(YII]Y2[])xO.2, TEST4ABS(YIEI)xEPS;
 
IF ERR>TEST AND ERR>AB THEN COMMENT HALF H;
 
BEGIN H H2; T-T-H2,
 
IF CCU CU-1)<O THEN ERROR + TRUE;
 
IF STEPSIZE THEN WRITE(MSSGHT),
 
IF T+H=T THEN BEGIN XeTt ERROR + TRUE, GO TO RETURN,
 
END,
 
CONSTANTS, GO TO KM;
 
END,

IF 64-OXERR>TEST THEN DBL * FALSE, 
END; 
IF DBL AND H < HH THEN BEGIN H + 2.OxH, 
IF STEPSIZE THEN WRITE(MSSG,H,T), 
CU + CUT; 
CONSTANTS END DOUBLE H; 
END) 
FORI YE] Y2IJ, 
END KUTTA MERSON LOOP; 
IF EPS=O THEN GO TO RETURN, 
COMMENT NOW BE SURE TO HAVE T = FINAL 
HC - H, H 4 FINAL-(T-H), 
IF ABSCH)>ABS(FINAL)xl.4 551915228@-i THEN 
BEGIN T - FINAL; EPS 4 0., CONSTANTS; GO TO L END) 
RETURN: END KUTTA MERSONA 
PROCEDURE CLOCK;BEGIN OWN INTEGER TEMPUSTEMPUSI, 
FORMAT FMTI(X97, "DATE: "p A2,A2,A2), FMT2(6 C 
" .... ")p "ELAPSED TIME WAS", F7.3* " SECONDS ....­
" TOTAL TIME WAS", F8.3, " SECONDS."), 
IF TEMPUS X 0 THEN WRITE(FMT2, -(TEMPUS -(TEMPUS TIME(2))) / 60.0 
,-(TEMPUSI - TEMPUS) / 60.0) 
ELSE BEGIN WRITECFMTI,(TEMPUSTIME()).136:i22,TEMPUS.(24:12), 
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TEMPUS.(12: 12]) TEMPUS.TEMPUSITIMEC2); END;END CLOCKP
 
PROCEDURE DECTAU,YsDY),
 
VALUE TAU; REAL TAU;
 
ARRAY Y,DYEO),
 
BEGIN
 
REAL A3,TAUB,
 
TAUB. TAU-TF-THETAO; CT COS(TAUB); STe SINCTAUB), A31+3xExCT,Y1 Y13,
 
Y2eYE2);Y3.Y[3),Y4CY(4J, VS IF ABS(Y4)>I.O THEN N3xSIGN(Y4 ) ELSE 0,
 
DYE 1IY2,
 
DY121& 3XK3xA3xYI 2XExST+CXCI+2xExCT)XEXP(KxExCCT-I))-V3;
 
OY13])e3xK3xA3xY4;
 
DYC43] Y3;
 
DY(5) ABS(V3);
 
END DE;
 
COMMENT INITIAL (FINAL) CONDITIONS; CLOCK;
 
START: READ(E,K3,N3,X50,X60,P50PP60,C,KTFTHETAO)CFINISH);
 
TAU T(0] Y[5) 0,
 
Y(E13 XS(O) X50;
 
Y(2] X6(0. X60;
 
Y[31 P50,
 
Y143e P60;
 
WRITE CLABL)J
 
WRITE (RESLTAUX5OX60,P5OP6O),
 
COMMENT CALCULATING WITH KUTTAMERSON AND LOADING ARRAYS;
 
FOR L4 I STEP I WHILE L5150 AND ABS(Y[2))SI.850 DO
 
BEGIN 
KUTTAMERSON(5,TAUO.01,YDE,@4'P@'5,NUTSFALSE); 
IF NUTS THEN WRITEC<"STEPSIZE WAS CUT AT LEAST TEN TIMES BUT KUTTAMERSO 
N CONTINUEDpT=",F6,3,>,TAU); 
X5CL] Y[I); 
X6(L] Y[2]; 
TEL) + L 
PRINT *I, 
IF L MOD PRINT =0 THEN WRITE(RESLT(LIYE1),Y(22,YE3)Y(41); 
END CALCULATING AND LOADING LOOP;
 
J + YE5;
 
WRITECEPAGEIPPARMPEK3,C,J);
 
COMMENT PLOTTING X6 VS X5 ; CLOCK,
 
X5CL]'X6(L]+-2, X5(L+1] X6EL+1)]2;
 
SCALE(X5pL+2pp14X5MIN,0X5),
 
SCALE(X6pL+2, ip4X6MIN,OX6X;
 
HBZ(O)* " X5 ",
 
VERt03] " X6 ";
 
PLOT(OI3);
 
AXIS(O,0,HOZ,4,4,OX5MIN,DX5);
 
AXISCO,O,VER,4,4,90,X6MIN,0X6);
 
LINE(X5,X6,LTRUE),
 
PLOT(IO,-I,-3)i CLOCK)
 
COMMENT IF MORE DATA CARDS ARE TO BE READ THEN;
 
GO TO START;
 
FINISH?
 
END;
 
PLOTCOPPIO19);
 
END.
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